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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Unattended and remote monitoring systems for the early detection of gas centrifuge 
enrichment plant (GCEP) misuse have long been sought by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards inspectorate, but have yet to be realized for most 
GCEPs.  The primary misuse of concern is high enriched uranium (HEU) production but 
additionally include excess low enriched uranium (LEU) production and material 
diversion. 
 
The current research is a feasibility study that investigates a process monitoring approach 
combined with passive gamma spectroscopy techniques to monitor GCEPs.  In the 
current research, a simulated reference cascade and monitoring system is used to 
demonstrate several techniques to monitor 
235
U [uranium-235] enrichment, monitor 
cascade ideality, detect changes in facility operations, and attribute those changes to 
specific normal, abnormal, or misuse scenarios.  In other words, the monitoring system 
detects misuse and indicates to inspectors where to look for supporting physical evidence. 
 
The techniques for the detection of GCEP misuse introduced in the current research are 
different from all previous efforts in six fundamental ways.  First, previous efforts used 
custom and complex equipment which could not be sustained by the IAEA safeguards 
inspectorate; the current research only employs existing IAEA equipment and techniques 
in routine use.  Second, previous efforts used radioactive sources and other invasive 
equipment and techniques; the current research only utilizes passive and non-invasive 
gamma spectroscopy.  Third, previous efforts relied on measurements at a single point 
that could be bypassed; the current research includes techniques to additionally monitor 
entire cascades and production units.  Fourth, previous efforts used measurements of the 
186 keV [kiloelectron volt] gamma line and the UF6 [uranium hexafluoride] gas pressure; 
the current study utilizes measurements of the 
231
Th [thorium-231], 
234
Th [thorium-234], 
234
U [uranium-234], and 
235
U [uranium-235] gamma lines.  Fifth, no techniques currently 
  
 vi 
exist for the detection of excess LEU production and gas flow stoppage; the current 
research presents techniques for the detection and attribution of these scenarios.  Sixth, 
no previous techniques utilize the minor isotope safeguards techniques (MIST); the 
current research utilizes the 
234
U [uranium-234] gamma lines and the ratio of 
235
U 
[uranium-235] to 
234
U [uranium-234] to detect and attribute GCEP misuse. 
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CHAPTER I 
OVERVIEW 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Iran, Japan, Netherlands, Pakistan, Russia, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States are nations known to have gas centrifuge 
enrichment plants (GCEPs) [1, 2].  GCEPs are dual use in that they can either be used to 
produce low enriched uranium (LEU) for use in commercial nuclear power reactors or 
high enriched uranium (HEU) for use in nuclear weapons.  LEU and HEU are defined by 
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to be uranium with a 
235
U enrichment 
between natural and 20 wt% and greater than 20 wt%, respectively [3].  The IAEA 
safeguards inspectorate is a semi-autonomous United Nations organization that is 
responsible for verifying that GCEPs under international safeguards are only used for 
peaceful purposes.  The IAEA safeguards objectives at GCEPs include the detection of 
HEU production, excess LEU production, and material diversion [3].  The general IAEA 
concepts and approaches for safeguarding GCEPs include design information 
verification; material balance accountancy; unannounced and random inspections; visual 
inspection of cascade halls; environmental sampling (ES); destructive assay (DA); 
containment and surveillance (C/S); and attended, unattended, and remote non-
destructive assay (NDA) [4].  However, these concepts and approaches fall short of 
ensuring timely detection of GCEP misuse.  Low confidence is placed in the visual 
inspection of the vast and inaccessible piping of large GCEPs.  Unannounced and random 
inspections are not really unannounced in that the state receives early warning the instant 
the inspector’s plane tickets are purchased or when inspectors pass through a border 
control check point.  ES can detect HEU production with high confidence but sample 
analysis occurs on a time scale of months [4] and GCEPs normally produce small 
amounts of material near and above 20 wt% 
235
U enrichment during start-up which can 
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confound ES results [5].  C/S options are limited, particularly because cameras are not 
always permitted in the cascade halls and because valves may not provide adequate 
sealing options.  Attended, unattended, and remote NDA measurements of GCEP 
pipework, particularly 
235
U enrichment measurements, are possible but have been 
discontinued at all but two facilities due to practical and technical issues [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. 
 
The technical means for the early detection of GCEP misuse, with an emphasis on the 
detection of HEU production, is needed [11].  Short of continuous inspector presence, 
unattended and remote NDA monitoring of GCEP pipework is one foreseeable option for 
detecting HEU production in a time scale of less than several months.  However, past 
efforts to implement unattended and remote NDA monitoring systems at GCEPs over the 
past 40 years have had limited success.  Novel ideas are urgently needed to close these 
safeguards gaps at GCEPs.  The current research seeks to provide the technical means for 
the timely detection of GCEP misuse. 
 
1.2 Objective and Scope 
 
The objective of this dissertation is to demonstrate the feasibility of practical unattended 
and remote NDA monitoring techniques for the timely detection of GCEP misuse. 
 
The scope of this dissertation is limited to the development and evaluation of passive 
gamma spectroscopy techniques to perform online monitoring of GCEP operating 
conditions.  The scope is limited to approximately ideal cascades that use only natural 
feed and have no side-feed and side-withdrawals.  The monitoring system evaluation is 
limited to a system of three electrically-cooled germanium detectors positioned on the 
feed, product, and tails pipework of a single GCEP cascade. 
 
The need to extend the scope of this research to include low (e.g. NaI) and intermediate 
(e.g. CdZnTe, CdTe, and LaBr3) resolution detectors; non-natural uranium feed materials 
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(e.g. recycled, depleted, re-enriched, etc.); detector configurations other than the feed, 
product, and tails header pipes of a single cascade; non-ideal cascades; and cascades with 
side-feed and side-withdrawals are recognized as a next step. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
 
Insufficient means, technical or otherwise, exist to meet IAEA safeguards objectives at 
GCEPs.  These safeguards objectives are explicitly stated by the IAEA [3] to be: 
 
 “Objective 1:  The timely detection of the diversion of significant quantities of 
natural, depleted or low enriched UF6 from the declared flow through the plant, 
and the deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection” [3]. 
 “Objective 2:  The timely detection of the misuse of the facility in order to 
produce undeclared product (at the normal product enrichment levels) from 
undeclared feed and the deterrence of such misuse by the risk of early detection” 
[3]. 
 “Objective 3:  The timely detection of the misuse of the facility to produce UF6 at 
enrichments higher than the declared maximum, in particular highly enriched 
uranium, and the deterrence of such misuse by the risk of early detection” [3]. 
 
The technical needs of the IAEA with respect to objectives 1-3 are explicitly stated in the 
IAEA Department of Safeguards Long-Term R&D Plan, 2012-2023 [11] to be: 
 
 “Develop tools and techniques to enable timely, potentially real time, detection of 
highly enriched uranium production in low enriched uranium enrichment 
facilities” [11]. 
 “Develop improved tools and techniques to enable real time flow measurements 
of nuclear material, including UF6 at enrichment facilities” [11]. 
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At the current time, no measurements, unattended or manual, of the in-process UF6 are 
performed by the IAEA at any GCEP with the two exceptions being the use of the 
manually operated cascade header enrichment monitor (CHEM) at the Rokkasho 
Enrichment Plant in Japan [6, 7, 8, 9] and the use of the online enrichment monitor 
(OLEM) at the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant in Iran [10]. 
 
1.4 Proposed Solution 
 
The current research pursues a technical solution to the aforementioned objectives 2 and 
3.  The foundation of this dissertation is the idea that a change anywhere in a cascade is a 
change everywhere in a cascade, and that these systemic changes are both detectable and 
attributable to normal, abnormal, and illicit GCEP operating conditions.  The current 
research focuses on the use of a collection of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques to 
continuously monitor the photon emissions from GCEP pipework.  High resolution 
spectroscopic gamma detectors have been demonstrated to be adequate for monitoring 
the 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th gamma emissions from GCEP pipework.  By monitoring 
these gamma emissions from the feed, product, and tails pipework of a GCEP, normal, 
abnormal, and illicit GCEP operating conditions can be autonomously detected and 
attributed, prompting further investigation.    
 
1.5 Novel Contributions 
 
The novel elements presented in the current research are discussed here in contrast to the 
limitations of previous and current efforts. 
 
This dissertation uses a collection of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques for the 
detection and attribution of GCEP misuse.  The current research is novel in that it is the: 
 
 first instance of a ‘cascade monitor’ which approaches the cascade as a system 
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where previous attempts were all ‘enrichment monitors’ which only measured 
235
U enrichment at fixed points along GCEP pipework; 
 first instance of using gamma spectroscopy to measure the 234U isotopic fraction 
and the 
235
U/
234
U ratio of flowing UF6 in GCEP pipework; 
 first integration of the Minor Isotopes Safeguards Techniques (MIST) with 
gamma spectroscopy (MIST is the use of minor uranium isotopes as tracers in an 
enrichment cascade) [12-27]; and 
 first instance of a system designed to detect undeclared feed and withdrawal at 
GCEP facilities. 
 
1.6 Document Organization 
 
The intended audience of this dissertation includes nuclear safeguards professionals, 
nuclear engineers, and physicists.  The reader is assumed to have a basic understanding of 
gamma spectroscopy and nuclear safeguards; however, no understanding of GCEPs is 
assumed.   
 
This document is organized into 6 chapters.  Chapter 2 surveys the relevant literature and 
serves as a primer for GCEP safeguards.  Chapter 3 introduces the theory behind the 
collection of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques proposed for monitoring GCEPs.  
Chapter 4 specifies the reference GCEP cascade, monitoring system, and test cases to be 
used in the evaluation of the proposed techniques.  Chapter 5 evaluates five techniques 
for the detection and attribution of GCEP misuse based on the theoretical development in 
Chapter 3 and the reference cascade, reference monitoring system, and test cases 
presented in Chapter 4.  Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and provides 
recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 
 BACKGROUND 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter serves as both a literature review as well as a primer on GCEP safeguards.  
Particular attention is given to the characterization of flowing UF6 in GCEP pipework as 
well as the appraisal of existing systems and techniques for the measurement of uranium 
isotopics, primarily 
235
U enrichment, in GCEP pipework.  Due to the multidisciplinary 
nature of this research, this section is organized to provide the reader with the 
background necessary to understand the general concepts underlying the current research.  
The topics covered include uranium feed materials; uranium physical properties; uranium 
behavior in centrifuges, cascades, and GCEP pipework; spectroscopic attributes of GCEP 
pipework; measurement techniques and equipment; and GCEP misuse scenarios. 
 
2.2 Feed Material 
 
There are several classifications of uranium that can be used as feed for a GCEP that 
include natural, depleted, enriched, re-enriched, recycled, blended, and down-blended 
uranium. 
 
Natural uranium only includes the isotopes 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U, while recycled uranium 
from reactor tails will additionally include 
232
U, 
233
U, 
236
U, and 
237
U [28].  Natural 
uranium fed into a GCEP that has previously been introduced to recycled uranium will 
additionally include these additional isotopes in the product and tails.  Natural uranium 
has a 
235
U atom fraction of nominally 0.72 at% while depleted and enriched uranium 
have a 
235
U atom fraction less than and greater than 0.72 at%, respectively.  Re-enriched 
uranium is depleted uranium which has been re-fed into an enrichment plant, commonly 
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being enriched back to the natural concentration of 0.72 at% 
235
U.  Blended uranium is 
the result of combining two uranium samples of the same 
235
U atom fraction, and down-
blended uranium refers to the blending of samples of different 
235
U atom fractions. 
 
Natural uranium is the only feed material analyzed in this research, however, brief 
mention of the other feed materials and uranium isotopes will appear in passing.  It is 
unknown if any commercial plant currently uses any feed other than natural uranium, 
particularly recycled feed.  The published isotopic data for natural uranium, primarily 
derived from the measurement of uranium ore samples from various uranium mines and 
mills, are presented and analyzed in Section 2.2.1.  The data are compared with the 
accepted values and commercial standards for feed material used in commercial 
enrichment processes.  Section 2.2.2 briefly presents example data for recycled uranium. 
 
2.2.1 Natural Uranium 
 
The isotopic composition of natural uranium varies.  The International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defines the uranium isotopic compositions and ranges in 
Table 1 [29] and the atomic weight values in Table 2 [30].  These values do not include 
the depleted samples from the Oklo (Gabon) natural reactor [31, 32]. 
 
From Table 1, the relative 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U isotopic fraction ranges are observed to 
vary about their nominal value by roughly ±10%, ±0.1%, ±0.001%, respectively.  The 
relative isotopic fraction range of 
234
U is two and four orders of magnitude higher than 
that of 
235
U and 
238
U, respectively.  The absolute isotopic fraction range is roughly the 
same for all three isotopes, being roughly ±0.0005 at%.  The current research will employ 
gamma spectroscopy techniques to measure the U isotopic fractions; based on past UF6 
measurement systems, the lowest achievable measurement uncertainties for gamma  
spectroscopy based measurement systems are anticipated to be between 0.1-0.5% [33]. 
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Table 1.  IUPAC accepted isotopic composition and range for natural uranium.  Isotopic atom 
fractions and ranges in mass percent are calculated using the molar masses from Table 2. 
Isotope 
Atom 
Fraction 
[29]  
Atom Fraction 
Range 
[29] 
Mass 
Fraction* 
  
Mass Fraction 
Range* 
 
Relative Fraction 
Range** 
 
  [at%] [at%] [wt%] [wt%] [%] 
234U 0.0054 0.0050 - 0.0059 0.0053 0.0049 - 0.0058 -7.4 - 9.3 
235U 0.7204 0.7198 - 0.7207 0.7114 0.7108 - 0.7117 -0.083 - 0.042 
238U 99.2742 99.2739 - 99.2752 99.2829 99.2826 - 99.2839 -0.00030 - 0.0010 
*Mass fraction calculation:   if (w) = iM /
UM · 
if (a)  
**Relative fraction range calculation: iR = (if (a) –  ifnom
(a)) / ifnom
(a) x 100 
 
 
Table 2.  IUPAC accepted atomic weights of uranium isotopes and natural uranium. [30] 
Compound 
Atomic Weight 
[g/mol] 
234U 234.0409447 
235U 235.0439222 
238U 238.0507835 
Natural U 238.02891 
 
 
Consequently, the 
234
U variation in natural uranium is greater than the measurement 
uncertainties of gamma spectroscopy based measurement techniques and, thus, is 
expected to be detectable; however, the 
235
U and 
238
U variations in natural uranium are 
less than these measurement uncertainties and, thus, are not expected to be detectable. 
 
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) issued a standard specification 
for feed material used in the commercial enrichment process, ‘ASTM C787’ [34].  This 
standard sets an upper limit for the 
234
U atom fraction of feed material at 0.0062 wt% 
(0.0063 at%).  This limit is driven by health physics concerns related to the 
234
U atom 
fraction (i.e., high specific alpha intensity) of the product material from commercial 
enrichment processes.  This ASTM limit exceeds the IUPAC range for the 
234
U atom 
fraction in natural uranium of 0.0059 at%, shown in Table 1. 
 
Natural uranium isotopic data from Smith et al. [35], Smith and Jackson [36], Cowan and 
Adler [37], Ovaskainen [38], Solov’ev et al. [39], and Brennecka et al. [40] are presented 
in Figure 1 through Figure 4.  While six references are mentioned here, only three 
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Figure 1.  Variation of the uranium isotopic fractionation with respect to mineral deposit type, related redox reaction, and researcher.  Nominal 
values for 
238
U/
234
U and 
238
U/
235
U are 18384 and 137.80 at%/at%, respectively, from Table 1.  The units of f are at%/at%.  Error bars are omitted 
for visual clarity but for 
238
U/
234
U are between 0.2 and 1.5% and 
238
U/
235
U are between 0.01 and 0.05% at 2 sigma relative. 
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Figure 2.  Variation of the uranium isotopic atom fraction with respect to geographic origin.  Nominal values for 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom fractions 
are 0.0054, 0.7204, and 99.2742 at%, respectively, from Table 1.  The units of f are at%. 
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Figure 3.  Variation of the uranium isotopic atom ratio with respect to geographic origin.  Nominal values for the 
235
U/
234
U, 
238
U/
234
U, and 
238
U/
235
U 
atom ratios are 133.40, 18384, and 137.80 at%/at%, respectively, from Table 1.  The 
238
U/
234
U secular equilibrium value is 18200 at%/at%.  The 
units of f are at%/at%. 
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Figure 4.  Variation of the 
234
U atom fraction with respect to geographic origin.  Error bars are included at 2 sigma, but are too small to be clearly 
visible. 
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complete datasets are presented.  The Smith et al. [35], Smith and Jackson [36], and 
Cowan and Adler [37] are combined to form a complete dataset.  The Solov’ev et al. [39] 
dataset is incomplete and only contains 
234
U data, hence it does not appear in Figure 1 
and Figure 3.  The aforementioned samples come from different mineral deposits, mining 
processes, chemical forms, geographic locations, process steps along the uranium fuel 
cycle, and different researchers. 
 
In Figure 1, the 
238
U/
235
U and 
238
U/
234
U atom ratios are plotted with respect to the mineral 
deposit type, corresponding redox reaction (e.g. low temperature redox, high temperature 
redox, or non-redox), and the researcher (see [41] for further details). Several extreme 
samples are highlighted in red, yellow, blue, and green.  These samples are labeled and 
indexed and will be cross-referenced later in this section and in the current research.  The 
Oklo/Amethyste and Straz Pod Ralskem samples can be seen as separate clusters.  The 
IUPAC range and ASTM limits are included for comparison. 
 
The Oklo (Gabon) samples from the Ovaskainen [38] dataset (#21 and #22) exhibit a 
depleted 
235
U atom fraction as a consequence of a naturally occurring chain reaction at 
that location long ago (i.e. natural nuclear reactor) [31, 32].  Another Gabon sample from 
the Brennecka [40] data (#38) does not exhibit the depleted 
235
U atom fraction and thus 
this sample is assumed to be independent of the Oklo reactor.  The Amethyste (France) 
sample from the Ovaskainen [38] data set (#27) also exhibits a depleted 
235
U atom 
fraction consistent with the Oklo samples.  No conclusive explanation of this anomaly 
was found in the literature. It is not clear if Ovaskainen’s [38] Amethyste (France) 
sample (#27) is related to or had been cross-contaminated with Oklo material. 
 
The Straz pod Ralskem (Czech Republic) samples from the Ovaskainen [38] (#23) and 
Brennecka [40] data sets (#37) have a very high 
234
U atom fraction and are reported by 
both researchers to additionally contain 
236
U.  
236
U is created as a result of neutron 
capture on 
235
U, i.e. irradiation, and is the result of human activity.  Consequently, 
236
U is 
not present in natural uranium (within detectable limits) as is evidenced by the absence of 
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236
U in all other samples excluding the Oklo samples (#21 and #22).  It is assumed that 
the high 
234
U atom fraction is related to the presence of 
236
U and is thus attributed to 
human activity.  No satisfactory explanation of this anomaly appears in the literature. 
 
The non-redox and low temperature redox samples (shown in Figure 1 as triangles and 
squares, respectively) have a lower 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio variation of ~5% while the high 
temperature redox samples (shown as circles) have a higher 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio variation 
of ~25%.  The variation in the 
234
U atom fraction and the 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio is 
attributed to preferential leaching either as a result of geologic processes [40] or the in-
situ leaching mining process [42]. 
 
The non-redox and low temperature redox samples also have a lower 
238
U/
235
U atom ratio 
than the high temperature redox samples by ~0.1% (i.e. higher natural 
235
U enrichment).  
The ~0.1% difference in the 
235
U atom fraction among different uranium ore samples was 
observed in the nuclear fuel supply by Smith [35].  The attribution of the fractionation of 
the 
238
U/
235
U atom ratio to different mineral deposit types was initially reported by 
Cowan and Alden [37].  Continued research has attributed the fractionation to geo-
physical processes which link the different mineral deposit types to the high-temperature 
redox, low-temperature redox, and non-redox reactions which occur during the mineral 
deposit formation [40].   
 
In Figure 1 the Smith/Smith/Cowan data [35, 36, 37] (shown as hashed markers) and 
Ovaskainen data [38] (shown as unfilled markers) have a 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio variation 
of less than ~10%, while the Brennecka data [40] (shown as solid filled markers) has a 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio variation of less than ~25%.  The Smith/Smith/Cowan [35, 36, 37] 
and Ovaskainen data [38] are consistent with the IUPAC range for 
234
U [29]; however, 
the Brennecka data [38] are not.  This begs the question as to why the Brennecka data 
[38] drastically exceed the IUPAC 
234
U atom fraction range [29].  The 
Smith/Smith/Cowan data [35, 36, 37] are primarily from the U.S. Paducah Gaseous 
Diffusion Plant’s research into the differences in “unaltered uranium ore concentrates 
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produced in various parts of the world” [35].  The Ovaskainen data [37] were from 
different mining and milling facilities; collected by the IAEA from its member states; 
covered most of the largest facilities; and represented different geographic origins and 
different chemical forms.  The Brennecka [40] data are from “uranium ore concentrate 
sold on the commercial market” [40].  It is not clear if the uranium ore concentrate 
samples obtained by Brennecka [40] are different because of their mining processes (in-
situ vs. pit/underground mining), sampling location on the nuclear fuel cycle (uranium 
ore concentrate vs. uranium ore), or sample preparation.  While it is certain that the 
Smith/Smith/Cowan [35, 36, 37] and Ovaskainen data [38] are representative of ‘natural 
uranium feed’ for use in uranium enrichment plants, it is unclear if the Brennecka data 
[40] are also reprehensive of natural uranium feed in use at uranium enrichment plants. 
 
Additional analysis of the 
238
U/
235
U variation in Figure 1 is neglected because these 
variations are outside the sensitivity of gamma spectroscopy techniques employed later in 
the current research.  
 
Figure 2 through Figure 4 present a more detailed look at the individual samples.  
Extreme samples are highlighted in red, yellow, blue, and green in these figures and 
correspond with the highlighted samples in Figure 1.  These extreme samples will be 
utilized later in this research. 
 
From Figure 2, the 
234
U atom fractions are observed to vary by less than ~20% from the 
nominal value, which excludes the outlier cases that vary as much as ~60% (Straz pod 
Ralskem – #23 and #37). This exceeds the IUPAC range of ~10% [29].  The 
Smith/Smith/Cowan [35, 36, 37] and Ovaskainen data  [38] are observed to vary by 
~10% and are consistent with the IUPAC range [29] while the samples reported by 
Brennecka [40] and Solov’ev [39] vary by ~20% and exceed the IUPAC range [29].  The 
235
U atom fractions vary by ~0.1% with outlier samples (Oklo and Amethyste – #21, #22, 
and #27) varying as much as ~0.3%.  The 
238
U atom fractions vary by ~0.003%. 
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From Figure 3, the variation in the 
235
U/
234
U, 
238
U/
234
U, and 
238
U/
235
U atom ratios 
corresponds to the variation of the dominantly varying isotope (i.e. 
234Uσ >> 
235Uσ >> 
238Uσ), hence why both the 235U/234U and 238U/234U atom ratios track the 234U atom 
fraction variation and the 
238
U/
235
U atom ratio tracks the 
235
U atom fraction variation.  
The observations of Figure 2 are repeated, again, highlighting the extreme samples.  
Additionally, the 
238
U/
234
U atom fraction is compared to the secular equilibrium value of 
18200 (i.e. 
238
U half-life/
234
U half-life).  The 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio varies both above and 
below the secular equilibrium value.  This demonstrates that these natural uranium 
samples do not come from closed systems and that transport mechanisms exist which can 
either increase or decrease the 
234
U daughter atom populations relative to the 
238
U parent 
atom populations.  As previously mentioned, the variation in the 
234
U atom fraction and 
the 
238
U/
234
U atom ratio is attributed to preferential leaching either as a result of geologic 
processes [40] or the in-situ leaching mining process [42]. 
 
From Figure 4, the variation in the 
234
U atom fraction is compared to the IUPAC values 
[29] and ASTM C787 limit [33] for the 
234
U atom fraction of commercial feeds.  The 
Straz pod Ralskem samples (#23 and #37) are well outside the ASTM C787 limit [33].  
With the exception of the outlier samples (Straz pod Ralskem - samples #23 and #37), the 
234
U atom fractions reported by Smith/Smith/Cowan [35, 36, 37] and Ovaskainen [38] do 
not exceed the IUPAC range [29] from Table 1 while the samples reported by Brennecka 
[40] and Solov’ev [39] do exceed the IUPAC range [29]. 
 
2.2.2 Recycled Uranium 
 
As the scope of this research is limited to natural uranium feed, an exhaustive mapping of 
recycled uranium isotopics is not performed.  Recycled uranium includes 
232
U, 
233
U, 
236
U, 
and 
237
U in addition to the 
234
U, 
235
U and 
238
U present in natural uranium.  
236
U is the 
product of the n+
235
U
236
U reaction [43]. 
232
U and 
233
U are the product of various multi-
step absorption-decay production pathways [43].  
237
U is the alpha decay daughter 
product of 
241
Pu.  
236
U appears prominently in recycled uranium with concentrations  
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Table 3.  Comparison of natural and recycled uranium. 
Isotope 
Atom Fraction  [at%] 
Natural 
[29] 
Low Burn Up 
[13] 
High Burn Up 
[13] 
234U 0.0054 0.0182 0.0170 
235U 0.7204 2.5061 0.8900 
236U - 0.3630 0.3930 
238U 99.2742 97.1127 98.7000 
235U/234U 133.4 136.9 52.4 
235U/236U - 6.9 2.3 
 
 
approaching 1 at% while 
232
U, 
233
U, and 
237
U have very low atom fractions of less than 
1E-8 at% [28, 43].  While 
233
U and 
236
U have longer half-lives of 2x10
5
 and 2x10
7
 years, 
respectively, 
232
U and 
237
U have much shorter half-lives of 69 years and 7 days, 
respectively. 
 
Two examples of recycled uranium are presented in Table 3 to provide a general idea of 
the characteristics of recycled uranium.  Table 3 tabulates irradiated fuel samples 
collected from the Yankee (low burn-up) and Fort Calhoun (high burn-up) commercial 
power reactors [13]. The natural uranium sample in Table 3 is the nominal IUPAC atom 
fractions [29] from Table 1.  The 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios for recycled uranium are shown to 
be both above and below that for natural uranium.  The 
236
U atom fraction is roughly 
between the 
234
U and 
235
U atom fractions.  The 
232
U, 
233
U, and 
237
U isotopic fractions 
were not reported but can be assumed to be less than 1E-8 at%. 
 
2.2.3 Summary 
 
The information presented in Section 2.2 that is significant to the current research is 
summarized here.  A few assumptions are made regarding the information in this section 
prior to proceeding. 
 
 The 234U variation in natural uranium is significant with respect to historical 
measurement uncertainties of gamma spectroscopy based systems used to 
measure the isotopics of UF6 in GCEP pipework; the 
234
U atom fractions cannot 
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be assumed to be constant for all natural uranium feed. 
 The 235U and 238U variations in natural uranium are negligible with respect to the 
measurement uncertainties of gamma spectroscopy based systems used to 
measure the isotopics of UF6 in GCEP pipework; the 
235
U and 
238
U atom fractions 
can be assumed to be constant for all natural uranium feed. 
 Natural uranium only consists of the 234U, 235U, and 238U isotopes, while recycled 
uranium additionally includes 
232
U, 
233
U, 
236
U, and 
237
U. 
 The samples with extreme 234U atom fraction values outside the IUPAC range 
[29] may be representative of available natural uranium feed for commercial 
GCEPs but are not representative of natural uranium. 
 The 234U and 235U atom fraction outliers (e.g. Oklo (Gabon), Amethyste (France) 
and Straz pod Ralskem (Czech Republic)) are exceptional cases not representative 
of available natural uranium feed for commercial GCEPs and are not 
representative of natural uranium. 
 
The extreme samples highlighted in Figure 1 through Figure 4 are tabulated in Table 4 
and Table 5 and will be utilized later in the current research as a representative range of 
available natural uranium feed for commercial GCEPs.  The Oklo (Gabon), Amethyste 
(France), and Straz pod Ralskem (Czech Republic) samples will not be utilized later in 
the current research because they are assumed to not be representative of available 
natural uranium feed for commercial GCEPs; however, they are also included in the 
summary given in Table 4 and Table 5.  Because the 
235
U and 
238
U content were not 
provided by Solov’ev [39] for the Kyzylkum (Uzbekistan) sample (#91), the 235U atom 
fraction is assumed to be the nominal IUPAC value [29] and the 
238
U atom fraction is 
assumed to be the remainder.  These assumed values appear in parentheses in Table 5. 
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Table 4.  Description of extreme natural uranium samples. 
Index 
(Color) 
Mine 
(Country) 
Attribute Remarks Source 
(Chemical Form) 
21,22 
(red) 
Oklo 
(Gabon) 
very low 235U attributed to naturally occurring chain reaction (i.e. 
natural nuclear reactor) 
21,22 – collected by IAEA from member state (MgU2O7) 
27 
(red) 
Amethyste 
(France) 
very low 235U cause unknown but is consistent with Oklo (Gabon) collected by IAEA from member state (Mg uranate) 
23,37 
(yellow) 
Straz pod Ralskem 
(Czech Republic) 
very high 234U sample includes detectable 236U attributed to 
human activities (i.e. not natural) 
23 – collected by IAEA from member state ((NH4)3U2O7) 
37 – commercially acquired (U ore concentrate) 
31 
(blue) 
CETAMA-Emerande 
(France) 
low 234U lowest 234U concentration inside IUPAC range collected by IAEA from member state (Mg uranate) 
33 
(blue) 
CETAMA-Grenat 
(France) 
high 234U highest 234U concentration inside IUPAC range collected by IAEA from member state (Na uranate) 
43 
(green) 
Ranstadt 
(Sweden) 
very low 234U lowest 234U concentration outside IUPAC range commercially acquired (U ore concentrate) 
91 
(green) 
Kyzylkum 
(Uzbekistan) 
very high 234U highest 234U concentration outside IUPAC range, 
attributed to in-situ leaching mining process 
mineralogical museum at the Russian Scientific-Research 
Institute of Chemical Technology (U ore) 
 
 
Table 5.  Atom fractions and atom ratios of extreme natural uranium samples.  Values in parentheses were not available and consequently the 
imposed 
235
U atom fraction is the nominal IUPAC value, the imposed 
238
U atom fraction is the remainder, and the atom ratios are computed based 
on these imposed values. 
Index Source 234U 235U 236U 238U 235U/234U 238U/235U 238U/234U Ref. 
  [at%] [at%] [at%] [at%] [at%/at%] [at%/at%] [at%/at%]  
21 Oklo-Comuf Mounana (Gabon) 0.005388 0.71833 <2E-6 99.27628 133.30 138.21 18423 [38] 
22 Oklo-Comuf Mounana (Gabon) 0.005383 0.71822 <2E-6 99.27639 133.42 138.22 18443 [38] 
27 CETAMA Amethyste (France) 0.005356 0.71828 <2E-6 99.27636 134.10 138.21 18536 [38] 
23 DIAMO, Straz pod Ralskem (Czech Rep.) 0.008276 0.72031 3.75E-06 99.27141 87.03 137.82 11995 [38] 
37 Straz Pod Ralskem (Czech Rep.) 0.008611 0.72015 - 99.27124 83.63 137.85 11528 [40] 
33 CETAMA Grenat (France) 0.005849 0.72030 <2E-6 99.27385 123.15 137.82 16972 [38] 
31 Emerande (France) 0.005043 0.72039 <2E-6 99.27456 143.45 137.81 19685 [38] 
43 Ranstadt (Sweden) 0.004386 0.720092 - 99.27552 164.17 137.87 22633 [40] 
91 Uch-Kuduk, Kyzylkum (Uzbeckistan) 0.00621 (0.7204) - (99.2734) (116.01) (137.80) (15986) [39] 
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2.3 Uranium Isotope Behavior in Centrifuges, Cascades, and 
Production Units 
 
The purpose of this section is to briefly review the properties of centrifuges, cascades, 
and production units relevant to the current research.  The Minor Isotope Safeguards 
Techniques (MIST) for enrichment plants related to the behavior of 
234
U in cascades is 
introduced. 
 
2.3.1 Centrifuges 
 
A centrifuge, for the purposes of the current research, is a black box with certain 
properties.  A centrifuge has an inlet for UF6 feed and two outlets for the enriched UF6 
product and depleted UF6 tails, as shown in Figure 5. 
 
A centrifuge has feed, product, and tails mass flow rates, sm , and U isotopic atom 
fractions, 
iU
fs
(a)
; the subscript s can be either F, P, or T and indicates the feed, product, or 
tails steams, respectively; and the superscript (a) indicates atom fraction as opposed to 
weight or mass fraction.  Centrifuge mass flow rates are typically reported in mgUF6/s, 
kgU/yr, or kgUF6/yr. 
 
For the purpose of the current research, there are two key properties of a centrifuge: the 
separation factor and separative power. 
 
The separation factor is the ratio of one isotope in the product and the tails to another 
isotope in the product and tails of a centrifuge [44, 45, 46]: 
 
 
   
   
a aiU kU
iU P P
a aiU kU
T T
f f
f f
    (1) 
 
where 
iUα is the separation factor (or overall separation factor) for uranium isotopes i and  
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Figure 5.  Centrifuge diagram showing the feed (blue), product (green), and tails (red) streams. 
 
 
k where k is the reference isotope (or key component), and the subscripts P and T indicate 
the product and tails streams.  The reference isotope is arbitrarily defined.  Typically, 
i = 
235
U and k = 
238
U, however, the more general expression of the separation factor in 
Eq. (1) is used here because i = 
234
U is also of interest to the current research.  The 
separation factor of a centrifuge can be measured experimentally by sampling material 
from the product and tails streams of a centrifuge and applying those results to Eq. (1).  
Alternatively, the separation factor of a centrifuge can be determined from the theoretical 
model.  Considering only the centrifugal separation mechanism, the separation factor per 
unit mass difference for a centrifuge is modeled by [44]: 
 
 
  
2
0
1
exp
2
g
mol r
RT


 
 
 
 
  (2) 
 
where α0 is the separation factor per unit mass difference, ω is the rotational speed, r is 
the centrifuge radius, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute gas 
temperature.  The more general relationship between two isotopes, such as 
235
U and 
238
U, 
is: 
 
 
  2
exp
2
kU iU
iU
M M r
RT


 
 
 
 
  (3) 
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where 
iU
M and 
kU
M are the molar masses of uranium isotopes i and k, where by 
convention k > i.  Again, typically i = 
235
U and k = 
238
U, however, i = 
234
U is also of 
interest to the current research. 
 
From Eq. (3), the separation factor is related to the molar mass difference such that 
232Uα > 234Uα > 235Uα > 236Uα when k = 238U.   
 
The model recommended by von Halle [27] for determining the separation factor for 
isotope i with respect to the separation factor per unit mass difference is derived by 
combining Eqs. (2) and (3) which results in Eq. (4). 
 
 
 
0
kU iUM MiU 

   (4) 
 
However, a second theoretical model for the separation factor for isotope i, which is 
derived from a Taylor series expansion of Eq. (3), is recommended by Wood [45] and is 
shown as Eq. (5). 
 
  
238
235
235 238
1 1
iU U
iU U
U U
M M
M M
 

  

  (5) 
  
Wood [45] demonstrates that the difference between the two models is significant when 
normalized for 
235Uα = 1.6, as shown in Table 6.  The 4.0% difference in the prediction of 
234Uα by the two models is significant to the current research because it affects the 
accurate modeling of the 
234
U atom fraction and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios. 
 
It remains an open question among experts what the appropriate separation factor model 
should be for modeling minor uranium isotopes in gas centrifuges.  Since centrifuge data 
are proprietary, there are no data available to evaluate, validate, or determine the 
applicability of the two models.  However, it can be concluded from Table 6, that for 
natural uranium, 
234U enriches ‘faster’ than 235U.  In other words, the 235U/234U ratio is 
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Table 6.  Comparison of results from the von Halle [27] and Wood [45] separation factor models 
when normalized to 
235Uα = 1.6. 
isotope 
 
iUα 
Eq. (4) 
iUα 
Eq. (5) 
diff 
[%] 
232U 2.56 2.20 -16.4 
234U 1.87 1.80 -4.0 
235U 1.60 1.60 0.0 
236U 1.37 1.40 2.3 
238U 1.00 1.00 0.0 
 
 
lower/higher in the product/tails than in the feed, respectively.  Additionally for recycled 
uranium, 
232
U and 
234U enrich ‘faster’ than 235U while 236U enriches ‘slower’ than 235U.   
 
The separative power is related to the change in entropy that occurs within a centrifuge 
system boundary.  The theoretical maximum separative power of a centrifuge is [46]: 
 
 
  
2
2238 235
max
2 2
U UM M rDz
U
RT


 
 
 
 
  (6) 
 
where δUmax is the maximum centrifuge separative power, ρ is the gas density, D is the 
self-diffusion coefficient of the gas, z is the separative length of the centrifuge.  
Separative power has units of kgUF6/yr or mgUF6/s; however, it is customary to affix the 
dimensionless unit of SWU (or separative work unit) to the result in Eq. (6) and thus the 
units become kgUF6-SWU/yr or mgUF6-SWU/s.  The theoretical maximum separative 
power is never achieved in practice; thus the actual separative power for a centrifuge is: 
 
 maxU E U     (7) 
 
where δU is the actual centrifuge separative power, and E is the centrifuge efficiency. 
 
The separative power and separation factor are interrelated as shown for the Iguaçu 
centrifuge in Figure 6 [51].  The Iguaçu centrifuge is a fictional or ‘paper’ centrifuge 
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Figure 6.  A performance map of the Iguaçu centrifuge.  Excerpted from [51]. 
 
 
utilized to facilitate discussion among the centrifuge community [47]. 
 
From Figure 6, separative power increases with feed rate nearly linearly at low feed rates 
but quickly begins to taper before it reaches a maximum and then decreases.  The 
separation factor steadily decreases as the feed rate increases.  A centrifuge is optimized 
when the separative power is maximized, shown here to occur at a feed rate of ~32 
mgUF6/s for the Iguaçu centrifuge.  A change in feed rate will decrease the separative 
power, but, depending on if the feed rate increases or decreases, the product 
235
U 
enrichment will decrease or increase, respectively.  One of the consequences of this 
centrifuge property is a higher than designed 
235
U enrichment is produced during plant 
start up (i.e. when increasing the feed rate from 0 to optimal) [5]. 
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2.3.2 Cascades 
 
Centrifuges are grouped together to form cascades.  Cascade configurations vary 
depending on the desired product and tails 
235
U enrichments. 
 
Centrifuges are connected in parallel to increase throughput but not 
235
U enrichment, as 
shown in Figure 7.  A group of centrifuges connected in parallel is called a stage.  Stages 
are connected in series to increase 
235
U enrichment, as shown in Figure 8. 
 
Enriching stages, shown in Figure 8 as stages 1 through 4, are those which produce a 
product with 
235
U enrichments greater than the feed stage, shown as stage 0.  Stripping 
stages, shown as stages -1 through -3, are those which produce a product 
235
U enrichment 
less than or equal to the feed stage 
235
U
 
enrichment.  The number of enriching and 
stripping stages are those required to produce the desired product and tails 
235
U 
enrichments.  The product 
235
U enrichment is that desired by the customer while the tails 
235
U enrichment is driven by the cost of uranium feed. 
 
Figure 9 relates the diagram in Figure 8 to the layout of a cascade hall. 
 
The 
235
U enrichment needs to be matched at each mixing point to prevent down-blending 
and a loss of separative work.  An ideal cascade is a fictional cascade where up and down 
flowing 
235
U enrichments are exactly matched and no 
235
U mixing losses occur.  
However, the mathematical solution to an ideal cascade configuration results in a non-
integer numbers of stages and centrifuges.   A real cascade must round the ideal numbers 
of stages and centrifuges to integer values, which consequently results in some mixing 
losses at mixing points.  Since mixing losses are inefficiencies (i.e. effectively down-
blending the product that was just enriched), a well-designed cascade is characterized by 
having minimal mixing losses.  In practice, commercial cascades are nearly ideal 
cascades with minimal mixing losses [16]. 
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Figure 7.  Centrifuges connected in parallel to form a stage. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Stages connected in series to form a cascade. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.  A layout of centrifuges in a cascade hall configuration.  Centrifuges are represented by 
circles. 
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Figure 10.  Example of matched and unmatched atom fractions a mixing point. 
 
 
The mass flow rates of an ideal cascade are governed by a system of three equations:  U 
mass balance, 
235
U mass balance, and separative power balance (or SWU balance).  The 
three equations are [46]: 
 
 F P Tm m m    (8) 
 
     235 235 235w w wU U U
F F P P T Tm f m f m f    (9) 
 
        235 235 235a a aU U UP P T T F FU m V f m V f m V f      (10) 
 
where sm  is the mass flow rate of stream s; 
iU
fs
(a)
  and 
iU
fs
(w)
 are the isotopic atom and 
weight fractions of uranium isotope i from stream s, respectively;  ΔU is the cascade 
separative power; and 
  235 aU sV f is the value function.  The value function is defined in 
Eq. (11). 
 
      
 
 
235
235 235
235
2 1 ln
1
aU
a aU U s
s s aU
s
f
V f f
f
 
      
  (11) 
 
Eq. (10) can be interpreted as similar to an entropy balance.  While the units of V(
235U
fs
(a)
) 
are dimensionless, the unit of SWU is customarily assigned to V(
235U
fs
(a)
) such that, with 
Stage n-1 
Stage n+1 
Stage n 
U-234   0.01689 
U-235   2.008 
U-238 97.98 
U-234   0.01649 
U-235   2.008 
U-238 97.98 
U-234   0.01679 
U-235   2.008 
U-238 97.98 
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respect to Eq. (10), the units of ΔU are kgU-SWU/yr.  The separative power of a cascade 
is related to the separative power of an individual centrifuge by 
 
 U U n     (12) 
 
where n is the number of centrifuges in the cascade and δU is the centrifuge separative 
power, defined in Eqs. (6) and (7).  Eq. (12) assumes that all the centrifuges in a cascade 
are identical.  Therefore, ΔU is an upper limit to the separative power of an ideal cascade 
and is a constant value used to constrain Eq. (10).  However, operation of individual 
centrifuges at less than the optimal feed rate will decrease the separative power of the 
individual centrifuges and consequently the cascade, as was shown in Figure 6. 
 
A strong interdependence exists for the feed, product, and tails mass flow rates, 
235
U 
enrichments, separation factor, and separative power.  By simultaneously solving Eqs. (8) 
through (10), the feed, product, and tails mass flow rates, with respect to the product 
235
U 
enrichments are calculated and plotted in Figure 11.  In Figure 11, the mass flow rates 
rapidly decrease as the product 
235
U enrichment increases, with a knee appearing near 5 
at%.  This demonstrates that one of the primary indicators that an LEU cascade has been 
reconfigured to produce HEU is a large decrease in the feed, product, and tails mass flow 
rates.  Figure 11 shows that in the HEU product range (i.e. above 20 wt% or ~20.2 at% 
235
U) nearly all the feed ends up as tails and only a small fraction of the feed ends up as 
product.  This result is for ideal cascades of different configurations (i.e. same number of 
centrifuges but with a variable numbers of stages and centrifuges per stages).  This would 
not be observed for flow rate changes of a fixed cascade where the number of centrifuges, 
stages, and centrifuges per stages are constant. 
 
The number of stages in the enriching and stripping section of the cascade are determined 
by [44, 46]: 
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Figure 11.  Mass flow rates with respect to product 
235
U enrichment for ideal cascades with  
ΔU = 9940, and feed and tails 235U enrichments of 0.72 and 0.35 at%, respectively. 
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where N and M are the number of enriching and stripping stages, respectively.  The feed 
stage is not included in either N or M; the total number of stages, S, is: 
 
 1S M N     (15) 
 
where the +1 accounts for the feed stage. 
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2.3.3 Production Units 
 
Cascades are grouped together to form production units (or assay units).  As shown in 
Figure 12, a production unit consists of several cascades that all utilize the same feed 
stations, product withdrawal stations, and tails withdrawal stations.  Consequently, all 
cascades in a production unit have the same feed, product, and tails 
235
U enrichments. 
 
With reference to Figure 12, the pressure between the pressure reduction valve and the 
desublimation / compression liquefaction pumps is the characteristic low pressure side of 
the pipework which is shown as the blue, green, and red streams.  Before and after the 
pumps/compressors is the high pressure side of the pipework which is shown as the black 
streams.  Depending on if the UF6 gas is fed into the product and tails cylinders through 
condensation or sublimation, a liquid section of the piping may also be included in the 
product and tails high pressure side of the pipework. 
 
With reference to Figure 12, there are cascade specific valves which control the flows in 
and out of the individual cascades.  The three block valves are open during normal 
operation but can be closed to isolate a cascade from the production unit.  The two 
recycle valves are closed during normal operation but can be opened to permit flow from 
the product and tails streams to be recycled back into the feed stream.  By closing the 
block valves and opening the recycle valves, the cascade can be put into a state called 
reflux or recycle.  Upon starting a new cascade, the cascade may be put into the reflux 
state.  The block and recycle valves are variable (i.e. not ON/OFF valves) and can be 
used to control the gas flow rates and pressures.  Additional connections and associated 
valves, not shown in Figure 12, may be present throughout a cascade to permit gas 
priming, sampling, and evacuation.  
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Figure 12.  Production unit layout.  Excerpted from [47]. 
 
 
2.3.4 Minor Isotope Safeguards Techniques (MIST) 
 
“The Behavior of the Uranium Isotopes in Separation Cascades” series of research 
reports [12-23], also known as the “MIST studies”, investigate the behavior of 234U and 
236
U (as well as 
235
U and 
238
U) in a cascade.  The MIST studies demonstrate that one can 
attribute changes in minor uranium isotope atom fractions and atom ratios to changes in 
cascade operation and/or configuration.  The MIST studies were performed at a time 
when there was no immediate use for these results, but an awareness that the behavior of 
the minor uranium isotopes in a cascade could be of value to the safeguards community. 
 
In depth analyses of a wide variety of scenarios and cascade configurations are reported 
in the MIST studies which include multiple feed and withdrawal cascades as well as the 
effects of feeding reactor tails (which includes 
236
U).  The reader is referred to the MIST 
studies for an extensive analysis on the behavior of minor isotopes in cascades.  It should 
be understood that any changes in the cascade operation and/or configuration will change 
the 
234
U atom fractions and the 
235
U/
234
U ratio in the product and tails streams. 
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The MIST studies are closely linked to the MSTAR cascade model [48, 49, 50] 
developed by de la Garza and von Halle [24, 25, 26, 27].  The MSTAR model predicts 
the 
234
U atom fractions of the product and tails streams of ideal cascades (and the 
232
U, 
233
U, 
236
U, and 
237
U atom fraction in the case of recycled feed).  The 
234
U atom fraction is 
related to the 
235
U enrichment and, as will be shown next, can be observed to change in 
the event of cascade misuse.  The MSTAR model facilitates the utilization of the 
234
U 
atom fraction and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio as an indicator of cascade misuse. 
The MSTAR model for an ideal cascade with no side feed and withdrawal streams 
predicts the isotopic atom fractions by: 
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and where U
sN  is the atom flow rate of uranium in stream s, 
iUα is the separation factor 
derived from Eq. (4) or Eq. (5), noting that Eq. (4) was used in the MSTAR derivation by 
von Halle [27], M
*
 is the MSTAR constant, and 
iU
M is the molar mass of U isotope i.  It 
is pointed out that the number of enriching and stripping stages, N and M, can be 
determined from the feed, product, and tails 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios using Eqs. (13) and 
(14).  These equations provide the relationships between the uranium isotopes for ideal 
cascades.  More complex relationships are developed by de la Garza [24, 25, 26] for 
cascades with additional side-feed and side-withdrawals streams.  It can be shown that 
the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the feed, product, and tails streams are dependent on the 
235
U/
238
U ratios in the feed, product and tails streams but are independent of the 
separation factor [19, 48, 49].  This means that the 
235
U/
234
U ratios predicted by the 
MSTAR equations for ideal cascades are universal and facility independent.  In other 
words, the MSTAR predictions are independent of the particular centrifuge being used, 
the number of stripping and enriching stages, and the size and scale of a cascade; the 
MSTAR predictions are only dependent on the feed, product, and tails 
235
U enrichments 
and the feed 
234
U atom fraction of an ideal cascade. 
 
Migliorini et al. [51, 52, 53, 54] performed an analysis of the behavior of the minor 
uranium isotopes in several fixed gas centrifuge cascades.  The Migliorini studies 
demonstrated the pressure and isotopic transients following a change in cascade 
operation.  In general, the isotopic gradients along the cascade take on the order of hours 
to reach a new equilibrium [44, 46, 55, 56]. 
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To better explain the complex interdependence of cascade properties, the remainder of 
this section provides some examples of the different 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios that are 
observed for different cascade configurations and operating conditions.  These examples 
demonstrate the differences in the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio for normal, abnormal, and illicit 
cascade operation.  The examples are presented are excerpted from the MIST studies [13, 
16] and are based on a nominal cascade design of natural uranium feed, 4 at% 
235
U 
product, and 0.25 at% 
235
U
 
tails.  The three examples show the effect of changes in the 
tails 
235
U enrichment, product 
235
U enrichment, and cascade configurations with respect 
to the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the product and tails streams.  
 
 Example 1 - Changes in the tails 235U enrichment of an ideal cascade 
 Example 2 - Changes in the product 235U enrichment of an ideal cascade 
 Example 3 - Changes in the product and tails 235U enrichment of a fixed cascade 
(i.e. changes in product and tails withdrawal rates) 
 
2.3.4.1 Example 1:  Changes in the Tails 235U Enrichment of an Ideal Cascade 
 
From Figure 13, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the product and tails streams are plotted 
from 112 to 89 and 280 to 132, respectively, as the tails 
235
U enrichment ranges from 
0.20 to 0.72 at% 
235
U.  The product 
235
U enrichment is held constant at 4 at% 
235
U.  This 
represents what would be observed if the centrifuges in a cascade were rearranged, 
reconfigured, and optimized to produce a different tails 
235
U enrichment at the same 
product 
235
U enrichment. 
 
2.3.4.2 Example 2:  Changes in the Product 235U Enrichment of an Ideal Cascade 
 
From Figure 14, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the product and tails streams are plotted 
from 130 to 103 and 198 to 268, respectively, as the product 
235
U enrichment ranges from 
0.72 to 95 at% 
235
U.  The tails 
235
U enrichment is held constant at 0.25 at% 
235
U.  This 
represents what would be observed if the centrifuges in a cascade were rearranged,   
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Figure 13.  The 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the product and tails streams of ideal cascades with respect to 
the design tails 
235
U enrichment.  Excerpted from [13]. 
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Figure 14.  The 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the product and tails streams of ideal cascades with respect to 
the design product 
235
U enrichment.  Excerpted from [13]. 
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Figure 15.  The 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the product and tails streams of a fixed cascade with a fixed 
feed rate with respect to the product 
235
U enrichment.  Excerpted from [16]. 
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reconfigured, and optimized to produce a different product 
235
U enrichment at the same 
tails 
235
U enrichment. 
 
2.3.4.3 Example 3:  Changes in the Product/Tails 235U Enrichment of a Fixed Cascade 
 
Enrichments greater than 20 wt% 
235
U (or ~20.2 at% 
235
U) are achievable without 
reconfiguring the cascade but by simply changing the product and tails withdrawal rates 
of a fixed cascade.  This is a result of the interdependence of the centrifuge separation 
factor, separative power, and feed rate as previously shown in Figure 6. 
 
From Figure 15, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio in the product and tails streams are plotted from 
103 to 22 and 244 to 130, respectively, as the product and tails 
235
U enrichment ranges 
from 4 to 63 at% 
235
U and 0.25 to 0.72 at% 
235
U, respectively.  The feed rate is held 
constant.  This represents what would be observed if the centrifuges of a fixed cascade 
were not rearrange, reconfigured, or optimized, but simply the product and tails flow 
rates are changed in order to produce a different product 
235
U enrichment, particularly 
enrichments greater than 20 wt% 
235
U. 
 
2.3.5 Summary 
 
The information presented in Section 2.3 which is significant to the current research is 
summarized here. 
 
For centrifuges: 
 
 lighter isotopes enrich ‘faster’ than heavier isotopes (e.g. 234U enriches faster than 
235
U); and 
 changes in the feed rate to a centrifuge will change the atom ratios (e.g. 235U/234U, 
235
U/
238
U) in both the product and tails. 
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For cascades: 
 
 commercial cascades are approximately ideal cascades; 
 235U enrichments are matched at mixing points, but other isotopes are not;  
 changes in cascade operation and configuration will change the 234U atom 
fractions and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the product and tails; and  
 cascades are highly constrained systems such that a change anywhere in a cascade 
results in changes everywhere in a cascade. 
 
2.4 Spectroscopic Attributes of GCEP Pipework 
 
The purpose of this section is to present the characteristics of GCEP pipework relevant to 
gamma spectroscopy, including a detailed discussion of the pipework, direct deposit, and 
wall deposit.  This is followed by a review of relevant U and Th physical attributes and 
gamma and x-ray emissions.  This section is concluded with a presentation of actual 
spectra collected from GCEP pipework during steady-state and transient cascade 
operation. 
 
2.4.1 Pipework and Deposits 
 
The most common pipe encountered in GCEPs is aluminum.  Stainless steel pipes are in 
use at Russian and Chinese GCEPs [57].  Pipe inner diameters are reported to range from 
25.4 mm to 210 mm diameters and thicknesses from 3 mm to 6.35 mm; however, it is 
unclear from the literature where specific pipe diameters are located in each plant.  Wall 
deposits on aluminum pipes are reported to range between 60-690 μg U/cm2, while no 
data have been reported for stainless steel pipes.   
 
The UO2F2 wall deposit significantly interferes with passive and active gamma 
spectroscopy measurement techniques and is one of the primary reasons that no simple 
solution to the UF6 gas enrichment measurement problem exists.  More specifically, the 
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UF6 emits the same U gamma lines as the UO2F2 wall deposit and, thus, the isolation of 
the UF6 gas signal in the presence of the UO2F2 wall deposit background is non-trivial.  
Separately, both the UF6 gas and the UO2F2 wall deposit both produce Th daughters 
which linger in the pipework but never reach secular equilibrium [58, 59].  Only a 
fraction of the Th daughters from the UF6 gas is directly deposited on the pipe wall while 
the remainder is transported downstream [60, 61, 62].  Also, the occurrence of gradual 
and abrupt wall deposit growth disrupts the secular equilibrium of the Th daughters from 
the UO2F2 deposit, hence the wall deposit background may be dynamic [58, 59, 63, 64]. 
 
The mechanism for wall deposit formation and growth is complex and is known to be 
dependent on multiple chemical reactions, facility design, and facility operational history.  
For the purposes of gamma spectroscopy, there are two chemical components to the wall 
deposit: (1) uranium in the molecule UO2F2 and (2) at least one Th molecule not 
specified in the literature. 
 
Prior to the introduction of UF6 into an Al pipe, the Al pipe may have been introduced to 
the air resulting in the formation of a thin layer of aluminum oxide and aluminum 
hydroxide on the surface of the pipe due to the reactions (25) and (26).  
 
 2 2 3 4   3  2 Al O Al O   (25) 
  2 232   6 2  3 Al H O Al OH H     (26) 
 
Upon the introduction of UF6 into the pipe, an initial UO2F2 wall deposit quickly forms in 
a matter of hours [61, 65, 66] due to the reaction between the UF6 and the oxide, 
hydroxides, and water present on the pipe surface due to reactions (27) through (29). 
 
 2 3 6 3 2 22  3  4  3 Al O UF AlF UO F     (27) 
   6 3 2 232  3 2  3  6 Al OH UF AlF UO F HF    (28) 
 2 6 2 22    4 H O UF UO F HF    (29) 
 
All these reactions result in UO2F2 which makes up the wall deposit.  Additionally, a 
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Figure 16.  Results of aluminum 3003 coupon exposures to UF6.  Excerpted from [67] with further 
discussion in [66]. 
 
 
direct reaction between the UF6 gas and the Al pipe is possible due to reaction (30). 
 
 6 3 5  3   3 Al UF AlF UF    (30) 
 
However, this reaction does not occur at GCEP temperatures and is thus assumed to have 
a negligible contribution to the wall deposit formation [61, 65, 66]. 
 
The thicknesses of wall deposits are on the order of ~10-100 nm [66].  The amount of 
initial wall deposit formation is on the order of 1-10 μg U/cm2 and occurs between 0-30 
days after UF6 is introduced into the Al pipe [61, 65, 66, 67], as shown in Figure 16. 
 
The majority of the UO2F2 wall deposit is the result of air inleakage and the reaction 
between UF6 gas and water vapor in the air due to reaction (29).  Air inleakage, and the 
resulting wall deposit growth, can either happen gradually or abruptly.  Gradual wall 
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deposit growth occurs due to gradual air inleakage and is a plant specific characteristic.  
Abrupt wall deposit growth occurs following an air ingress event.   No consensus was 
reached in the 1980s for the annual deposit growth rate as the wall deposit amounts with 
respect to operating time varied widely between cascades in the same plant and between 
facilities.  Capenhurst estimated between 45-167 µg U/cm
2
/y [58, 59]; however, the 
maximum deposit growth rates at Almelo and the U.S. Centrifuge Plant Demonstration 
Facility were significantly less, between 2-11 µg U/cm
2
/y [68, 69] and 60-88 µg U/cm
2
/y 
[61, 65], respectively.  The deposit growth rate has been shown to decrease exponentially 
over time [59]; hence, the largest reported deposit amounts for Capenhurst, Almelo, and 
the U.S. Centrifuge Plant Demonstration Facility of 690 µg U/cm
2
 [70], 220 µg U/cm
2
 
[68], and 175 µg U/cm
2
 [61, 65], respectively, are thought to more accurately represent 
the actual facility conditions than the aforementioned reported deposit growth rates.  
Packer et al. [58, 71] and Hori et al. [63] report data which shows both gradual and abrupt 
deposit formations, shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18.  The air inleakage rate is plant 
specific and variations by a factor of 4 have been reported for the same locations on 
similar cascades [58].  The amount of wall deposit is reported to increase with plant 
operating time [58, 59, 72].  However, Packer reported "relatively little deposit on the 
header pipes in the latest design of centrifuge" [73].  No quantitative data have been 
reported to substantiate this claim or extend it to other facilities.  However, at 
Capenhurst, a continuous enrichment monitor (CEMO), i.e. NaI detector with a 
109
Cd 
transmission source, was installed about the virgin product header pipe of a new cascade 
just prior to the cascade coming online.  Baker reported: “Experience of commissioning 
this cascade while CEMO was monitoring the pipe showed that uranium based deposits 
are laid down initially, requiring the CEMO calibration constants to be adjusted during 
the subsequent inspection.  This was successfully undertaken and no further re-calibration 
has been necessary” [74]. 
 
Due to the dated and sparse nature of the published information on wall deposits, newer 
plants may have significantly smaller wall deposits and negligible wall deposit growth 
due to negligible air inleakage, where older plants have significantly larger wall deposits 
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Figure 17.  Observation of wall deposit growth on a product pipe of a cascade that was monitored 
from commissioning at Capenhurst.  Excerpted from [59]. 
 
 
 
Figure 18.  Observation of wall deposit growth during long term steady state operation of a product 
pipe at Ningyo Toge.  Excerpted from [63]. 
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and non-negligible wall deposit growth due to significant air inleakage.  This is 
speculative, and conclusive data are yet to be seen.  No reports discussing GCEP wall 
deposits have appeared in the literature since Baker in 1995 [74]. 
 
Deposit formation can also occur if the pipework is opened to the atmosphere (after the 
UF6 gas is evacuated).  In this case, the existing UO2F2 wall deposit becomes hydrated,  
 
 2 2 2 2 2 2 1.5  · 1.5 UO F H O UO F H O    (31) 
 
so that when gas flow is restored the gas interacts with the hydrated UO2F2 and a new 
wall deposit layer rapidly forms [66]. 
 
To summarize, there are four identified causes for the UO2F2 wall deposit formation: (1) 
initial wall deposit, (2) continuous air inleakage, (3) abrupt air inleakage, and (4) interim 
exposure to the atmosphere [61, 65, 66, 67]. 
 
Thorium also exists in the pipework.  The Th daughters are produced by the alpha decay 
of U in the UF6 gas and the UO2F2 wall deposit.  The UO2F2 wall deposit and the Th 
produced by the UO2F2 in the wall deposit are summarily referred to as the wall deposit.  
The Th produced by the alpha decay of the UF6 gas are referred to as the direct deposit.  
The Th produced from both the direct deposit and the wall deposit is presumed to react to 
form an unspecified Th molecule(s), ThX, and unspecified byproduct(s), as shown in 
Table 7.  UO2F2 and the unspecified Th molecule(s) are reported to be non-volatile (i.e. 
remain a solid) at GCEP temperatures and pressures [58, 59, 61, 65, 67].  Packer states 
that the Th direct deposit is “due to the decay of uranium nuclei as the UF6 gas passes 
through the plant.  The thorium is formed as a non-volatile fluoride which will be either 
deposited locally or carried along as a suspended aerosol” [61]. 
 
The proportion of the Th direct deposit which appears on the pipe walls is reported to be 
between 60-70% and 80-90% for two plants at Capenhurst [60].  Overall, the proportions 
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Table 7.  Characterization of the UF6 gas, ThX direct deposit, and UO2F2 + ThX wall deposit. 
 UF6 
gas 
ThX 
direct deposit 
UO2F2 + ThX 
wall deposit 
234
U X  X 
235
U X  X 
231
Th  X X 
238
U X  X 
234
Th  X X 
 
 
of U to Th are not in secular equilibrium and cannot be assumed proportionally constant 
[69, 75], which further complicates the gamma spectroscopy analyses.  No examples of 
non-uniform UO2F2 wall deposit distribution along the pipe wall (and  presumably the Th 
wall deposit) appear in the literature for GCEPs, however, non-uniform Th distributions 
(presumably from the Th direct deposit and not from the Th wall deposit) are reported 
near pipe bends [60, 76], shown in Figure 19, and valves [61, 69]. 
 
Explanations in the literature regarding the Th direct deposit and Th wall deposit are 
unsatisfactory.  First, the ThX molecule(s) are not clearly identified but apparently 
assumed to be thorium fluoride, ThF4.  Second, the unspecified ThX molecule(s) are 
assumed to be entirely non-volatile without knowing the precise ThX molecule(s) or 
reactions.  Third, no explanation has been given regarding what happens to the Th that is 
created in a centrifuge.  Since 
231
Th and 
234
Th are both lighter than their U parents and if 
some fraction of the ThX direct deposit is suspended in the gas, then the ratios of 
231
Th 
and 
234
Th with each other and their U parents would be disrupted by the preferential 
enrichment of the lighter ThX molecule(s).  Fourth, ThX is stated to either be directly 
deposited on the pipe wall or suspended in the gas and carried downstream, but this is 
never verified in the literature [61].  Fifth, it is never verified where the suspended ThX 
molecule(s) go.  Evidence was shown in Figure 19 that some of the suspended ThX 
molecule(s) are preferentially deposited near pipe bends and valves [60, 61, 69, 76].  
Thus, all the suspended ThX molecule(s) may appear in the nearest pipe bend or valves, 
effectively making bends and valves traps for the suspended ThX molecule(s).  
Otherwise, the suspended ThX molecule(s), possibly enriched in the centrifuges, would 
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introduce another radiation source term which must be considered.  From the discussion 
and the existence of the direct deposit fraction, where some ThX goes one way and some 
goes the other, a more thorough explanation of the bimodal behavior of the Th direct 
deposit mechanism is desired; clarification of the Th transport phenomenon would have a 
substantial impact on the measurement of UF6 in GCEP pipework.   
 
There are other mechanisms of manipulating the wall deposit.  UO2F2 wall deposit 
removal using chemical cleaning agents was investigated by Cooley et al. [67].   ClF3 
was passed over a wall deposit resulting in the removal of the UO2F2 without affecting 
the ThX deposits.  Ianakiev et al. [77] mentions the use of IF7 at Ningyo Toge.  There are 
no reports in the literature of operators removing wall deposits to facilitate safeguards. 
 
It is reported that there is no molecular, atomic, or isotopic exchange between the U 
atoms in the gas and the wall deposit [59, 67].  Hence, an HEU wall deposit cannot be 
removed or modified by passing depleted uranium gas through the pipe following misuse 
[67].  However, a depleted uranium deposit could be laid down on top of an HEU wall 
deposit or a cleaning agent could be used to remove the HEU wall deposit. 
 
It is stated in the literature that the wall deposit amounts at Almelo [72] and the U.S. 
Centrifuge Plant Demonstration Facility are higher in the product lines and significantly 
lower in the feed lines [61, 65]; however, insufficient data appear to characterize the tails 
lines. 
 
At current, there are no suitable models for predicting the amount of wall deposit or 
direct deposit on GCEP pipework and few appropriate assumptions or guidelines can be 
offered. 
 
Under uncommon circumstances, the UF6 gas may be evacuated from the pipework for  
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Figure 19.  185.7 keV (
235
U) and 63.3 keV (
234
Th) count rates relative to a pipe bend at the U.S. 
Centrifuge Plant Demonstration Facility.  Excerpted from [61, 76]. 
 
 
 
Table 8.  Reported range of values for pipes and deposits at GCEPs. 
F = feed, P=product, T=tails 
 
Gas 
Pressure 
[torr] 
Gas 
Temp 
[C] 
Pipe 
Material 
Pipe 
Inner 
Diameter 
[mm] 
Pipe Wall 
Thickness 
[mm] 
186 keV 
Count Rate 
Gas/ 
(Gas+Dep) 
x100 
[%] 
Deposit 
[ug U/cm2] 
Direct 
Deposit 
[%] 
References 
0.75-8.2 35-40 Al/SS  25.4-210 3-6.35    F 45-100 
   P   5-86 
   T 29-58 
P 60-690 P 60-90 [55,58,59,60,61, 
62,65,66,67,68, 
69,70,71,72,73, 
74,76,78,79,80, 
81,82,83,84,85, 
86,87,88,89] 
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sufficient time to obtain a measurement of the wall deposit in the absence of the gas.  
Following a return to gas flow, this would permit the subtraction of the wall deposit 
signal from the total signal to obtain the gas signal.  However, Baker et al. reports that for 
URENCO facilities (i.e. facility operator of Capenhurst, Gronau, and Almelo), "outages 
are typically very short, mostly lasting minutes rather than hours and are infrequent" [55].  
Thus, there is no expectation of obtaining a long enough gamma spectroscopy 
measurement to characterize a wall deposit during an outage. 
 
 
A summary of the pipework, direct deposit, and wall deposit information reported in the 
literature is tabulated in Table 8.  The gas pressure is considered a sensitive parameter; 
hence, while ranges for the gas pressure values are stated by the technology holders, their 
proprietary nature makes them purposefully vague. 
 
2.4.2 Physical Properties of Uranium and Thorium 
 
As discussed previously, natural uranium consists of the isotopes of 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U 
and recycled uranium additionally includes 
232
U, 
233
U, 
236
U, and 
237
U.  The scope of this 
report is limited to natural uranium feed; hence, recycled feed is only mentioned 
peripherally.  Figure 20 shows the decay chains for the natural uranium isotopes and 
indicates the transitions corresponding to some of the predominant gammas. 
 
In Figure 20, the parent uranium atoms, short half-life daughters, and long half-life 
daughters are outlined in green, blue, and red, respectively.  The energies of the 
predominant gammas are listed to the right of their corresponding decay pathways, 
pointing out that predominant gammas do not appear with every decay pathway.  
Predominant gammas are gammas that are readily observed in a high resolution gamma 
spectrum from UF6 in low pressure GCEP pipework.  The predominant gammas 
primarily appear in the 50-210 keV range, and thus other predominant gammas outside 
this range are omitted here.  Additionally listed are the branching ratios for the 
234m
Pa 
decay. 
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Figure 20.  
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U decay chains. 
 
 
The information relevant to this research is: 
 
 234U and 235U produce predominant gammas while 238U does not; 
 235U and 238U produce 231Th and 234Th daughters which produce predominant 
gammas while 
234
U does not produce daughters with predominant gammas; 
 231Th and 234Th have short half-lives and will achieve equilibrium with their 235U 
and 
238
U parents in a useful timeframe of approximately ~7 and ~168 days, 
respectively; and 
 each decay chain ends, for the purposes of this research, with a long lived 
daughter outlined in red (i.e. no predominant gammas are produced from or 
following these daughters). 
 
The fact that 
238
U does not produce predominant gammas is one of the primary reasons 
that uranium enrichment measurement is not a trivial exercise.  The reason the 
238
U 
daughter gammas from 
234
Th cannot be used to indirectly measure the 
238
U atom fraction 
235
U (7.0E8 y) 
231
Th (25 h) 
231
Pa (3.3E4 y) 
238
U (4.5E9 y) 
234
Th (24 d) 
234m
Pa (1.2 m) 
234
Pa (6.7 h) 
234
U (2.4E5 y) 
234
U (2.4E5 y) 
230
Th (7.4E4 y) 
99.84% 
0.16% 
144, 163, 186, 205 keV 
84 keV 63, 93 keV 
53, 121 keV 
235
U Decay Chain 
238
U Decay Chain 
234
U Decay Chain 
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is because secular equilibrium between 
238
U and 
234
Th is not achieved in GCEP 
pipework.  The amount of 
234
U produced from 
238
U decay is negligible when compared to 
the amount of 
234
U in the UF6 and UO2F2 wall deposit, hence why the 
234
U terminates the 
238
U decay chain and initiates the 
234
U decay chain. 
 
Table 9 tabulates some of the properties of 
234
U, 
235
U, 
238
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th and their 
corresponding gammas in the 50-210 keV range.  From Table 9, the predominant 
gammas are listed for 
234
U, 
235
U and the daughters 
231
Th and 
234
Th; 
238
U has no 
predominant gammas.  While the 
234
U has a relatively low concentration, it also has a 
relatively high specific activity resulting in predominant gammas.  The 
234
U atom fraction 
ranges from less than 0.001 at% to 1 at% for depleted and HEU, respectively. 
 
Table 10 tabulates the properties of the U, Th, and Pa Kα x-rays.  U x-rays are produced 
from the florescence of the U atoms in the gas and wall deposit.  The Th and Pa x-rays 
are emitted from the Th and Pa daughters following the decay of the U and Th parents, 
respectively.  From Table 10, the Th and Pa Kα x-rays have a high specific activity for the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
231
Th decays relative to the 
238
U and 
234
Th decays by at least 4 orders of 
magnitude.  Consequently, the Th and Pa Kα x-rays effectively result from 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
231
Th decays and not from 
238
U and 
234
Th decays.  Th U, Th, and Pa Kα and Kβ x-rays are 
in the range between 89-99 keV and 104-116, respectively. 
 
As discussed in the previous section, there are three radiative source terms which are 
present in GCEP pipework: gas, direct deposit, and wall deposit.  As shown in Table 7, 
the gas source term includes contributions from 
234
U and 
235
U, the direct deposit includes 
231
Th and 
234
Th, and the wall deposit includes 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th.  Consequently, 
it is impossible to separate the U/Th signal from the gas and direct deposit from the U/Th 
signal from the wall deposit.  It is pointed out that the U/Th in the wall deposit reaches 
secular equilibrium after 7 half-lives (assuming the deposit mass is constant and the Th 
wall deposit is not removed by the flowing gas) while the Th direct deposit does not 
reach secular equilibrium with the U in the gas.  The Th direct deposit fraction has been 
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Table 9.  
234
U, 
235
U, 
238
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th gamma properties in the 50-210 keV range [33]. 
Parent Isotope Half-life Gamma 
Energy 
[keV] 
Emission 
Fraction 
[γ/dis] 
Specific 
Activity 
[γ/giU/s] 
234
U 2.4E5 y 53.2 
120.9 
0.0013 
0.00039 
2.9E5 
8.9E4 
235
U 7.0E8 y 143.8 
163.4 
185.7 
205.3 
0.11 
0.051 
0.57 
0.050 
8.7E3 
4.1E3 
4.6E4 
4.0E3 
238
U 4.5E9 y - - - 
231
Th (
235
U) 25 h 84.2 0.067 5.5E3* 
234
Th (
238
U) 24 d 63.3 
92.4 
92.8 
0.038 
0.022 
0.022 
4.7E2* 
2.8E2* 
2.7E2* 
* in secular equilibrium 
 
 
Table 10.  U,  Th, and Pa Kα x-ray properties [90, 91]. 
Element x-ray x-ray 
Energy 
[keV] 
Parent Isotope 
 
Emission 
Fraction 
[γ/dis] 
Specific 
Activity 
[γ/g iU/s] 
U Kα2 94.67 n/a n/a n/a 
Kα1 98.44 n/a n/a n/a 
Th Kα2 
 
89.96 
 
234
U 
235
U 
238
U 
0.0000269 
0.0356 
0.0000109 
6.2E3 
2.8E3 
1.4E-1 
Kα1 93.35 
234
U 
235
U 
238
U 
0.000044 
0.0576 
0.000018 
1.0E4 
4.6E3 
2.2E-1 
Pa Kα2 
 
92.29 
231
Th (
235
U) 
234
Th (
238
U) 
0.0037 
0.00013 
3.0E2* 
2.7E-2* 
Kα1 
 
95.87 
231
Th (
235
U) 
234
Th (
238
U) 
0.0059 
0.00021 
7.3E1* 
5.5E-3* 
* in secular equilibrium 
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reported to be between 60-90% [61].  Consequently, the Th direct deposit will reach 
equilibrium with the U in the gas under sustained steady state operation after ~7 half-
lives, but will not reach secular equilibrium.  To summarize, it is inaccurate to use Th 
gammas to estimate the U in the gas or wall deposit. 
 
2.4.3 Steady-State Attributes 
 
High resolution gamma spectra collected from the Capenhurst [58], Ningyo Toge [78], 
and Almelo [55, 79] facilities are presented in Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, and 
Figure 24, respectively.  The peaks that can be identified from these spectra are those 
listed in Table 9.  The 
234
U peaks are observed regardless of plant or pipe wall 
thicknesses between 3-5 mm, and the 
212
Pb peak at 239 keV is observed in the case when 
recycled uranium is being or has been used as feed material. 
 
2.4.4 Transient Attributes 
 
The transient behavior of the U and Th isotopes and their ratios provide temporal 
information.  Figure 25 shows the instantaneous change in the 186 keV count rate from 
235
U that occurs when the gas is introduced.  Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the 
exponential change in the 84 keV count rate from 
231
Th which follows a change in the 
235
U atom density of the gas.  The 84 keV count rate is shown to reach steady state after 7 
half-lives or ~7 days.  Figure 28 shows the exponential change in the 63 keV count rate 
from 
234
Th that follows a change in the 
238
U atom density.  The 63 keV count rate is 
shown to reach steady state after 7 half-lives or ~170 days. 
 
2.4.5 Summary 
 
The information presented in Section 2.4 that is significant to this research is summarized 
here. 
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Figure 21.  HPGe spectra collected from an Al 120 mm outer diameter, 5 mm thickness product pipe 
with a 
235
U enrichment between ~2-3% at Capenhurst.  Excerpted from [58]. 
 
 
 
Figure 22.  HPGe spectra collected from a product pipe of unknown material, diameter, and 
thickness with a 
235
U enrichment of ~3% at Ningyo Toge.  Exerpted and adapted from [78]. 
 
U-234 
120.9 keV U-234 
53.2 keV 
U-235 
143.8 keV 
U-235 
163.3 keV 
U-235 
202.1 keV 
205.3 keV 
Th-234 
92.4 keV 
92.8 keV 
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Figure 23.  HPGe spectra collected from an Al 42 mm outer diameter, 3 mm thick product pipe with 
a 
235
U enrichment between 2.8-3.2% at Almelo SP4.  Excerpted and modified from [79]. 
 
 
 
Figure 24.  HPGe spectra collected from an Al product pipe with ex-oxide reprocessed re-enriched 
product at Almelo.  Excerpted and modified from [55].  Note that the 239 keV line from 
212
Pb, a 
daughter of 
232
U and indicator of recycled uranium, is clearly detected. 
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Figure 25.  Observation of a 
235
U atom population increase in a product pipe at Ningyo Toge.  
Excerpted and adapted from [78]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26.  Observation of a 
231
Th atom population increase in a product pipe at Ningyo Toge.  
Excerpted and adapted from [78]. 
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Figure 27.  Observation of a 
231
Th atom population decrease in a product pipe at Ningyo Toge.  
Excerpted and adapted from [78]. 
 
 
 
Figure 28.  Observation of a 
234
Th atom population increase in a product pipe at Ningyo Toge.  
Excerpted and adapted from [78]. 
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GCEP pipework has the following attributes: 
 
 UO2F2 deposits along the pipe wall; 
 three radiative source terms:  UF6 gas, ThX direct deposit, and UO2F2 + ThX wall 
deposit, where ThX is/are unknown molecule(s) of thorium; 
 predominant gammas from 234U, 235U, 231Th, and 234Th; 
 no predominant gammas from 238U; 
 changes in 234U and 235U gamma count rates instantaneously follow a change in 
the 
234
U and 
235
U atom densities; and 
 changes in 231Th and 234Th gamma count rates lag a change in 235U and 238U atom 
densities characteristic of their respective half-lives. 
 
The wall deposit: 
 
 consists of UO2F2 deposited on the pipe wall and unspecified ThX molecule(s) 
produced by the UO2F2 wall deposit; 
 has the same gamma lines as the gas+direct deposit, making the gas, direct 
deposit, and wall deposit signals non-trivial to separate; 
 has growth mechanisms including (1) an initial deposit, (2) continuous air 
inleakage, (3) abrupt air inleakage, and (4) interim exposure to the atmosphere in 
the absence of UF6 gas; and 
 is not assumed to be in secular equilibrium due to gradual and abrupt wall deposit 
formations from continuous or abrupt air inleakage. 
 
The direct deposit: 
 
 consists of the unspecified ThX daughters deposited on the pipe wall produced by 
the UF6 gas; and 
 is not in secular equilibrium with the UF6 gas due to the Th direct deposit fraction 
being less than 100%. 
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2.5 Measurement of Spectroscopic Attributes of GCEP Pipework 
 
The purpose of this section is to familiarize the reader with the existing equipment, 
techniques, and past work with respect to the measurement of the spectroscopic attributes 
of UF6 in GCEP pipework. 
 
2.5.1 Overview 
 
Past work has almost singularly focused on the measurement and monitoring of the 
235
U 
enrichment of UF6 in GCEP pipework.  There are several types of non-destructive assay 
(NDA) techniques that have been developed for this purpose.  The primary reasons that 
the 
235
U enrichment measurement of UF6 in GCEP pipework is a problem are: (1) there 
are no predominant gammas from 
238
U, (2) secular equilibrium is not present between the 
U and Th daughters, (3) gaseous UF6 is not infinitely thick to the 186 keV gamma from 
235
U, (4) wall deposits mask the gamma signals from the gas and direct deposit, (5) UF6 
gas density/pressure is very low, and (6) the UF6 gas pressure in the low pressure side of 
the GCEP pipework is proprietary and cannot become known to the inspector. 
 
Liquid UF6 appears at the product and tails withdrawal stations at some GCEPs.  For 
liquid UF6, the enrichment meter technique [33] has been applied because, unlike gaseous 
UF6, liquid UF6 in a pipe can be infinitely thick to the 186 keV gamma from 
235
U.  Liquid 
UF6 also has a sufficiently high 
19F(α,n)22Na reaction rate, which can be used to measure 
the 
234
U atom fraction via neutron counting.  However, both these techniques are 
unsuitable for gaseous UF6 measurements. 
 
For gaseous UF6, passive, transmission, x-ray florescence, and pressure transducer 
techniques have been used to measure the 
235
U enrichment.  These techniques involve a 
measurement of the 
235
U density, typically using the 186 keV gamma line, and a 
measurement of the U density (or UF6 gas pressure) by various techniques.  However, 
there are several complications which include: pipe wall attenuation, wall deposits, 
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proprietary/unknown gas pressure, and the matching of transmission and fluorescence 
sources with gas pressures and pipe properties.  As will be discussed, there is no good 
measurement solution as each technique has significant shortcomings and a limited range 
of applicability.  No single technique is applicable to all measurement cases encountered 
at all GCEPs. 
 
For gaseous UF6, active neutron time-of-flight techniques have been used to perform 
mass flow rate measurements [92].  While these systems have been used to monitor HEU 
down-blending programs, these systems are impractical for use in GCEP safeguards due 
to the large size of the bio-shielding resulting from the use of 4x1.6 mCi 
252
Cf sources 
[92]. 
 
Existing equipment and techniques for measuring gaseous and liquid UF6 at gas 
centrifuge and diffusion plants are reviewed below and their limitations summarized at 
the conclusion of the section. 
 
2.5.2 Gamma and Neutron Techniques for Liquid UF6 
 
From 1974-1982, researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory [93, 94, 95, 96, 97] 
developed a system which measures the 
235
U enrichment by two independent means as 
well as the 
234
U atom fraction for liquid UF6 in pipework.  The system was tested at the 
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant and later at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant.   
This system is 'in-line', i.e. integrated into the pipework, and highly invasive. 
 
The first subsystem is composed of a 
241
Am-stabilized NaI spectroscopic gamma 
detector.  The gamma detector uses the 186 keV gamma from 
235
U and the enrichment 
meter technique to measure the 
235
U enrichment of the liquid UF6.  It is calibrated using 
the two region-of-interest method and corresponding calibration data from either 
laboratory samples or an online mass spectrometer.  It is stated that "once calibrated, the 
gamma system has operated very stably with little need for re-calibration" [94].  The 
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reported relative uncertainty was 0.5% at 2 sigma. 
 
The second subsystem is a neutron detector composed of 16 
3
He tubes.  The neutron 
detector uses the 
234
U alpha decay rate and the 
19F(α,n)22Na reaction to measure the 234U 
atom fraction of the liquid UF6.  Background neutron sources exist within the UF6 sample 
itself and originate from spontaneous fission of 
238U and α,n reactions following 238U 
alpha decay.  At that time, there were no direct 
234
U calibration data available, however, 
an indirect calibration using the aforementioned 
235
U calibration data was made under the 
assumption that the 
235
U/
234
U ratio was constant.  The researcher points out that this 
"assumption is not strictly correct as the ratio of 
235
U/
234
U will vary several percent as the 
operating parameters of the cascade change" [93].  Weekly recalibration of the 
235
U/
234
U 
ratio was recommended.  The reported relative uncertainties were 1.5% and 2.5% at 2 
sigma for the 
234
U and 
235
U atom fractions, respectively, given an appropriate calibration.  
The purpose of this system was criticality safety, specifically to ensure that higher 
235
U 
enrichments were not accidentally loaded into large UF6 cylinders.  However, at the time 
of the research, the safeguards application was recognized as well as the connection with 
MIST (see Section 2.3.4). 
 
Waddoups and Fields [98] report the testing of a second unit, only comprised of the 
gamma subsystem, at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant.  The reported 
235
U 
enrichment relative measurement uncertainty was 1% (unspecified confidence), given an 
appropriate calibration.  The purpose of this system was exclusively international 
safeguards research. 
 
Tape et al. [99] reports that further development of the liquid UF6 enrichment monitor 
was to be passed over in favor of a gaseous UF6 enrichment monitor.  This was because 
(1) liquid measurements are only possible at the product and tails withdrawal stations, (2) 
a gaseous UF6 enrichment monitor would be necessary at the feed station, (3) bubbles 
were an issue with the liquid monitor that would otherwise require “major modifications” 
[99] to resolve, and (4) Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant operators could not 
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accommodate the liquid UF6 monitor, presumably due to the size of the neutron 
subsystem. 
 
2.5.3 Passive Techniques 
 
From 1981-1987, researchers from the U.S., U.K., Netherlands, Japan, and Germany [58, 
60, 65, 68, 70, 72, 79, 80, 81] reported on passive gamma spectroscopy techniques to 
measure the UF6 gas enrichment as well as distinguish between LEU and HEU (i.e. >20% 
235
U).  NaI(Tl) was found inadequate for passive measurements due a the high Compton 
background in the 186 keV region; HPGe detectors with heavy shielding and collimation 
were found necessary for passive gamma measurements.  The 186 keV count rate 
measured along a single cascade had a linear relationship with both the gas and wall 
deposit enrichment.  However, the presence of wall deposits made measurements of the 
gas enrichment inaccurate and techniques to distinguish between LEU and HEU were not 
robust. 
 
In 2005, Garner et al. [100] performed a proof-of-principle test using two CdZnTe 
detectors on a 20.32 cm diameter Al-6061 schedule 40 pipe for enrichments from 5.35 to 
91.75% and pressures from 4.2 to 60 torr.  The system was reported to be capable of 
change detection.  Unfortunately, no spectra were included in this publication. 
 
2.5.4 Wall Deposit Correction Techniques 
 
Several wall deposit correction techniques are proposed in the literature; however, none 
have been shown to be robust. 
 
One wall deposit correction technique worth mentioning are those similar 
to
 235
, 1 2186 63
aU
s gasf C C    , where
 235
,
aU
s gasf  is the 
235
U enrichment of the gas, C1 and C2 
are empirical constants, and 186 and 63 are the net peak area count rates of the 186 and 
63 keV gamma lines.  One variation of the aforementioned 63 keV deposit correction 
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technique proposed by Packer et al. [60, 61, 62, 68, 81, 101] was found adequate to 
distinguish between 5% and 20% enrichment at Capenhurst, but was shown to be 
inadequate at Almelo.  Consequently, this technique was shown to not be robust (i.e. can 
give false-positives of HEU), but does appear in later discussion as an initial screening 
technique.  It was determined to not be a robust technique because (1) wall deposit 
enrichment does not always match the gas enrichment, (2) direct deposits are not evenly 
distributed along pipe lengths, (3) wall deposits may not be in equilibrium, and (4) direct 
deposits are not 100% and have been observed to range between 60-90%. 
 
From 1985-1990, researchers from the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and 
Los Alamos National Laboratory [61, 62, 82, 83, 84, 102, 103, 104] used HPGe detectors 
to perform two measurements with two different geometric efficiencies to differentiate 
between the 186 keV signal from the gas and wall deposit.  Typically the two geometric 
efficiencies were introduced through the use of two different collimators.  Unlike other 
passive gamma spectroscopy techniques, this technique is independent of the wall 
deposit.  The only assumption employed is that the wall deposit has a uniform radial 
distribution in the pipework.  The two-geometry technique alone does not measure 
enrichment.  This technique is typically coupled with the x-ray florescence technique 
discussed in the next section to determine enrichment.  Currently the two-geometry 
technique is limited to attended measurements due to the need to change the geometry 
between the two measurements.  From 1990-2010, a two-detector, two-geometry 
technique was investigated [73, 85, 105, 106, 107] for use with online monitoring and 
NaI detectors; however, no results have been reported. 
 
2.5.5 X-Ray Florescence Technique 
 
The x-ray florescence (XRF) technique is used to measure the UF6 gas pressure.  By 
using proper collimation, the XRF technique can measure the UF6 gas pressure nearly 
independent of the wall deposit.  The XRF technique is used in conjunction with the two-
geometry technique to measure enrichment nearly independent of the wall deposit.  
57
Co 
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is typically used as the florescence source. 
 
From 1985-1990, researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory [82, 83, 84, 102, 
103, 108] reported on a proof-of-principle series of laboratory measurements for the XRF 
technique.   The system was a ϕ5.05x1.0 cm planar HPGe and 2.5 mCi 57Co florescence 
source.  The system was heavily shielded with copper filtered tungsten and/or lead on all 
sides including around the back side of the pipe.  The laboratory tests included pressures 
from 0.05-28 torr and enrichments from 0.7-20.8%.  While this technique can be used to 
measure pressure and enrichment, the counting times at low pressures become very long 
and consequently the technique is applied to the verification of LEU (i.e. enrichments 
<20%) instead of accurate enrichment measurements. 
 
From 1984-1987, researchers from the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority [61, 
62, 70, 71, 81] reported excellent results when the XRF technique was used at 
Capenhurst, which has relatively large inner pipe diameters of 11 cm.  The system was a 
ϕ4.5x3.75 cm HPGe and 7 mCi 57Co florescence source.  Excessively long count times, 
over 1 h, are reported for enrichment measurements using the two-geometry technique 
while enrichment measurements using a variation of the aforementioned 63 keV deposit 
correction technique only required 20-45 minutes to achieve relative uncertainties of 3-
7% at 2 sigma. 
 
In 1986, Hori et al. [63] reported the successful use of the XRF technique to measure UF6 
gas pressure in the laboratory at Ningyo Toge.  For a 4 torr pressure and a 25 mCi 
57
Co 
source, a measurement time of 10 minutes resulted in pressure measurements with a 
relative uncertainty of 3% (unspecified confidence). 
 
From 1986-1989, researchers from the United Kingdom, Germany, and the Netherlands 
[68, 69, 75, 109, 86, 87, 110] reported poor results when the XRF technique was used at 
the Almelo and Gronau facilities, which have relatively small inner pipe diameters of 3.6 
cm, lower pressures, and larger deposit-to-gas ratios than other facilities.  The two-
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geometry technique and the 63 keV deposit correction technique were used with the XRF 
technique. The UF6 pressure in the product pipes resulted in relative measurement 
uncertainties of 30% at 2 sigma in 15-60 minute count times using a 11.3 mCi 
57
Co 
source.  The XRF enrichment measurements using the 63 keV deposit correction 
technique were not deemed successful.  One case was identified where the wall deposit 
was sufficiently large that HEU would have gone undetected.  The XRF enrichment 
measurement using the two-geometry technique was also unsuccessful because 
measurement times required at least 10 hours.  It was concluded that the XRF enrichment 
technique would be inadequate for routine use at Almelo.  It was reported that one XRF 
measurement using the two-geometry method at Gronau did not arrive at a result (i.e. 
HEU yes/no) after 33 hr.  Separately, a false-positive result occurred and was thought to 
be related to a violation of the assumption of radially uniform deposits during either the 
calibration measurement, the field measurement, or both. 
 
The major drawback to the XRF technique was that measurement times ranged between 
hours-to-days depending on the wall deposit,  gas pressure, and pipe characteristics.  To 
reduce the counting time, Picard [111] and Pratt and Close [112] applied the sequential 
probability ratio test (SPRT) to the XRF technique.  The SPRT was originally introduced 
by Wald [113] and is a hypothesis test that evaluated sequential data in the shortest 
amount of time.  While the XRF technique can be used to measure enrichment, when it is 
used with the SPRT it does not measure enrichment but instead tests if the enrichment 
was nominally closer to 5% or 20% in order to arrive at a HEU yes/no decision in the 
shortest amount of time.  Sequential 30 minute measurements are performed until a 
decision was reached or a measurement time cut-off was reached.  However, this 
approach becomes significantly less efficient if the actual enrichment was between 5% 
and 20%. 
 
This XRF technique goes on to be adopted by the IAEA under the name Cascade Header 
Enrichment Monitor (CHEM) [3].  The CHEM employs a two-step decision making 
process: first, a single measurement employing a variation of the 63 keV deposit 
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correction method is performed, and, if inconclusive, a second measurement employing 
the two-geometry technique is performed.  CHEM further employs the SPRT to minimize 
counting time. 
 
From 1998-1999, researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory [114, 115, 116, 117] 
reported results for a CHEM used during an HEU down-blending campaign at the 
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant.  Detector modifications were necessary to adapt the 
CHEM system to the unique environmental features of the gaseous diffusion enrichment 
plant, specifically the 85 
o
C (185 
o
F) temperatures and strong vibrations.  The CHEM 
technique was successful in differentiating LEU from HEU except in the instances where 
the detector resolution became uncharacteristically poor and when the gas pressure 
became very low.  Calibration issues were encountered because the UF6 assays and flow 
rates (and presumably the pressures) were transient and could vary significantly over the 
course of a measurement.  The relatively high pressures and transient flow rates 
encountered at the gaseous diffusion enrichment plants are not representative of GCEPs. 
 
2.5.6 Transmission Techniques 
 
The transmission (a.k.a. densitometry) technique is used to measure the U density (or UF6 
pressure) of the UF6 gas.  The transmission technique is combined with a 
235
U density 
measurement, typically using the 186 keV gamma line, to determine the 
235
U enrichment 
of the UF6 gas.  
57
Co, 
241
Am, 
109
Cd sources as well as x-ray generators with metal foils 
have been used as the transmission sources.  The transmission source energy has to be 
matched to the pipe characteristics and gas pressures, and thus the transmission technique 
is limited to the cases where a compatible source-pipe-pressure combination exists. 
 
In 1973, Bailey [118] provides the proof-of principle for the transmission technique.  The 
proof-of-principle test is performed using 93% enriched uranium metal as the 
transmission source; however, 
57
Co is recommended by the researcher for future work. 
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From 1979-1984, researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory [99, 119, 120, 121, 
122, 123, 124, 125] reported the use of a ϕ12.7x2.0 cm NaI(Tl) and a 100-200 mCi 241Am 
source to measure UF6 gas enrichment at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant.  The 
system was designed as an in-line monitor (i.e. integrated into the pipework and highly 
invasive) for the measurement of the UF6 gas enrichment.  The laboratory proof-of-
principle tests included pressures from 100-800 torr and enrichments from 0.2-5.5%.  
However, the desired measurement uncertainty was not achieved during field tests.  Field 
test results indicated that the formation of a wall deposit, which was not encountered in 
the laboratory, resulted in a background that reduced measurement uncertainties to 
unacceptable levels.  However, it was found that when a germanium detector was 
substituted for the NaI(Tl) detector, a relative measurement uncertainty of 1% 
(unspecified confidence) was achieved.  Further experimentation was performed utilizing 
a HPGe detector instead of NaI(Tl) detector and a test loop instead of a test chamber (i.e., 
flowing gas in place of static gas).  It is acknowledged in these reports and stated 
elsewhere [108] that the measurement uncertainty of the system utilizing the 60 keV 
241
Am transmission source is adequate for the pressures and pipe diameters present at 
diffusion plants (roughly 400-800 torr and 10 cm) but is inadequate for those at GCEPs 
(roughly 0.75-8.2 torr and 2.54-21 cm). 
 
From 1990-1997, researchers from the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and 
operators from URENCO [55, 73, 74, 85, 126, 88, 127] reported the use of a ϕ50x20 mm 
NaI(Tl) and 0.6 mCi 
109
Cd transmission source to measure enrichment on the low 
pressure side of the pipework at Capenhurst.  
109
Cd undergoes electron capture to 
109
Ag 
and emits an 88 keV gamma and 22 and 25 keV Ag Kx-rays.  The 88 keV line is used for 
state-of-health monitoring, and the 22/25 keV line is used as the transmission energy to 
determine the UF6 gas density.  This instrument goes on to be adopted by the IAEA under 
the name Continuous Enrichment Monitor (CEMO) [3].  The CEMO is designed for the 
low pressure side of the pipework (i.e. <10 torr) with minimal deposits and can be 
installed about an individual cascade as well as a production unit.  The critical 
advancement here was that CEMO can be installed without invasive integration into the 
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pipework. 
 
From 1999-2008, researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory [128, 129, 130, 131, 
132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137] reported on the use of a ϕ76.2x12.7 mm NaI(Tl) detector 
with 
241
Am (aluminum pipes) and 
57
Co (monel/steel pipes) transmission sources to 
measure enrichment during the HEU-to-LEU down-blending campaigns in the U.S. and 
Russia.  This system is referred to as the Enrichment Monitor (EM) and is a subsystem of 
the Blend-Down Monitoring System (BDMS).  The EM is designed for high pressure side 
of the pipework (i.e. >30 torr).  A field demonstration at the Portsmouth Gaseous 
Diffusion Plant included pressures from 80-210 torr, enrichments from 1.1-1.5%, and 
used a 
57Co transmission source with facility’s monel pipes.  These systems were also 
installed at the Urals Electrochemical Integrated Enterprise in Noveouralsk in 1999 and at 
the Electrochemical Plant in Zelenogorsk in 2003 to monitor HEU-to-LEU down-
blending [128, 130, 137].  At these facilities, the HEU-to-LEU down-blending process 
mixes 90% 
235
U with 1.5% 
235
U to make 4.5% 
235
U, for pressures greater than 30 torr, 
steel pipes with 10 cm ID/10.8 cm OD, and uses a 100 μCi 57Co source.  It was learned 
that there is interference with the 122 and 136 keV 
57
Co peaks from the 143 keV 
235
U 
peak [132, 137].  Additionally for HEU (90% 
235
U), the 121 keV 
234
U peak is an 
additional interference.  Also, the 272 day half-life of the 
57
Co source requires annual 
replacement.  Consequently, a modified system was installed at the Siberian Chemical 
Enterprise in Seversk in 2005 to monitor down-blending [137].  At this facility, Al 
pipework was used in place of steel pipework in order to facilitate the use of 
241
Am 
source in place of the 
57
Co source; the 
241
Am source has a 432 year half-life and, thus, 
never needs replacement.  The LEU pipework was 21.9 cm OD and the HEU pipework 
was 10.8 cm OD, and the system employed a 100 μCi 241Am source.  The advancement 
here was the adaptation of the pipework to the instrument to achieve a compatible source-
pipe-pressure combination to facilitate the use of the transmission technique. 
 
In 1984, Packer and Smith at the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority [71] 
demonstrated the use of an x-ray generator with the transmission technique at 
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Figure 29.  The CEMO is positioned on the low pressure side of the product pipework about an 
individual cascade and the AEM is positioned on the high pressure side of the feed, product, and tails 
pipework about a production unit.  Excerpted from [138]. 
 
 
Capenhurst.  From 2008-2014, researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory [71, 77, 
105, 106, 107, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 
153] reported the use of a NaI(Tl) detector + x-ray generator + select foils and the field 
testing of the instrument at Capenhurst.  This system is referred to as the Advanced 
Enrichment Monitor (AEM).  In contrast to CEMO, the AEM is suggested for use about 
the high pressure side of the pipework (i.e. >30 torr) and, thus, is installed about a 
production unit and not individual cascades, as shown in Figure 29.  The x-ray generator 
is stabilized though the use of a Si photodiode to track and correct for changes in x-ray 
generator flux output resulting from fluctuations in the high voltage/current.  There are 
two critical advances: (1) short lived radioisotopes can be replaced by an x-ray generator, 
and (2) the use of foils + an x-ray generator opens a wider selection of transmission 
source energies and consequently offers a wider range of compatible source-pipe-
pressure combinations.   
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2.5.7 Pressure Transducer Technique 
 
From 2011-2013, researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [154, 155, 156, 157] 
reported on the development of a ϕ76x12.7 mm NaI(Tl) + pressure sensor where the 
pressure sensor is directly installed into the pipework.  This instrument was 
commissioned by the IAEA and is referred to as the On-Line Enrichment Monitor 
(OLEM) [154].  The advancement here is that a pressure sensor, instead of complex NDA 
techniques, is used to measure the UF6 gas pressure.  However, this approach is highly 
invasive.  With reference to Figure 29, OLEM, like the AEM, is intended for use on the 
high pressure side of the pipework about a production unit.  The OLEM is reported to 
have been installed at the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant in Iran [10]. 
 
2.5.8 IAEA Inspection Systems 
 
The IAEA has authorized the use of CEMO, CHEM, and OLEM during inspections for 
the NDA measurement of UF6 gas enrichment in GCEP pipework; no other techniques 
are available to inspectors [7].  CEMO and OLEM are unattended NDA systems and 
CHEM is an attended NDA system (i.e. manually operated by the inspector).  CEMO has 
only been deployed at Capenhurst and Almelo, OLEM has only been deployed at Natanz, 
and CHEM has only been deployed at Ningyo Toge, Rokkasho, and Capenhurst [6, 7, 8, 
10], although Ningyo Toge is no longer in operation [2].  At current, CHEM and CEMO 
have been withdrawn from all URENCO facilities [8, 9].  From the available information, 
there are only two known instances of any NDA systems in use by inspectors to measure 
UF6 gas enrichment in GCEP pipework at any GCEP, CHEM at Rokkasho and OLEM at 
Natanz. 
 
In 2009, Lebrun et al. [158] reported on IAEA upgrades to the CHEM system.  The 
CHEM system was upgraded with an electromechanically cooled HPGe.  The upgraded 
CHEM system is in use at Rokkasho [159]. 
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2.5.9 Qualified Appraisal of IAEA Inspection Systems 
 
In 1986, Steinebach and Dekker [160] reported on the official URENCO prospective on 
current GCEP NDA efforts: 
 
“NDA measurements on cascade terminal pipework have not yet been 
performed during Low Frequency Unannounced Access (LFUA) 
inspections at Almelo and Gronau because of the non-availability of 
suitable equipment.” … “Two years of experience in successful 
application of LFUA-inspections at Almelo might raise the question 
whether NDA measurements would increase the level of confidence in 
LEU confirmation at all.  R&D-work to solve the problems encountered 
with NDA measurements in the Almelo and Gronau cascade halls 
continues.  The operators would welcome any NDA method predicted the 
measurement results are obtained quickly and show a reliable LEU 
confirmation on a go/no-go basis.  Expert opinions however still differ 
whether this is achievable.” [160] 
 
The statement is interpreted to mean that neither CEMO or CHEM was fit for use at 
Almelo and Gronau. 
 
In 1995, Baker et al. [74] reported on the official URENCO prospective on the 
planned/completed installation of CEMOs at Almelo-SP4 (9 CEMOs), Capenhurst-E22 
(8 CEMOs), and Gronau-UTA1 (12 CEMOs).  It is implied that CEMO cannot be 
installed at older facilities because the differences in the design and engineering in each 
plant [74].  CEMO installations were planned/completed on individual cascades and not 
on production units at all three plants.  It was noted that in one instance, a CEMO was 
installed on virgin pipework and that recalibration was necessary following the cascade 
coming online, consistent with an initial deposit layer, and that no recalibration had been 
necessary thereafter [74]. 
 
In 1997, Packer et al. [127] reported that a CEMO at Capenhurst generated a false alarm 
in June 1995 as a result of temperature sensitivity. 
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In 2007, Curtis and Durst [6] evaluated the IAEA’s updated Model Safeguards Approach 
to GCEPs [1, 7] from the former IAEA inspectors’ perspective.  The former inspectors 
report that CHEM has been used successfully at Capenhurst, Ningyo-Toge, Rokkasho, 
and Almelo [6]; however, this is contradictory to other statements that CHEM was never 
successfully used at Almelo [6, 7, 8, 160].  Both CHEM and CEMO do not reveal an 
enrichment value to the inspector, just a go/no-go result.  Both the pressure and the 
product enrichment (but not the feed enrichment) are proprietary and the “actual process-
area measurements are out of the question unless demarcated to a readout ‘HEU vs.  
LEU’ ” [6].  It is further noted that CEMO worked reasonably well at Capenhurst and 
was one of the first IAEA remote measurement systems. 
 
The former inspectors’ evaluation of CEMO is [6]: 
 
“Advantages: timely detection of HEU production; reliable (NaI) detector; 
fast data acquisition; continuous unattended monitoring; simple data 
analysis; possibility of remote monitoring and remote state-of-health.  
Disadvantages: it is permanently installed; measurements are not applied 
at random points; dependent on pipe geometry and materials; aluminum 
piping restricted; does not distinguish between uranium in the solid (plated 
on the pipework) and gas phases; uses a source that has to be replaced 
every 2 years; temperature sensitive and requires an optimal gas pressure 
(~50 torr); difficult calibration” [6]. 
 
“The disadvantage of the continuous enrichment monitor (CEMO) is that 
x-ray absorption varies with pipe diameter and wall material so it cannot 
be used at some plants or on certain headers.   The 
109
Cd source used for 
normalization has a relatively short, 464 day half-life.  The system does 
not work at low, cascade level pressures.  It is also expensive.  CEMO 
provides the IAEA with the minimum information necessary to facilitate 
adequate safeguards while using software to shield sensitive information 
from inspectors, but a demarcated information barrier should not measure 
an operator’s sensitive parameters at all.  From an operator’s perspective 
there should be no conceivable way for inspectors or Agency technicians 
to access sensitive information through a non-procedural backdoor.  This 
may be why some facilities might depreciated its use, since it actually 
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measured gas pressure and enrichment levels while only displaying an 
HEU vs. LEU reading.  The search is for a new unattended uranium 
enrichment monitor that will only differentiate between HEU and LEU, 
will not interfere with plant operations, and is not too expensive” [6]. 
 
The former inspectors’ evaluation of CHEM is [6]: 
 
“Drawbacks for the CHEM system manifest in the early 1990’s at 
Capenhurst.  The operator has the responsibility to keep the inspector’s 
germanium detector cool by maintaining its holding flask full of liquid 
nitrogen from a large Dewar.  Dewar level was faithfully maintained, but 
the connection to the CHEM detector holding flask that was rigged up by 
the Agency did not.  Ice accumulated in the base clogging the passage of 
nitrogen from the Dewar to the reservoir.  Inspectors were unable to 
perform CHEM measurements during an unannounced-unannounced 
LFUA since the detector would have required hours to cool.  Even when 
proper detector cooling was maintained, the CHEM system required too 
lengthy a setup time to perform more than about two measurements.  In 
addition, the unit uses a 20 mCi source for excitation that has to be 
changed periodically.  The collimator and its supporting frame must be 
carefully positioned, and a complicated two-geometry technique must be 
used to compensate for wall deposits.  From the Agency’s standpoint, the 
greatest shortcoming of CHEM is that it is not a continuous, unattended 
system” [6]. 
 
In 2008, URENCO states that CEMOs have been installed at two URENCO plants 
(presumably Capenhurst and Almelo) and that there have been two false alarms of HEU 
production [161].  Discussion appears about the lack of guidance for safeguards 
researchers who develop equipment for GCEPs.  Recommendations are focused toward 
grounding researchers to costs, operator, IAEA, and other practical constraints.  A 
comment, which is presumably directed at the CHEM system, was “the difficulty found 
with equipment which is a one-off is that inspectors don’t get enough opportunity to learn 
about it – standard equipment which is in world-wide use is much better” [161]. 
 
In 2014, URENCO reported the end of use of CEMO by the IAEA and Euratom at 
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Capenhurst in 2011 and at Almelo in 1996 [9]: 
 
“The accuracy was low, but sufficient to confirm LEU.  
There were also some constraints, especially on the 
maintenance of the CEMO.  Besides that, the CEMO uses 
radioactive sources which needed additional safety 
precautions.  In 2011, hardware and software was outdated, 
and not easy to use by inspectors.  Therefore it was decided 
to stop the use of CEMO further on.  In the Netherlands, 
the field trial only lasted a year due to problems with the 
equipment” [9]. 
 
2.5.10 Discussion 
 
The trade-offs regarding the placement of monitors on the high and low pressure side of 
the pipework is discussed here with reference to Figure 29.  The pressure on the low 
pressure side of the GCEP pipework is proprietary and cannot be known by an inspector; 
however, the pressure on the high pressure side of the GCEP pipework is not proprietary 
and can be known by an inspector.  While it is not explicitly stated in the literature, it is 
implied that one cannot measure the 
235
U enrichment without simultaneously revealing 
the pressure.  Consequently, any instrument which measures enrichment on the low 
pressure pipework, e.g. CEMO and CHEM, can only report results qualitatively, such as 
‘go/no-go’ or ‘HEU/LEU’, but cannot report quantitative values, such as the enrichment,  
count rates, or pressure.  However, any monitor on the high pressure pipework, e.g. 
OLEM and AEM, can report quantitative values, such as enrichment, count rate, and 
pressure.  On the low pressure side of the pipework, the streams from all the cascades 
converge into a single stream at a header pipe; hence, individual cascades cannot be 
monitored using only high pressure pipework monitors.  Monitoring systems installed on 
the high pressure side of the pipework offer significantly lower confidences because any 
or multiple cascades could be used to produce HEU without detection; monitoring 
systems installed on the low pressure side of the pipework and about individual cascades 
provides significantly higher confidences because each cascade is individually monitored.  
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The combined use of both qualitative monitors on the low pressure side and quantitative 
monitors on the high pressure side gives the highest level of confidence about the LEU 
operation of individual cascades and the feed, product, and tails 
235
U enrichments of the 
production unit. 
 
2.5.11 Summary 
 
This section summarizes the information which is significant to the current research. 
 
The past efforts (CEMO and CHEM) and current efforts (OLEM and AEM) are shown to 
have significant limitations.  Equipment limitations include: 
 
 installed detectors at fixed points which can be bypassed (CEMO, OLEM, AEM); 
 an inability to detect if the UF6 gas is flowing or static (CEMO, CHEM, OLEM, 
AEM); 
 a limited range of applicability with respect to pipe diameter, thickness, and gas 
pressure (CEMO, AEM, CHEM); 
 short lived sources which must be frequently replaced (CEMO, CHEM); 
 radiation safety concerns for plant operators (CEMO, CHEM, AEM); 
 invasiveness (OLEM) 
 requirements for operator support (CEMO, CHEM, OLEM, AEM); 
 data sensitivities (CEMO, CHEM): 
o i.e. low pressure side is sensitive, high pressure side is not sensitive; 
o that require information barriers in the hardware/software; 
o where the inspector is only permitted to see a go/no-go result; 
o where the inspector is not permitted to see the measurement data; and 
o where equipment state-of-health and calibration cannot be easily checked; 
 difficult calibration and maintenance (CEMO, CHEM, OLEM, AEM); and 
 difficult usage (CHEM). 
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The lessons learned are that the: 
 
 in-line neutron 234U liquid monitor was invasive and too large; 
 in-line neutron 235U liquid monitor was invasive, too large, and dependent on the 
variable 
235
U/
234
U ratio; 
 in-line NaI(Tl) 235U liquid monitor was invasive and sensitive to bubbles; 
 in-line NaI(Tl) + 241Am transmission source 235U gas monitor was invasive, 
inadequate for GCEP pressures, and too sensitive to the wall deposit; 
 in-line HPGe + 241Am transmission source 235U gas monitor was invasive and 
inadequate for GCEP pressures; 
 CHEM and CEMO fell into disuse because of practical issues including 
operational difficulties and maintenance issues. 
 
Successful measurement assumptions include: 
 
 wall deposit is not negligible; 
 wall deposit is not uniformly distributed; 
 direct deposit is not 100%; 
 gas enrichment is not equal to the wall deposit enrichment; 
 wall deposit is not in secular equilibrium; 
 gas is homogeneous; and 
 gas pressure is stable on the low pressure side of the GCEP pipework. 
 
Identified facility constraints include: 
 
 equipment must be usable in locations with rather limited space availability; 
 equipment should be sufficiently portable that its application would not be limited 
to a single location; 
 gas pressure and process enrichments on the low pressure side are not available to 
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inspectors; and 
 pipe dimensions and pipe materials are available to inspectors. 
 
Some useful GCEP facility characteristics include: 
 
 “Centrifuge enrichment plants are designed for continuous operation and operated 
under stable conditions during a production campaign to provide product and tails 
to given assays…” [55]; 
 “A change in assay within the cascade flexibility will require new cascade settings 
and the cascade will come to a new equilibrium over a period of hours” [55]; 
 “No routine planned maintenance cascade ‘downtime’ is expected” [55]; 
 “Interruptions to production can occur…  These outages are typically very short, 
mostly lasting minutes rather than hours and are infrequent.  Cascade availability 
is around 99% (time)” [55]; and 
 “…the time taken to produce one significant quantity (SQ) of HEU depends on 
the capacity of that plant and the enrichment of the feed.  For example: (a) 
Assuming a 50 t SWU/y plant with natural feed and 0.3% tails, one SQ of HEU at 
90% 
235
U would be produced in about six weeks.  (b) Assuming 5% LEU feed 
with 0.3% tails, one SQ of HEU at 90% 
235
U would be produced in about one 
week” [3]. 
 
Facility precedents which have to be introduced are: 
 
 Unattended monitoring equipment can measure sensitive parameters on the low 
pressure side of the pipework, such as gas pressure and enrichment, but only 
qualitative (e.g. go/no-go) and not quantitative values can be viewed by an 
inspector. [6] 
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2.6 GCEP Misuse Scenarios 
 
The IAEA safeguards objectives at GCEPs were previously listed in Chapter 1 and 
correspond to the misuse cases of: 
 
1. DIVERSION – “diversion of significant quantities of natural, depleted or low 
enriched UF6 from the declared flow through the plant” [3], 
2. EXCESS LEU PRODUCTION – “misuse of the facility in order to produce 
undeclared product (at the normal product enrichment levels) from undeclared 
feed” [3], and 
3. HEU PRODUCTION – “misuse of the facility to produce UF6 at enrichments 
higher than the declared maximum, in particular HEU” [3]. 
 
This section briefly discusses the cascade misuse scenarios which appear in the literature 
corresponding to the three safeguards objectives.  The references for this section are [47, 
53, 54, 56]. 
 
2.6.1 Diversion 
 
Diversion, as it relates to GCEP operations, is the withdrawal of declared material off the 
process, as shown in Figure 30.  Diversion is concealed by statistical uncertainties in 
material measurements and operator declared UF6 cylinder tare (i.e. empty) values.  
Diversion before and after the enrichment process, such as from UF6 cylinders in storage, 
are not considered here. 
 
2.6.2 Excess LEU Production 
 
Excess LEU production is considered in two scenarios, as shown in Figure 31.  The first 
scenario, shown as (a), is the introduction of undeclared feed into the cascade to produce 
undeclared product and tails where the declared material balance is not maintained.  The 
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Figure 30.  Diversion of declared material from the enrichment process.  Excerpted and modified 
from [47]. 
 
 
second scenario (b) attempts to mask the misuse by withdrawing the excess product and 
tails off the cascade such that the declared material balance is maintained.  Migliorini et 
al. [47, 54] demonstrates that as a result of increasing the mass flow rate through the 
cascade, both scenarios will alter the 
235
U enrichment and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the 
product and tails. 
 
Other LEU misuse scenarios include the usage of declared materials.  Increased product 
235
U enrichments at decreased product amounts can be produced by reducing feed rates.  
Increased product quantities at decreased 
235
U enrichments can be produced by increasing 
feed rates (see Section 2.3.1 and Figure 6).  Additionally, declared tails or product 
material can also be re-fed into a cascade, but could be detected by material accountancy.   
 
Outside the scope of this study is the use of undeclared depleted uranium or LEU, 
perhaps from recycled uranium, as feed to produced undeclared product and tails.  
 
2.6.3 HEU Production 
 
Four scenarios for HEU production are shown in Figure 32.  The first scenario (a) is the 
reconfiguration of the centrifuges from a short cascade to a long cascade (i.e. adding 
stages).  The second scenario (b) recycles the product stream back into the feed stream. 
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    (a)                                   (b) 
Figure 31.  Excess LEU production with (a) undeclared feed and (b) undeclared feed and withdrawal.  
Excerpted and modified from [47]. 
 
 
  
(a)      (b) 
             
(c)      (d) 
Figure 32.  HEU production scenarios: (a) cascade reconfiguration, (b) continuous recycle, (c) batch 
recycle, and (d) operating parallel cascades in series.  Excerpted and modified from [47]. 
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The third scenario (c) re-batches the product material into the feed stream over multiple 
production runs. The fourth scenario (d) reorients parallel cascades so that they are in 
series.  Scenarios (a) and (d) require piping reconfiguration while scenarios (b) and (c) do 
not.  However, scenarios (a) and (d) are more efficient than scenario (b) and (c) and 
would require much less time to produce the same amount of material [47, 54, 56]. 
 
It is also possible to produce HEU by decreasing the feed rates of a fixed cascade, as 
discussed previously in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 and illustrated in Figure 6 and 
Figure 15.  However, this scenario cannot be used to produce a significant quantity of 
HEU in a meaningful timeframe [56]. 
 
2.6.4 Summary 
 
This section summarizes the information which is significant to this research. 
 
Most of the scenarios presented in this section will be analyzed later in this research.  
Those not analyzed are outside the capability of the available simulation tools.  While the 
featured scenarios represent the primary cases of concern, this listing is not exhaustive. 
 
2.7 Summary 
 
This chapter provides a literature review and introduction to all the concepts necessary 
for understanding the remainder of the dissertation.  The reason for including such a wide 
range of topics in this chapter will become clear in the remaining chapters. 
 
A wide variety of natural and un-natural uranium feed exists.  It was identified that the 
234
U concentration varies significantly for natural uranium and can be expected to affect 
the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of GCEP product and tails streams.  Centrifuges and cascades are 
mathematically precise machines and systems that are perfectly balanced.  
Consequentially, a change anywhere in a cascade is a change everywhere in a cascade.  
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The measurement of uranium enrichment of UF6 gas in GCEP pipework is non-trivial 
due to the absence of predominant gammas from 
238
U and the presence of UO2F2 wall 
deposits on the inner surface GCEP pipework.  This wall deposit effectively masks the U 
gas signal with a U wall deposit background, making the two signals complex to separate.  
Predominant gammas from 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th are clearly visible from high 
resolution gamma spectra of GCEP pipework and can potentially be utilized to monitor 
cascade behavior.  Cascade monitoring equipment and techniques have been 
demonstrated in the laboratory but have not been widely successful in the field for 
practical reasons.  At current, there are only two NDA enrichment monitoring systems in 
use at GCEPs for the purpose of detecting HEU production: CHEM at Rokkasho and 
OLEM at Natanz.  There is ongoing research in the area of online enrichment monitoring 
for GCEPs.  There are several IAEA objectives, GCEP misuse scenarios, and 
practical/logistical matters which must be considered when designing equipment and 
techniques for the detection of GCEP misuse. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Forty years of R&D efforts the world over have not succeeded in producing a sustainable 
and widely applicable NDA system for safeguarding GCEPs; a fundamentally different 
approach to NDA systems for GCEP safeguards is needed.  Such novel approaches are 
presented in the remainder of this dissertation.  The theory behind the new approaches is 
developed in this chapter.  Simulation tools, a reference cascade, and a reference 
monitoring system are introduced in Chapter 4.  Five new techniques for monitoring 
GCEPs are presented in Chapter 5 and are analyzed and evaluated using simulated data. 
 
It has been shown in the literature review (see Section 2.4) that the 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, 
234
Th, and gross gamma count rates (and their ratios) are all attributes of GCEP pipework 
which can be readily measured and monitored by high resolution gamma spectroscopy.  It 
was further shown that these attributes are not just characteristic of pipework but also of 
cascades.  The isotopic atom fractions, mass flow rates, and gas pressures of the feed, 
product, and tails streams are all interrelated, and, thus, a change anywhere in a cascade 
is a change everywhere in a cascade.  Consequently, passive spectroscopic gamma 
detectors can be used to monitor more than just the UF6 in a pipe but also the overall 
operation of a cascade. 
 
It was shown in Section 2.5.9 that the fatal flaws of past gamma spectroscopy based 
measurement systems, namely CHEM and CEMO, included the use of short-lived 
radionuclides, custom hardware, information barriers, and difficult to calibrate, operate, 
and maintain equipment.  This is interpreted to mean that a practical GCEP monitoring 
system should be limited to equipment and techniques already in routine use by the 
IAEA.  This quickly constrains the available GCEP monitoring options to passive gamma 
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spectroscopy techniques.  The remainder of this dissertation proceeds to examine how 
passive gamma spectroscopy techniques, with an understanding of minor isotopes and 
cascade dynamics, can be used to achieve the IAEA GCEP safeguards objectives. 
 
Three configurations of detectors about a GCEP are considered.  The first detector 
configuration is a single spectroscopic gamma detector located about an arbitrary GCEP 
pipe.  This configuration is referred to as a Gamma Attribute Monitoring System 
(GAMS).  An example of a GAMS type configuration is the stand alone CEMO, shown 
in Figure 29.  The second detector configuration is an integrated system of three 
spectroscopic gamma detectors located about the feed, product, and tails pipes of an 
individual cascade.  This configuration is referred to as the Cascade Attribute Monitoring 
System (CAMS).  A CAMS type configuration integrates information from all three 
detectors to make a determination about an individual cascade.  The third detector 
configuration is an integrated system of three spectroscopic gamma detectors located 
about the feed, product, and tails pipes of a production unit.  This configuration is 
referred to as the Production Unit Attribute Monitoring System (PAMS).  A PAMS type 
configuration integrates information from all three detectors to make a determination 
about a production unit. 
 
The selection of a particular detector (e.g. HPGe, CdZnTe, CdTe, LaBr3, NaI) depends 
on the facility constraints and the specific techniques being used.  The tradeoffs between 
the different types of detectors include resolution, cost, operating temperature, 
temperature dependence, and energy linearity.  The detector selection guidelines are 
discussed later in this chapter. 
 
A single ‘solution’ or technique is not the product of this dissertation, but instead a 
collection of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques are proposed.  This à la carte 
approach is pursued because technical constraints vary from facility to facility and thus, 
there is not expected to be a single solution suitable to all facilities.  Additionally, the 
techniques proposed in this dissertation can be integrated into existing gamma 
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spectroscopy based 
235
U enrichment measurement systems and neutron based 
accountancy systems that utilize the 
235
U/
234
U ratio. 
 
This chapter introduces the measurement objectives, the measurement equipment, and the 
theoretical development of the new techniques, and concludes with a discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the various techniques.  
 
3.2 Measurement Objectives 
 
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide the IAEA with the technical means to 
achieve the GCEP safeguards objectives discussed in Sections 1.3 and 2.6, specifically 
the detection of HEU production, excess LEU production, and material diversion.  The 
detection of facility misuse is the focus of this research, thus the diversion of material 
from storage areas outside the enrichment process is outside the scope of this research. 
 
The measurement objectives are: 
 
(1) the timely detection of changes in GCEP operating conditions, and 
(2) the timely attribution of those changes to normal, abnormal, and/or misuse 
conditions. 
 
Timely detection is arbitrarily considered to be within 7 days from the time of the initial 
misuse.  This is based on Bush et al. [4] where it is stated that a 50,000 kg-SWU/yr plant 
can produce a significant quantity (i.e. enough to make 1 nuclear weapon) at 90% 
235
U in 
7 days using 5% 
235
U feed and 0.3% 
235
U tails, and in 1 month using natural feed and 
0.3% 
235
U tails [4].  This is in contrast to the IAEA’s timeliness criteria for GCEPs of 1 
month [3, 4]. 
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3.3 Assertions 
 
The problem of GCEP safeguards should be thought of as a puzzle with missing pieces.  
Incomplete information is available in the literature regarding the design and operation of 
GCEPs due to the sensitive nature of these facilities. Several assertions, which are 
unfounded assumptions, are imposed at this point to fill in the missing pieces.  These 
assertions cannot be assumed accurate but are necessary to facilitate development in the 
absence of complete information.  These assertions, listed below, are open questions 
needing the attention of the safeguards research community. 
 
Assertions #1–6 are related to the operation of GCEP cascades.  Of particular uncertainty 
is how often the operation of a cascade is changed. 
 
ASSERTION 1: GCEPs are steady-state systems during normal operation. 
 
ASSERTION 2: Flow stoppages are infrequent and short, lasting minutes.  
 
ASSERTION 3: Shutdowns and gas evacuations are rare, on the order of once per 
year. 
 
ASSERTION 4: Flow stoppages, lasting minutes, do not significantly disrupt the 
238
U/
234
Th and 
235
U/
231
Th equilibrium and have a negligible effect 
on the 
231
Th and 
234
Th count rates. 
 
ASSERTION 5: The gas U isotopic fractions and gas pressures in the feed, product, 
and tails pipework are constant during a production campaign and 
any fluctuations are short relative to long gamma measurement 
times and average out during gamma measurements. 
 
ASSERTION 6: Cascade operators can easily control and rapidly change the 
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cascade configurations including: the mass flow rates; product and 
tails 
235
U enrichments; the number of stages in the cascade; the 
number of centrifuges per stage; and the individual centrifuge 
separation factors, separative power, and mass flow rates. 
 
These assertions are conservative and are rationalized based on several key observations: 
 
 “Centrifuge enrichment plants are designed for continuous operation and operate 
under stable conditions during a production campaign to provide product and tails 
to given assays defined by the customer.” [55] 
 “Typically the URENCO centrifuge technology is designed to operate for greater 
than 10 years without maintenance so no routine planned maintenance or cascade 
‘downtime’ is expected.” [55] 
 “Interruptions to production can occur however, e.g. due to power cuts, support 
system failures, etc.  These outages are typically very short, mostly lasting 
minutes rather than hours and are infrequent.  Cascade availability is around 99% 
(time).” [55] 
 
Specifically, it is unknown how often changes to the cascade occur during normal 
operations (e.g. how long are “production campaigns”, how often do cascade transients 
occur, etc.).  It is also unknown how much control the operator has over the centrifuges, 
cascades, and performance parameters.  Better information about normal operations and 
the limitations of operator control over the cascade and centrifuges is needed to improve 
these assertions. 
 
Assertion #7 is related to the range of commercially available natural feed, discussed in 
Section 2.2.1. 
 
ASSERTION 7:   The range of the possible 
234
U atom fractions in natural uranium 
feed is limited to the range between 0.004386 and 0.00621 at% 
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234
U (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, and Table 4 and Table 5). 
 
It is unclear from the published literature what the appropriate range of natural uranium 
feed isotopics is, specifically the 
234
U atom fraction.  Hence, the widest possible range is 
conservatively assumed in this research. 
 
Assertions #8–18 are related to the U/Th wall deposit and the Th direct deposit. 
 
ASSERTION 8: A fraction of the Th daughters originating from the UF6 gas are 
directly deposited on the pipe wall and the remainder travel 
downstream with the gas. 
 
ASSERTION 9: There is an unspecified and rapid removal mechanism for Th 
suspended in the gas and consequently there is no Th in the gas. 
 
ASSERTION 10: Any Th isotope enriched/depleted in the cascade does not affect 
the Th isotopic ratios of the direct deposit or wall deposit in the 
cascade feed, product, and tails header pipework. 
 
ASSERTION 11: After steady-state operation for longer than 7 half-lives, the Th 
direct deposit is in equilibrium with the U in the gas, but is not in 
secular equilibrium with the U in the gas.  In other words, the 
direct deposit fraction is a constant relating the activities of the 
directly deposited Th and the U in the gas. 
 
ASSERTION 12: After steady-state operation for longer than 7 half-lives, the Th in 
the wall deposit is in secular equilibrium with the U in the wall 
deposit. 
 
ASSERTION 13: The physical location in the pipework of the Th direct deposit is on 
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the pipe wall and is the same as the U/Th wall deposit. 
 
ASSERTION 14: The Th direct deposit is uniformly distributed on the pipe wall, 
both radially and axially, except near pipe bends, T-sections, and 
valves. 
 
ASSERTION 15: The U/Th wall deposit is uniformly distributed on the pipe wall, 
both radially and axially, except near points of air inleakage (e.g. 
valves). 
 
ASSERTION 16: There is no continuous or abrupt wall deposit growth.  In other 
words, the U/Th wall deposit is constant following an initial 
deposit which appears on the virgin Al pipe wall surface over the 
first ~30 days of service. 
 
ASSERTION 17: There is no air inleakage during normal operation of modern 
plants.  The U/Th wall deposit only increases in the event of 
irregular air inleakage. 
 
ASSERTION 18: There is no exchange of U atoms between the gas and the wall 
deposit. 
 
These assertions are not conservative and are rationalized based on several key 
observations: 
 
 there is "relatively little deposit on the header pipes in the latest design of 
centrifuge” [73]. 
 “The mass of uranium deposits on the pipes of the latest design of centrifuge have 
been shown to be comparatively small” [126]. 
 “The source detector was thus mounted on a virgin pipe. Experience of 
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commissioning this cascade while CEMO was monitoring the pipe showed that 
uranium based deposits are laid down initially, requiring the CEMO calibration 
constants to be adjusted during the subsequent inspection. This was successfully 
undertaken and no further re-calibration has been necessary” [74]. 
 the Th direct deposit is “due to the decay of uranium nuclei as the UF6 gas passes 
through the plant.  The thorium is formed as a non-volatile fluoride which will be 
either deposited locally or carried along as a suspended aerosol” [61]. 
 “Measured [direct deposit] values of ~60% to ~90% have been obtained at 
Capenhurst” [61]. 
 “The directly deposited daughter nuclides have a tendency to settle on places 
where the flow of the UF6 gas has to change direction, like at valves and in 
bends” [69]. 
 there is “increased direct Th deposition close to the bend” [61]. 
 
The Th direct deposit and U/Th wall deposit is not well understood.  Thus, several 
assertions about the Th direct deposit and U/Th wall deposit are made to facilitate further 
development. While assertions #8–18 follow the conventional thinking and evidence 
discussed in Section 2.4.1, the author is not satisfied with the supporting evidence in the 
literature behind the conventional thinking; the author conservatively considers the 
conventional thinking as ‘best guesses’ as opposed to known facts.  Assertions #8–18 
underpin much of the analytical modeling.  However, the analytical modeling can be 
reasonably adapted, as new information becomes available.  While some of these 
assertions may be proved to be inaccurate, they are a critical first step in developing a 
cascade model which is expected to be refined and changed with further research and 
better information. 
 
Assertions #19–20 are related to the unattended use of spectroscopic gamma detectors in 
GCEPs. 
  
ASSERTION 19: Gamma detectors can be completely shielded from the radiation 
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background. 
 
ASSERTION 20: Changes in the absolute full energy peak efficiency of the 
spectroscopic gamma detector in the 50-210 keV region over time 
are negligible. 
 
These are based on the unknown performance of these systems over long periods. 
 
Assertions #1–20, are open questions that could benefit from additional research and/or 
reporting.  These assertions are expected to be verified or refuted by future researchers.  
All results presented in this dissertation are dependent on these assertions being true.  It is 
expected that the overarching concepts utilized in this research will hold, even in the 
cases where the individual assertions and corresponding simulation models are found to 
deviate.  Hence, this research is not an all-or-nothing result hinging on a few questionable 
assertions but instead is an overarching framework for GCEP misuse detection with 
interchangeable models.  Engineering design and research is an iterative process; better 
models come with better information. 
 
3.4 Method 
 
This section includes the development of the theory and modeling of passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques for GCEP monitoring.  The development begins by considering 
the time-dependent MCNP model (i.e. four-dimensional model) of a high resolution 
spectroscopic gamma detector positioned about an arbitrary GCEP pipe, as shown in 
Figure 33.  The model detector readily measures the gamma lines from 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, 
and 
234
Th that are listed in Table 9 in Chapter 2, to produce the gamma spectra shown in 
Figure 36.  Additional example spectra are shown in Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23 
in Chapter 2. 
 
In Figure 33, the UF6 gas is modelled as the volume shown in yellow.  The direct deposit  
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Figure 33.  MCNP5 model geometry of a ϕ85x30 HPGe gamma detector positioned about an Al pipe 
with a 11.43 cm inner diameter and 5 mm thickness. 
 
 
and wall deposit is modelled as a uniform annular volume on the surface of the pipe wall 
with a thickness on the order of tens of nanometers (i.e. not visible).  The UO2F2 wall 
deposit density is assumed to be 3 g/cm
3
 [66].  The Th direct deposit originates from the 
U in the gas and the Th wall deposit originates from the U in the wall deposit.  Only a 
fraction of the Th emitted by the U gas appears as the Th direct deposit where the 
remainder is presumed to travel downstream with the gas until it is deposited in pipe 
bends, pipe intersections, or valves.  The unspecified Th molecule(s) in the direct deposit 
and wall deposit are modeled as individual Th atoms imbedded in the UO2F2 wall 
deposit. 
 
Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 shows a time dependent MCNP generated spectra for 
arbitrary feed, product, and tails pipes, respectively.  The simulated spectra show the 
various peaks from 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th.  Analysis of these peaks yields the 
individual net peak area count rates corresponding to the various gamma energies and 
isotopes. 
 
To improve the counting statistics and increase detection efficiency, the count rates from 
multiple gamma lines of the same isotope are summed together to obtain an isotopic 
count rate.  Generically, the isotopic count rates are summed over appropriate energies: 
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Figure 34.  Time dependent MCNP5 simulated HPGe gamma spectra in logarithmic (TOP) and 
linear scale (BOTTOM) which shows the gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, and total source 
components.  The spectra corresponds to the measurement system and configuration shown in 
Figure 33 for a feed pipe with ~0.72 at% 
235
U gas and wall deposit, ~0.0062 at% 
234
U gas and wall 
deposit, ~17 torr gas pressure, 200 μg U/cm2 wall deposit, 0.75 direct deposit fraction, 11.43 cm inner 
pipe diameter, and 5 mm thick aluminum pipe.  Count time was 14 days. 
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Figure 35.  Time dependent MCNP5 simulated HPGe gamma spectra in logarithmic (TOP) and 
linear scale (BOTTOM) which shows the gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, and total source 
components.  The spectra correspond to the measurement system and configuration shown in Figure 
33 for a product pipe with ~3.8 at% 
235
U gas and wall deposit, ~0.041 at% 
234
U gas and wall deposit, 
~1.0 torr gas pressure, 200 μg U/cm2 wall deposit, 0.75 direct deposit fraction, 11.43 cm inner pipe 
diameter, and 5 mm thick aluminum pipe.  Count time was 14 days. 
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Figure 36.  Time dependent MCNP5 simulated HPGe gamma spectra in logarithmic (TOP) and 
linear scale (BOTTOM) which shows the gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, and total source 
components.  The spectra correspond to the measurement system and configuration shown in Figure 
33 for a tails pipe with ~0.35 at% 
235
U gas and wall deposit, ~0.0020 at% 
234
U gas and wall deposit, 
~1.6 torr gas pressure, 200 μg U/cm2 wall deposit, 0.75 direct deposit fraction, 11.43 cm inner pipe 
diameter, and 5 mm thick aluminum pipe.  Count time was 14 days. 
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  , ,
E
i i
s k s kC C E    (32) 
 
or more specifically: 
 
    234 234 234, , ,53 121
U U U
s k s k s kC C keV C keV     (33) 
    235 235 235, , ,143 186
U U U
s k s k s kC C keV C keV    (34) 
  231 231, , 84
Th Th
s k s kC C keV   (35) 
    234 234 234, , ,63 93
Th Th Th
s k s k s kC C keV C keV    (36) 
  
where 
i
Cs,k(E) is the net peak area count rate of gamma energy E of isotope i from stream 
s, and radiative source k.  The superscript i can be 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, or 
234
Th.  The 
subscript s can be F, P, or T indicating the feed, product, or tails stream, respectively.  
The subscript k can be gas, dd, wd, or tot indicating the gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, 
or total radiative source, respectively.  This notation is used throughout this dissertation.  
There are additional peaks that could be utilized, both within and above this energy 
range.  Additional peaks are not currently utilized so to simplify the analysis.  It is noted 
that there are interference peaks, most notably about the 84 and 93 keV. 
 
In the next two sections, the analytical models for the steady-state and transient 
measurement conditions are developed. 
 
3.4.1 Steady-State Analysis 
 
This section discusses the information which can be obtained using a single or system of 
spectroscopic gamma detectors when the facility is operating in steady-state and when the 
Th daughters are in equilibrium with the U parents. 
 
In the general case, the information provided by a single, passive spectroscopic gamma 
detector is insufficient to determine the 
235
U enrichment of the gas.  However, other 
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useful information can be determined and in special cases, discussed in the upcoming 
sections, the 
235
U enrichment of the gas can be determined. 
 
3.4.1.1 General 
 
The general relationship between the isotopic count rates is: 
 
 , , , ,
i i i i
s tot s gas s dd s wdC C C C     (37) 
 
where 
i
Cs,k is the isotopic count rate of isotope i, stream s, and source k, as previously 
defined.  Two key assertions, #9 and #16 listed in Section 3.3, for the U and Th isotopes 
are: 
 
 , 0
iU
s ddC    (38) 
 , 0
iTh
s gasC    (39) 
 
thus indicating that there is no gradual increase in the U wall deposit and that any Th 
suspended in the gas is rapidly removed and does not contribute to the total Th isotopic 
count rate.  Thus, the combination of Eq. (37) with Eqs. (38) and (39) yields the generic 
relationships for the U and Th isotopic count rates shown in Eq. (40) and (41). 
 
 , , ,
iU iU iU
s tot s gas s wdC C C    (40) 
 , , ,
iTh iTh iTh
s tot s dd s wdC C C    (41) 
 
This leads to a system of equations for the steady-state general case, where Eqs. (42)  
through (45) are expressed for the individual isotopes. 
 
 
234 234 234
, , ,
U U U
s tot s gas s wdC C C    (42) 
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 235 235 235, , ,
U U U
s tot s gas s wdC C C    (43) 
 231 231 231, , ,
Th Th Th
s tot s dd s wdC C C    (44) 
 234 234 234, , ,
Th Th Th
s tot s dd s wdC C C    (45) 
 
The total isotopic count rate, 
i
Cs,tot, can be determined directly from a gamma spectrum 
while  
i
Cs,gas , 
i
Cs,dd and 
i
Cs,wd must be determined analytically.  The isotopic count rates 
can be represented by Eq. (46), which is a standard gamma spectroscopy relationship 
found in any textbook on the subject (e.g. Gilmore [162]): 
 
 , , ,
i i i i
s k s k s kC N    (46) 
  
where 
iλ is the decay rate of isotope i,  iNs,k is the number of atoms of isotope i within the 
viewing window of the detector from stream s and source k, and 
iεs,k is the isotopic 
absolute efficiency for isotope i from stream s and source k. The isotopic absolute 
efficiency is the sum of the products of the absolute full energy peak efficiencies and the 
gamma emission probabilities: 
 
    , ,
E
i i
s k s kp E E    (47) 
 
where εs,k(E) is the absolute full energy peak efficiency for gamma energy E and 
i
p(E) is 
the emission probability of gamma energy E from isotope i. 
 
With reference to one of the key assertions, #11 listed in Section 3.3, the direct deposit 
fraction is a constant which relates the Th and U activities in the gas and direct deposit.  
This is modelled by: 
 
 
 4 231 231 234 234
, , ,
235 235 238 238
, , ,
i Th Th Th Th Th
s dd s dd s dd
s iU U U U U
s gas s gas s gas
A N N
k
A N N
 
 

     (48) 
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where 
iU
As,gas and 
(i-4)Th
As,dd are the activities of the iU parent and corresponding (i-4)Th 
daughter in stream s from source k, (e.g. 
235
U corresponds to 
231
Th and 
238
U corresponds 
to 
234
Th) and ks is the direct deposit fraction for stream s.  There are no theoretical models 
for the direct deposit fraction, so this assertion is imposed to facilitate the following 
analytical development. 
 
With reference to assertion #12, listed in Section 3.3, the U and Th in the wall deposit 
fraction are in secular equilibrium.  This is modelled by Eq. (49). 
 
 
 4 231 231 234 234
, , ,
235 235 238 238
, , ,
1
i Th Th Th Th Th
s wd s wd s wd
iU U U U U
s wd s wd s wd
A N N
A N N
 
 

     (49) 
 
To summarize, the U and Th in the gas and direct deposit are in equilibrium and the U 
and Th in the wall deposit are in secular equilibrium.  These two relationships between 
the U parents and Th daughters in the gas, direct deposit, and wall deposit are 
summarized in Eqs. (50) and (51). 
 
 
   4 4
, ,
i Th i Th iU iU
s dd s s gasN k N 
 
  (50) 
 
   4 4
, ,
i Th i Th iU iU
s wd s wdN N 
 
  (51) 
 
Eqs. (50) and (51) are substituted in Eq. (46) to remove the Th isotopic amounts, 
iTh
Ns,k, 
and replace them with U isotopic amounts, 
iU
Ns,k, to arrive at the generic Eqs. (52) 
through (55). 
 
 , , ,
iU iU iU iU
s gas s gas s gasC N    (52) 
 
   4 4
, , ,
i Th i ThiU iU
s dd s s gas s ddC k N 
 
   (53) 
 , , ,
iU iU iU iU
s wd s wd s wdC N    (54) 
 
   4 4
, , ,
i Th i ThiU iU
s wd s wd s wdC N 
 
   (55) 
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Eqs. (52) through (55) are then substituted into Eqs. (42) through (45) to arrive at the 
total U and Th isotopic count rates, 
i
Cs,tot, in terms of only the U isotopic amounts, 
iU
Ns,k. 
 
 234 234 234 234 234 234 234, , , , ,
U U U U U U U
s tot s gas s gas s wd s wdC N N       (56) 
 235 235 235 235 235 235 235, , , , ,
U U U U U U U
s tot s gas s gas s wd s wdC N N       (57) 
 231 235 235 231 235 235 231, , , , ,
Th U U Th U U Th
s tot s s gas s dd s wd s wdC k N N       (58) 
 234 238 238 234 238 238 234, , , , ,
Th U U Th U U Th
s tot s s gas s dd s wd s wdC k N N       (59) 
 
For now, it is assumed that the direct deposit fraction, isotopic count rates, and isotopic 
absolute efficiencies are known values.  While the system of equations, Eqs. (56) through 
(59), cannot be solved since there are 4 equations with 6 unknowns, Eqs. (57) and (58) 
make up a complete subsystem of equations which can be solved to produce Eqs. (60) 
and (61). 
 
 
 
235 231 231 235
, , , ,235
, 235 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
U Th Th U
s tot s wd s tot s wdU
s gas U Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C
N
k
 
    



  (60) 
 
 
231 235 235 231
, , , ,235
, 235 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
Th U U Th
s tot s gas s tot s dd sU
s wd U Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C k
N
k
 
    



  (61) 
 
Eqs. (60) and (61) permit the calculation of the 
235
U atom amounts in the gas and wall 
deposit in the viewing window of the detector from known and measured values.  Eqs. 
(60) and (61) are substituted into Eqs. (50) and (51) to relate the 
235
U atom amounts in the 
gas and wall deposit to the 
231
Th atom amounts in the direct deposit and wall deposit. 
 
 
 
 
235 231 231 235235
, , , ,231 235
, ,231 231 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
U Th Th UU
s s tot s wd s tot s wdTh Us
s dd s gasTh Th Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
k C Ck
N N
k
 
     

 

  (62) 
 
 
231 235 235 231235
, , , ,231 235
, ,231 231 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
Th U U ThU
s tot s gas s tot s dd sTh U
s wd s wdTh Th Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C k
N N
k
 
     

 

  (63) 
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Eqs. (62) and (63) permit the exact solution of the 
231
Th atom amounts in the direct 
deposit and wall deposit in the viewing window of the detector from known and 
measured values.  Substitution of Eqs. (60) through (63) into Eqs. (52) through (55) 
yields the 
235
U isotopic count rates for the gas and wall deposit and 
231
Th isotopic count 
rates for the direct deposit and wall deposit, shown in Eqs. (64) through (67). 
 
 
235 231 231 235
, , , ,235 235
, , 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
U Th Th U
s tot s wd s tot s wdU U
s gas s gas Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C
C
k
 

   
 
    
  (64) 
 
235 231 231 235
, , , ,231 231
, , 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
U Th Th U
s tot s wd s tot s wdTh Th
s dd s s dd Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C
C k
k
 

   
 
    
  (65) 
 
231 235 235 231
, , , ,235 235
, , 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
Th U U Th
s tot s gas s tot s dd sU U
s wd s wd Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C k
C
k
 

   
 
    
  (66) 
 
231 235 235 231
, , , ,231 231
, , 231 235 235 231
, , , ,
Th U U Th
s tot s gas s tot s dd sTh Th
s wd s wd Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C k
C
k
 

   
 
    
  (67) 
  
From Eqs. (60) through (63) the 
235U
Ns,gas, 
235U
Ns,wd, 
231Th
Ns,dd, and 
231Th
Ns,wd, can be 
determined from a passive gamma spectroscopy measurement of steady-state UF6 
pipework, while the 
234U
Ns,gas, 
238U
Ns,gas, 
234U
Ns,wd, and 
238U
Ns,wd remain unknown.  From 
Eqs. (64) through (67) the 
235U
Cs,gas, 
235U
Cs,wd, 
231Th
Cs,dd, and 
231Th
Cs,wd, can be determined 
from a passive gamma spectroscopy measurement of steady-state UF6 pipework, while 
the 
234U
Cs,gas, 
234U
Cs,wd, 
234Th
Cs,dd, and 
234Th
Cs,wd remain unknown.  Eqs. (64) through (67) 
are very significant relationships that permit the separation of the 
235
U and 
231
Th signals 
from the gas, direct deposit, and wall deposit.  Eqs. (64) and (66) are the wall deposit 
correction highly sought after by past and current researchers for use with x-ray 
florescence, transmission, and pressure based 
235
U enrichment measurement techniques.  
The implications of this result are discussed in Section 3.5.2.  Additionally, the constant 
wall deposit assertion, #16 listed in Section 3.3, can be monitored using Eqs. (66) and 
(67) such that any increase in the wall deposit amount would be detectable. 
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By employing the ideal gas law, which has been shown to be accurate within 
experimental uncertainties for GCEP conditions [163, 164], and a known value for the 
235
U enrichment, then the gas pressure can be determined by: 
 
 
 
235
,6
, 235
,
U
s gasUF Us s
s s gas aU
A s A s s gas
NRT RT
P N
N V N V f
    (68) 
 
where 
 
,
ai
s kf  is the atom fraction of isotope i in stream s from source k, R is the universal 
gas constant, Ts is temperature of stream s, NA is Avogadro’s number, and Vs is the gas 
volume confined by the pipe and the detector viewing window in stream s which is 
generalized as: 
 
 2
4
s s sV D L

   (69) 
 
where Ds is the inner pipe diameter and Ls is length of pipe constrained by the detector 
viewing window. 
 
Eq. (68) permits the determination of the UF6 gas pressure based on a known 
235
U 
enrichment, temperature, and well defined field of view.  For the case of the feed stream, 
where the 
235
U atom fraction of natural U is known with high precision to be 0.720 at% 
235
U, the gas pressure can be determined from a passive gamma spectroscopy 
measurement.   For the product and tails streams, an inspector can likely make a 
reasonable estimate of the process 
235
U enrichment and thus can likely make a reasonable 
estimate of the gas pressure.  This narrow banding of gas pressures will undoubtedly be a 
concern to plant operators, as the gas pressures are proprietary values.  
 
To summarize, in the general case discussed here for a single spectroscopic gamma 
detector positioned about an arbitrary GCEP pipe, there is a system of equations, Eq. (56) 
through (59), which fully defines the measurement system.  While this system of 
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equations cannot be solved in the general case, the 
235
U and 
231
Th contributions to the 
gas, direct deposit, and wall deposit can be determined given that the direct deposit 
fraction is constant and known.  However, the 
234
U, 
238
U, and 
234
Th contributions cannot 
be determined in the general case.  Gas pressures, wall deposit amounts, and U isotopic 
atom fractions cannot be determined from a passive gamma spectroscopy measurement 
with the exception of when the 
235
U enrichment is known (e.g. natural U feed stream).  
However, there are several special cases which may arise and provide the additional 
constraints needed to solve Eqs. (56) through (59) for the remaining variables.  For these 
special cases, the system of equations can be solved and the gas pressures, wall deposit 
amounts, and U isotopic atom fractions can be determined from a passive gamma 
spectroscopy measurement.  These cases are discussed in the next two sections and form 
the basis for 
235
U enrichment monitoring and 
235
U/
234
U ratio monitoring using passive 
gamma spectroscopy. 
 
3.4.1.2 Wall Deposit Characterization 
 
This section develops the theory for characterizing a wall deposit.  A wall deposit 
characterization is the determination of the isotopic count rates and atom amounts from 
the U and Th isotopes in the wall deposit. 
 
In the special case where the facility has reached steady-state and the gas U isotopic atom 
fractions are known, then system of equations, Eqs. (56) through (59), can be solved to 
characterize the wall deposit.  The purpose of characterizing the wall deposit is to 
facilitate 
235
U enrichment monitoring and 
235
U/
234
U ratio monitoring.  Once the wall 
deposit is known, the wall deposit signal can be subtracted from the total signal to isolate 
the gas signal, thus permitting the gas to be directly monitored.  A wall deposit 
characterization can be thought of as a form of calibration for the 
235
U enrichment and 
235
U/
234
U ratio monitoring techniques.  The validity of a wall deposit characterization 
hinges on the constant wall deposit amount assertion, #16 listed in Section 3.3, or at least 
that the wall deposit growth is sufficiently slow to require infrequent re-characterization. 
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To characterize the wall deposit, the gas U atom fractions must be known.  The gas U 
isotopic atom fractions can be determined by: gas sampling from facility pipework; active 
NDA measurements of the facility pipework (e.g. CHEM); passive measurements of 
facility pipework during a transient (discussed in Section 3.4.2.4); or NDA/DA 
measurements of UF6 cylinders on the process. 
 
In the case of where the gas U atom fractions,
 234
,
aU
s gasf ,
 235
,
aU
s gasf , and
 238
,
aU
s gasf , are known, 
then the wall deposit isotopic amounts can be determined by the following procedure.  
The 
234U
Ns,gas and 
238U
Ns,gas in the viewing window of the detector are determined from 
the known 
235U
Ns,gas value from Eq. (60) and the gas U atom fractions, as shown in Eqs. 
(70) and (71). 
 
 
 
   
238
,238 235 235
, , ,235 235
, ,
1
1
aU
s gasU U U
s gas s gas s gasa aU U
s gas s gas
f
N N N
f f
 
   
 
 
  (70) 
 
 
 
235
,234 235
, ,234
,
aU
s gasU U
s gas s gasaU
s gas
f
N N
f
   (71) 
 
Eq. (70) can be approximated by assuming
   238 235
, ,1
a aU U
s gas s gasf f  .  Eqs. (70) and (71) can 
be substituted into Eqs. (56) and (59), to determine the 
238
U and 
234
U atom amounts in the 
wall deposit, as shown in Eqs. (72) and (73). 
  
 
234 234 234 234
, , ,234
, 234 234
,
U U U U
s tot s gas s gasU
s wd U U
s wd
C N
N
 
 

   (72) 
 
234 238 238 234
, , ,238
, 238 234
,
Th U U Th
s tot s gas s s ddU
s wd U Th
s wd
C N k
N
 
 

   (73) 
 
Eqs. (72) and (73) are substituted into Eqs. (50) and (51) to relate the 
238
U atom amounts 
in the gas and wall deposit in the detector viewing window to the 
234
Th atom amounts in 
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the direct deposit and wall deposit in the detector viewing window, as shown in Eqs. (74) 
and (75). 
 
 
 
 
238 234 234 238238
, , , ,234 238
, ,234 234 234 238 238 234
, , , ,
U Th Th UU
s s tot s wd s tot s wdTh Us
s dd s gasTh Th Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
k C Ck
N N
k
 
     

 

  (74) 
 
 
234 238 238 234238
, , , ,234 238
, ,234 234 234 238 238 234
, , , ,
Th U U ThU
s tot s gas s tot s dd sTh U
s wd s wdTh Th Th U U Th
s wd s gas s wd s dd s
C C k
N N
k
 
     

 

  (75) 
 
The 
234
U, 
235
U, 
238
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th atom amounts in the gas, direct deposit, and wall 
deposit in the detector viewing window are then solved.  Then, the total U atom amounts 
in the detector viewing window are determined by Eqs. (76) and (77). 
 
 234 235 238 235 238, , , , , ,
U U U U U U
s wd s wd s wd s wd s wd s wdN N N N N N       (76) 
 234 235 238 235 238, , , , , ,
U U U U U U
s gas s gas s gas s gas s gas s gasN N N N N N       (77) 
 
This further permits the determination of the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom fractions in the 
wall deposit (i.e. the 
235
U enrichment of the wall deposit). 
 
 
  ,
,
,
iU
a s wdiU
s wd U
s wd
N
f
N
   (78) 
 
As previously mentioned, the determination of the U atom amount in the gas, 
U
Ns,gas, 
simultaneously determines the gas pressure, 
UF6
Ps, as shown in Eq. (79). 
 
 
 
,6
,
,
iU
s gasUF Us s
s s gas aiU
A s A s s gas
NRT RT
P N
N V N V f
    (79) 
 
The isotopic count rate contributions from the gas, direct deposit, and wall deposit are 
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determined, as shown in Eqs. (80) through (87). 
 
 234 234 234 234, , ,
U U U U
s gas s gas s gasC N    (80) 
 234 234 234 234, , ,
U U U U
s wd s wd s wdC N    (81) 
 235 235 235 235, , ,
U U U U
s gas s gas s gasC N    (82) 
 235 235 235 235, , ,
U U U U
s wd s wd s wdC N    (83) 
 231 235 235 231, , ,
Th U U Th
s dd s s gas s ddC k N    (84) 
 231 235 235 231, , ,
Th U U Th
s wd s wd s wdC N    (85) 
 234 238 238 234, , ,
Th U U Th
s dd s s gas s ddC k N    (86) 
 234 238 238 234, , ,
Th U U Th
s wd s wd s wdC N    (87) 
 
Should the wall deposit isotopic amounts and direct deposit fraction be known and 
constant, Eqs. (56) through (59) become 4 equations with 3 unknowns and on-line 
235
U 
enrichment monitoring and 
235
U/
234
U monitoring becomes possible.  Should the direct 
deposit fraction be unknown at this point, Eqs. (56) through (59) become 4 equations 
with 4 unknowns and the direct deposit fraction is additionally determined.  
Alternatively, the direct deposit fraction can be determined by combining Eqs. (82) and 
(84), resulting in Eq. (88). 
 
 
231 235
, ,
235 231
, ,
Th U
s dd s gas
s U Th
s gas s dd
C
k
C


  (88) 
 
Lastly, the areal wall deposit density within the detector viewing window can be 
determined by: 
 
 
,
U U
s wdU
s
s A
N M
A N
   (89) 
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where 
U
s
 is the U wall deposit per unit area (typically μg U/cm2), UM is the U molar 
mass of the wall deposit, NA is Avogadro’s constant, and As is the surface area of the pipe 
within the detector viewing window: 
 
 
s s sA D L   (90) 
 
where Ds is the inner diameter of the pipe and Ls is the length of the pipe constrained by 
the detector viewing window.  This relationship may be useful for determining hold-up in 
the pipework. 
 
3.4.1.3 Enrichment Monitoring 
 
The passive 
235
U enrichment monitor is developed in this section.  In the previous section 
it was stated that following a wall deposit characterization, that the 
235
U enrichment of 
the gas could be monitored.  Once the isotopic count rates from the wall deposit are 
known, the isotopic count rates from the gas and direct deposit can be determined by 
subtracting the wall deposit isotopic count rates from the total isotopic count rates, as 
shown in Eqs. (91) through (94). 
 
 234 234 234, , ,
U U U
s gas s tot s wdC C C    (91) 
 235 235 235, , ,
U U U
s gas s tot s wdC C C    (92) 
 
231 231 231
, , ,
Th Th Th
s dd s tot s wdC C C    (93) 
 
234 234 234
, , ,
Th Th Th
s dd s tot s wdC C C    (94) 
 
Then, the atom amounts, U atom fractions, and direct deposit fraction can be directly 
measured, as shown in Eqs. (95) through (99), hinging on the constant wall deposit 
assertion, #16 listed in Section 3.3. 
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234
,234
, 234 234
,
U
s gasU
s gas U U
s gas
C
N
 
   (95) 
 
235
,235
, 235 235
,
U
s gasU
s gas U U
s gas
C
N
 
   (96) 
 
234
,238
, 238 234
,
Th
s ddU
s gas U Th
s s dd
C
N
k  
   (97) 
 
  ,
,
,
iU
a s gasiU
s gas U
s gas
N
f
N
   (98) 
 
231 235
, ,
235 231
, ,
Th U
s dd s gas
s U Th
s gas s dd
C
k
C


   (99) 
 
The constant wall deposit assertion, #16 listed in Section 3.3, can be monitored using 
Eqs. (66) and (67) such that any increase in the wall deposit amount would fault the 
system and prompt a new wall deposit characterization. 
 
This is the basis for an on-line 
235
U enrichment monitor using passive gamma 
spectroscopy.  A significant lag related to the 24 day half-life of the 
234
Th daughter is an 
apparent issue with this technique as it takes ~168 days for the 
234
Th activity to reach 
equilibrium following a change in the 
235
U enrichment.  However, a correction factor will 
be introduced in Section 3.4.2.5 that will provide a timely estimate of the 
235
U enrichment 
value without waiting months for the 
234
Th to reach equilibrium.  This correction factor 
uses the exponential shape of the Th isotopic count rate change to project the 
231
Th and 
234
Th equilibrium count rates. 
 
3.4.1.4 235U / 234U Ratio Monitoring 
 
The passive 
235
U/
234
U ratio monitor is developed in this section.  One of the attributes of 
both LEU and HEU misuse scenarios is a change in the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the feed, 
product, and/or tails streams.  Eqs. (16) and (17) can be combined and rearranged to 
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obtain the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio, 
235U
Ns,gas/
 234U
Ns,gas, for the different streams.  It was 
previously shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) are a function of the separation factor per unit 
mass difference and the number of stages in the enriching and stripping sections of the 
cascade.  However, it can be shown [48, 49] that the ratios (
235U
Ns,gas/
 234U
Ns,gas) / 
(
235U
Nr,gas/
 234U
Nr,gas), where r is a different stream than s, are independent of the 
separation factor per unit mass difference.  These relations are shown in Eqs. (100) 
through (102). 
 
 
235
235
,
234 235 235
,
234235
,
234 234234
,
U
U
P gas
U U U
P gas
UU
F gas
U UU
F gas
N E
N E S
EN
E SN
   
        
   
       
  (100) 
 
235
235
,
234 235 235
,
234235
,
234 234234
,
U
U
T gas
U U U
T gas
UU
F gas
U UU
F gas
N S
N E S
SN
E SN
   
        
   
       
  (101) 
 
235
,
234 235 234
,
234 235235
,
234
,
U
P gas
U U U
P gas
U UU
T gas
U
T gas
N
N E S
E SN
N
 
  
  
 
  
 
  (102) 
 
In Eqs. (100) through (102), 
iU
E and 
iU
S are defined in Eqs. (18), (19), and (23), M is the 
number of enriching stages, and N is the number of stripping stages.  The separation 
factors for isotope i are related to the separation factor by Eq. (3).  For a fixed cascade, 
iU
E, 
iUS, α0, M, and N are constant. 
 
Eqs. (100) through (102) can be used to monitor the ideality of a cascade or production 
unit.  The (
235U
Ns,gas/
 234U
Ns,gas) / (
235U
Nr,gas/
 234U
Nr,gas) ratios define the ideal operating 
region of a cascade or production unit.  Commercial facilities are approximately ideal and 
deviations from ideality are strong indicators of both LEU and HEU misuse.  Moreover, 
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the (
235U
Ns,gas/
 234U
Ns,gas) / (
235U
Nr,gas/
 234U
Nr,gas) ratios are a universal property of cascades 
and production units and can be used to monitor any facility.   
 
Eqs. (100) through (102) can also be used to monitor the 
235
U enrichment of the product 
and tails under two assumptions: (1) the feed 
235
U enrichment is known (e.g. natural is 
always 0.720 at% 
235
U), and (2) the cascade is ideal.  This permits a second and 
independent technique to passively perform 
235
U enrichment monitoring that is 
independent of the Th daughter decay corrections and the direct deposit assertions.  The 
major limitation of this technique is that the 
235
U and 
234
U count rates must be known for 
the gas, and thus require the wall deposit characterization to effectively calibrate the 
235
U/
234
U monitor.  
 
It is additionally recognized that in the case where the 
235
U enrichment for the feed, 
product, and tails are known or the number of stages in the enriching and stripping 
sections are known, then the measurement of the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the feed, 
product, and tails leads to the separation factor per unit mass difference becoming known.  
Combination of Eqs. (13), (14), (18), (19), (100), (101), and (102) permits the 
measurement of the separation factor per unit mass difference through the combination of 
knowing and/or measuring any of the aforementioned values.  This represents a point for 
operator concern as the separation factor per unit mass difference is expected to be a 
proprietary value. 
 
3.4.2 Transient Analysis 
 
This section discusses the information that can be obtained using a single or system of 
spectroscopic gamma detectors positioned about a cascade or production unit pipework.  
The development assumes the facility is in steady-state and U/Th equilibrium prior to a 
step-change in the facility operation. 
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Figure 37.  Example of fixed and trailing baselines with respect to the incoming data.  The incoming 
data are shown in red, and the fixed and trailing baselines are shown in blue and green, respectively. 
 
 
3.4.2.1 General 
 
The isotopic count rate changes and count rate change ratios are calculated from the 
measured isotopic count rates by: 
 
      , , ,
Bi i i
s tot s tot s totC t C t C     (103) 
 
 
 
   
   
, , ,
, , ,
Bi i i
s tot s tot s tot
j Bj j
s tot s tot s tot
C t C t C
C t C t C
 

 
  (104) 
 
where 
i
Cs,tot and 
j
Cs,tot are the isotopic count rates for isotopes i and j from stream s, at 
time t, where the superscript B indicates the isotopic count rate from an earlier baseline 
measurement.  Thus, the isotopic count rate changes are the difference between the 
isotopic count rates and the baseline isotopic count rates.  With reference to Figure 37, 
the baseline measurement can either be from a fixed window, as shown in blue, or from a 
trailing window, perhaps by 1 month, as shown in green.  The trailing method has the 
benefit of neglecting slow deposit growths or gradual detection efficiency changes while 
1 month 
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the fixed method has the benefit of detecting slow deposit growths and other gradual 
changes. 
 
Following the constant wall deposit and no U molecular exchange assertions, #16 and 
#18 listed in Section 3.3, the wall deposit does not change between the baseline and 
monitoring data, thus, the measured count rate changes for the U gas and the Th direct 
deposit are shown in Eqs. (105) and (106) to be independent of the wall deposit. 
 
 
     
         
   
 
, , ,
, , , ,
, ,
,
BiU iU iU
s tot s tot s tot
B B BiU iU iU iU
s gas s wd s gas s wd
BiU iU
s gas s gas
iU
s gas
C t C t C
C t C C C
C t C
C t
  
   
 
 
  (105) 
 
     
         
   
 
, , ,
, , , ,
, ,
,
BiTh iTh iTh
s tot s tot s tot
B B BiTh iTh iTh iTh
s dd s wd s dd s wd
BiTh iTh
s dd s dd
iTh
s dd
C t C t C
C t C C C
C t C
C t
  
   
 

  (106) 
 
It is shown in Eqs. (105) and (106) that the wall deposit contribution cancels out and that 
the changes in the isotopic count rates are independent of the wall deposit.  This is also 
true for the changes in the isotopic count rate ratios. It is noted that ΔiCs,gas(t) / Δ
j
Cs,gas(t) 
is used and not Δ[iCs,gas(t) / 
j
Cs,gas(t)], because the latter is not independent of the wall 
deposit.  Under this formulation, a gradual change in the wall deposit would eventually 
appear as an isotopic count rate change.  Should gradual wall deposit growth detection 
become a nuisance, the trailing baseline lag time can be reduced to prevent the alarm 
without losing detection sensitivity. 
The relationships in Eqs. (105) and (106) are recast in Eqs. (107) and (108). 
 
      , , ,
BiU iU iU
s gas s gas s gasC t C C t    (107) 
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           4 4 4, , ,
i Th i Th B i Th
s gas s gas s gasC t C C t
  
    (108) 
 
Eqs. (107) and (108) demonstrate that a change in the isotopic count rate is specific to the 
gas and direct deposit and is independent of the wall deposit.  The U and Th isotopic 
count rate changes are then directly proportional to the changes in U isotopic atom 
amounts in the gas: 
 
    , ,
iU iU
s gas s gasC t N t    (109) 
      
    
4
04
, , 1
i Th
t ti Th iU
s gas s gasC t N t e


 
     (110) 
 
where t0 is the time at the initial change.  The time dependent expressions of Eqs. (109) 
and (110), express the Th decay in relation to a step-change from the initial steady-state 
condition. 
 
Following a change in the U isotopic atom densities, an immediate step-change is 
observed in the 
234
U and 
235
U isotopic count rates and an exponential change is observed 
in the 
231
Th and 
234
Th isotopic count rates.  Obviously, pressure and temperature affect 
the U isotopic atom densities but less obvious is how the interrelated cascade systematics 
affects the U isotopic atom densities.  It was discussed in Section 2.3 that the feed, 
product, and tails U atom fractions and the mass flow rates are all interrelated and that a 
change anywhere in the cascade results in changes everywhere in the cascade.  This 
includes the U isotopic partial pressures of the feed, product, and tails streams and 
consequently the isotopic count rates.  The steady-state relationships in Eqs. (109) and 
(110) are more aptly stated: 
 
 
 
        
,
234 235 235 235
, , , , , 0, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
iU
s gas
a a a aiU U U U U
s gas F gas F gas P gas T gas F P T s F P T
C t
N f f f f m m m T P P P U N M t 
 (111) 
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   
        
4
,
234 235 235 235
, , , , , 0, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
i Th
s gas
a a a aiU U U U U
s gas F gas F gas P gas T gas F P T s F P T s
C t
N f f f f m m m T P P P k U a N M t

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  (112) 
 
where 
sm  is the mass flow rate, ΔU is the separative power of the cascade, Ts is 
temperature, Ps is pressure, ks is direct deposit fraction, α0 is the separation factor per unit 
mass difference, N is the number of enriching stages, and M is the number of stripping 
stages, and the subscript s indicates the stream.  In other words, a cascade is a very 
complex and constrained system and, again, a change anywhere in the cascade results in 
changes everywhere in the cascade. 
 
The general relationships for a step change are: 
 
    234 234, ,
U U
s tot s gasC t C t    (113) 
    235 235, ,
U U
s tot s gasC t C t     (114) 
    231 231, ,
Th Th
s tot s ddC t C t    (115) 
    234 234, ,
Th Th
s tot s ddC t C t     (116) 
 
which, as previously discussed, shows that only the gas and direct deposit source terms 
contribute to a change in the total isotopic count rates.  The total isotopic count rates can 
be directly measured by spectroscopic gamma detectors.  Eqs. (113) through (116) should 
be interpreted to mean that a change in the isotopic count rate of the gas or direct deposit 
source terms can be directly measured as a change in the total isotopic count rate.  
Combination of Eqs. (52), (53), (108), and (113) through (116) yields the general system 
of equations for the general step-change transient case, shown as Eqs. (117) through 
(120). 
 
    234 234 234 234, , ,
U U U U
s tot s gas s gasC t N t      (117) 
    235 235 235 235, , ,
U U U U
s tot s gas s gasC t N t      (118) 
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       
231
0231 235 235 231
, , , 1
Th t tTh U U Th
s tot s s gas s gasC t k N t e

 
 
      (119) 
       
234
0234 238 238 234
, , , 1
Th t tTh U U Th
s tot s s gas s gasC t k N t e

 
 
      (120) 
 
The first important result is achieved by combining Eqs. (118) and (119) to yield an 
equation for the direct measurement of the direct deposit fraction: 
 
 
   
 
 
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, ,
235231 231
,0 ,1 exp
U Th
s gas s tot
s UTh Th
s tots dd
C t
k
C tt t

 


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  (121) 
 
where the exponential term decays away after 7 half-lives, which is about 7 days, shown 
in Eq. (122). 
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7
U Th
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s Th U
s dd s tot
C t
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


  

  (122) 
 
This result is important because it permits the exact measurement of the direct deposit 
fraction, kS, from known and directly measured values, and the constant direct deposit 
fraction assertion, #11.  The relationships between the changes in the isotopic count rates 
and the changes in the U atom amounts in the detector viewing window are shown in 
Eqs. (123) through (127). 
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        234 235 238, , , ,
U U U U
s gas s gas s gas s gasN t N t N t N t       (126) 
 
           234 235 238, , ,1
a a aU U U
s gas s gas s gasf t f t f t      (127) 
 
This result is important because it permits an exact solution for the change in the U atom 
amounts in the detector viewing window.  Another important result is the relationship 
between the gas U atom fractions, pressure, temperature, and the U atom amounts in the 
viewing window of the detector.  This is important because simultaneous changes in gas 
U atom fractions, pressure, and temperature are expected to result from changes in 
cascade operation.   
 
The general relationships between the ideal gas law, U atom amounts, and U atom 
fractions are reintroduced: 
 
  
 
 
   
   
,
,
,
iU
s gass sU
s s gas aiU
A s A s s gas
N tRT t RT t
P t N t
N V N V f t
    (128) 
 
before combining Eqs. (123), (126), and (128) to yield the relationships between 
pressure, temperature, U atom amounts, and U atom fractions in the detector viewing 
window following a step change: 
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where the subscripts 0 and f are used to indicate the initial and final values of the gas 
before and after the step change.  In general, Eqs. (129) through (132) are under 
constrained and therefore do not reveal the U atom fractions.  However, in some special 
cases, the number of unknowns can be reduced to result in a solution. 
 
3.4.2.2 Uranium Isotopic Fraction Change at Constant Temperature 
 
In the case of a step change at a known constant temperature, the differential partial 
pressures of the specific isotopics can be calculated and consequentially, the change in 
the absolute gas pressure can be determined from the measured values, as shown in Eqs. 
(133) through (136): 
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where ΔiUF6Ps(t) is the differential partial gas pressure of isotope i, from stream s, 
between times t0 and t.  From these equations, a point for operator concern is identified in 
that the differential gas pressure becomes known and the absolute gas pressures can be 
revealed under two circumstances:  (1) if the gas is evacuated or (2) if the U isotopic 
fractions and gas temperature are known.  As with the steady-state analysis, if the U atom 
fractions for the feed stream are known, then the absolute gas pressure is also known.  
This represents an area for operator concern as, again, the absolute gas pressures are 
proprietary and the differential gas pressures are also expected to be proprietary. 
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3.4.2.3 Uranium Isotopic Fraction Change at Constant Pressure and Temperature 
 
In the case of a step change at constant pressure and temperature, it follows from Eqs. 
(133) through (136), that the differential U atom fractions, ΔiUfs,gas
(a)
, can be isolated and 
expressed in known terms, as shown in Eqs. (137) through (139). 
 
      234 6 6 234 234, ,
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s gas
A s
RT
P t P f N t
N V
       (137) 
      235 6 6 235 235, ,
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s gas
A s
RT
P t P f N t
N V
       (138) 
      238 6 6 238 238, ,
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s gas
A s
RT
P t P f N t
N V
       (139) 
 
Additionally, the following conservation properties are identified in Eqs. (140) through 
(142). 
 
        234 235 238, , , ,0
U U U U
s gas s gas s gas s gasN t N t N t N t        (140) 
 
           234 235 238, , ,0
a a aU U U
s gas s gas s gasf t f t f t      (141) 
        6 234 6 235 6 238 60 UF UF UF UFs s s sP t P t P t P t        (142) 
 
Further, taking the ratio of the differential U atom amounts in Eqs. (137) through (139), 
all terms cancel out except for the ratio of the differential U atom fractions, as shown in 
Eqs. (143) and (144). 
 
 
   
   
 
 
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

  (144) 
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By applying the approximations in Eqs. (145) and (146): 
 
  234 , 0
U
s gasN t   (145) 
 
   234 , 0
aU
s gasf t   (146) 
 
to Eqs. (140) and (141) yields Eqs. (147) and (148). 
 
    235 238, ,
U U
s gas s gasN t N t    (147) 
 
            235 238 238, , ,1a a aU U Us gas s gas s gasf t f t f t       (148) 
 
By applying Eqs. (147) and (148) to Eq. (144), the following property of an isotopic 
change at constant pressure and temperature is found in Eq. (149). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
235 235
, ,
238238
,,
1
aU U
s gas s gas
UaU
s gass gas
f N t
N tf
 
  

 (149) 
 
Hence, a 
235
U enrichment change at constant pressure and temperature can be 
distinguished from other changes. 
 
3.4.2.4 Pressure and/or Temperature Change at Constant Uranium Isotopic Fractions 
 
In the case of a step change at constant U atom fractions, Eqs. (129) through (132) can be 
further refined to Eqs. (150) through (153). 
 
        234 6 6 234 234, ,0
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s
A s
R T
P t P t f N t
N V

      (150) 
        235 6 6 235 235, ,0 ,
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s gas
A s
R T
P t P t f N t
N V

       (151) 
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        238 6 6 238 238, ,0 ,
aUF UF U Us
s s s gas s gas
A s
R T
P t P t f N t
N V

      (152) 
          6 234 6 235 6 238 6 ,
UF UF UF UF Us
s s s s s gas
A s
R T
P t P t P t P t N t
N V

         (153) 
 
Further, taking the ratio of the differential U atom amounts, all the variables cancels out 
except for the U atom fractions and their ratios, as shown in Eqs. (154) through (158). 
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The exact U isotopic atom fractions can be determined from the measured ratios using 
Eqs. (159), (160), and (161). 
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 
 
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
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Alternatively, an approximation of the 
235
U enrichment based on the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratio 
is shown in Eq. (162). 
 
 
 
 
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   
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The 
235
U enrichment can be solved for in terms of the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratio, as shown in 
Eq. (163). 
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This is an incredible result.  In the special case of a pressure and/or temperature change at 
constant atom fractions, it is possible to measure the 
235
U/
234
U and 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios 
and 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom fractions independent of the wall deposit.  The 
238
U atom 
fraction and corresponding atom ratios can only be determined in the case that the direct 
deposit fraction is known.  The direct deposit fraction was shown in Eqs. (121) and (122) 
to also becomes known in the course of a transient. 
 
From the derivation in Section 3.4.1 for the steady-state analysis, it was shown that the 
measurement system becomes fully characterized in the case that the gas U isotopic 
fractions become known.  From this section on transient analysis, it was shown that the 
gas U isotopic fractions can be determined following a pressure and/or temperature 
change at constant gas U atom fraction.  Consequently, by observing a pressure and/or 
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temperature change at constant atom fraction, the wall deposit and consequently the 
entire system becomes fully characterized using passive spectroscopic gamma techniques 
with no additional information. 
 
This is a point for operator concern because it demonstrates that the gas pressure can be 
potentially determined by a spectroscopic gamma detector placed about any pipe, not just 
a feed pipe of known 
235
U enrichment, as previously discussed in Section 3.4.1.1. 
 
3.4.2.5 Thorium Decay Correction – Projected Equilibrium Value 
 
Following a transient, the 
234
U and 
235
U atom amounts (in the viewing window of the 
detector) change instantaneously but the 
231
Th and 
234
Th atom amounts take ~7 days and 
~168 days, respectively, to come to equilibrium.  To be practical, the new equilibrium 
value needs to be known within reasonable uncertainties in less than ~7 days.  The Th 
isotopic count rate change following a step change can be modelled as: 
 
            0, , , , 1
iTh t tB BiTh iTh iTh iTh
s tot s tot s tot s totC t C C C e
 
      (164) 
 
where t is time, t0 is the initial time that the change occurred, and the superscripts B and 
∞ indicate the baseline measurement and the equilibrium values, respectively.  The time 
difference between t and t0 is approximated by the time difference between t and tD: 
 
 0 Dt t t t     (165) 
 
where tD is the time that the change is detected by the SPRT (or other) change detection 
algorithm.  Eq. (164) is solved for the equilibrium isotopic count rate in Eq. (166). 
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To determine the equilibrium isotopic count rate in the shortest amount of time, the 
average isotopic count rate from t0 to t can be calculated, or in the case of measured data, 
the average isotopic count rate from tD to t can be measured, and related to the 
equilibrium value.  The average isotopic count rate is calculated from the measured data, 
in general, by Eq. (167). 
 
  
 
 
0
, ,
0
1
' '
t
i i
s tot s tot
t
C t C t dt
t t

 
  (167) 
 
Combination of Eq. (164) and (167) results in Eq. (168). 
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Eq. (168) is solved for the equilibrium isotopic count rate in Eq. (169). 
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Eq. (169) is the projected equilibrium isotopic count rate based on the running average 
isotopic count rate from between time t to t0,  ,
iTh
s totC t , the baseline value, 
 
,
BiTh
s totC , and 
the time since the step change, t – t0. 
 
Figure 38 and Figure 39 show examples of this decay correction scheme.  For a series of 
30 minute gamma measurements, the raw 84 keV count rate from 
231
Th or the combined 
63 + 93 keV count rate from 
234
Th is plotted in green and seen to randomly oscillate 
about the exact value plotted in yellow.  The running average isotopic count rate, plotted 
in navy, is the average count rate from time tD to t, is calculated using Eq. (168), and is 
updated with each incoming data point.  The running projected equilibrium isotopic count 
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Figure 38.  Example of the projection of the equilibrium 
231
Th count rate following a step change at  
t = 0 hr.  Actual equilibrium value is ~0.691 c/s 
 
 
 
Figure 39.  Example of the projection of the equilibrium 
234
Th count rate following a step change at  
t = 0 hr.  Actual equilibrium value is ~2.78 c/s. 
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rate, plotted in red, is calculated using Eq. (169) and updated with each incoming data 
point.  It is observed that the projected equilibrium isotopic count rate converges on the 
actual equilibrium isotopic count rate in less than 7 days or as soon as adequate counting 
statistics permit.  This is considerably faster than waiting for 7 half-lives and is especially 
true for the 
234
Th, which otherwise takes ~168 days to reach equilibrium. 
 
3.4.3 Change Detection 
 
A change in the isotopic count rates can be readily detected with very high sensitivity 
using the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT).  The analytical development of the 
SPRT is left to Appendix A.1.  The SPRT is the most sensitive statistical technique 
available for change detection.  Change detection sensitivities of 0.1 to 0.5% permit a 
rapid indication of even subtle isotopic count rate changes.  This will be demonstrated for 
the simulated cases in Chapter 5.  The SPRT is also useful for the determination of the 
isotopic count rate change direction (i.e. increase or decrease) and the recognition of 
steady-state conditions where the Th daughters are in equilibrium.  Lastly, the SPRT can 
be used to identify if a Th isotopic count rate change follows an exponential function or 
not.  A detailed explanation of how the SPRT is used for change detection is presented in 
the context of the analysis and results in Chapter 5. 
 
3.4.4 Change Attribution 
 
There are several techniques for attributing both steady-state and transient measurements 
to possible cascade conditions.  Clearly the most important concern is the detection and 
attribution of HEU and LEU misuse scenarios. 
 
There are three cases to consider.  The first is the trivial case where the operator has 
permitted the characterization of the wall deposit, the direct deposit fraction is known, 
and the absolute efficiency calibration has been performed.  This permits 
235
U enrichment 
and 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio monitoring, bearing the key assertions.  The second case is the 
non-trivial case where the operator has not permitted the characterization of the wall 
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deposit but an absolute efficiency calibration has been performed and the direct deposit 
fraction is known. This permits a semi-quantitative detection of misuse, again, bearing 
the key assertions.  The third case is the non-trivial case where the operator has not 
permitted the characterization of the wall deposit, the direct deposit is not known, and the 
absolute efficiency calibration has not been performed.  This permits qualitative detection 
of misuse, and requires no assertions.  These techniques will be demonstrated in Chapter 
5. 
 
3.4.5 Detector Considerations 
 
Obviously, selecting a detector with adequate resolution for the measurement task is the 
first consideration.  It was previously recognized in Section 2.4.3 that peaks from the four 
relevant isotopes, namely 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th, can be isolated using high 
resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors.  These same isotopes can be isolated using 
intermediate resolution spectroscopic detectors, only the 
235
U and 
234
Th can be isolated 
using low resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors.  Thus, the detector selection must 
initially be made based on the peaks and isotopes required by the specific monitoring 
technique(s) employed. 
 
Several spectroscopic gamma detectors, each with various advantages and disadvantages, 
are available for use with the passive gamma spectroscopy techniques proposed in this 
dissertation.  The advantages and disadvantages can be categorized by their operating 
temperature, detection mechanism, cost, and resolution.  There are room temperature and 
cryogenically-cooled detectors, where the room temperature systems are advantageous 
because they do not require the added complexity of electro-mechanical cryogenic 
cooling systems.  There are scintillation and semiconductor detectors.  Semiconductors 
are simpler, in general, but are more expensive, unavailable in large crystal volumes, or 
require cryogenic cooling systems.  Scintillators, on the other hand, are more complex but 
are more economical, available in large crystal volumes, and operate at room 
temperature.  Secondary considerations for low count rate applications include energy 
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Table 11.  Summary of commercially available detector materials and general properties. 
Detector 
Material 
Detector  
Type 
Operating 
Temperature 
Cost Resolution 
NaI scintillator room temp. low low 
CdZnTe semiconductor room temp. intermediate intermediate 
CdTe semiconductor room temp. intermediate intermediate 
LaBr3 scintillator room temp. intermediate intermediate 
HPGe semiconductor -196 oC  * high high 
* electromechanically cooled 
 
 
linearity and low/no temperature dependency, which generally require additional 
hardware and software corrections and controls.  There are also high, intermediate, and 
low resolution detectors.  These features are summarized in Table 11 for the most 
common and commercially available detector materials. 
 
The cost of electro-mechanically cooled HPGe detectors is in the range of $50-250k for a 
single unit.  However, intermediate resolution detectors which operate at room 
temperature, e.g. CdZnTe, CdTe, and LaBr3 detectors, may be an adequate and economic 
alternative to expensive electro-mechanically cooled HPGe detectors.  Unfortunately, no 
CdZnTe/CdTe/LaBr3 spectra of flowing UF6 in a pipe appear in the literature; however, 
Figure 40 shows a CdZnTe spectra of 4% enriched uranium in a nitric acid solution. 
 
The CdZnTe spectra of the 4% enriched uranium in nitric acid solution, shown in Figure 
40, is similar to the HPGe spectra of flowing UF6, shown in Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 
23, and Figure 24, in the sense that the low uranium density of the nitric acid solution 
minimizes the U self-florescence x-rays.  Similar to the HPGe spectra shown in Figure 
21, Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24, the U/Th/Pa Kx-rays at 89.96 keV (ThKα2), 
92.29 keV (PaKα2), 93.35 keV keV (ThKα1), 94.65 keV (UKα2), 95.87 keV (PaKα1), 
and 98.43 keV (UKα1), are observed.  Interference between the x-rays with the 93 keV 
Th peak is observed in Figure 40, as is also the case with high resolution detectors.  This 
spectrum clearly shows the adequate separation of the predominant peaks and the 
inclusion of peaks from all the measurable isotopes: 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th.  
However, this detector may not offer a high enough signal-to-noise ratio to measure the 
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Figure 40.  CdZnTe spectrum of nitric acid solution of uranium at 4% 
235
U.  Excerpted and modified 
from [165]. 
 
 
 
Figure 41.  NaI spectrum from an evacuated pipe of an unspecified stream and wall deposit 
enrichment at Ningyo Toge.  Excerpted and modified from [77]. 
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low intensity 
234
U peak at 121 keV, but does clearly measure the 
234
U peak at 53 keV.  
Thus, CdZnTe, and with similar resolution CdTe and LaBr3, may be an economic 
alternative to electro-mechanically cooled HPGe detectors for use with some of the 
techniques proposed in this dissertation.  However, the commercially available 
CdZnTe/CdTe detector volumes are likely too small and would likely require multiple 
CdZnTe/CdTe detectors per stream. 
 
Traditionally favored NaI detectors may also have advantages over HPGe, CdZnTe, 
CdTe, and LaBr3 detectors with respect to some of the techniques proposed in this 
dissertation.  Figure 41 shows a NaI spectrum from an evacuated UF6 pipe at the Ningyo 
Toge plant (i.e. just the wall deposit).  The 
235
U enrichment of this wall deposit and pipe 
characteristics are not specified; however, it is presumed to be an Al product pipe based 
on the appearance of the spectrum and peripheral information in the source publication 
[77].  From Figure 41, peaks from 
235
U and 
234
Th can be clearly identified, but the 
234
U 
and 
231
Th peaks cannot.  Thus, NaI may be an adequate alternative to HPGe, CdZnTe, 
CdTe, and LaBr3 for use with some of the techniques proposed in this dissertation that do 
not utilize the 
234
U and 
231
Th gamma lines.  Also, some of the techniques proposed in this 
dissertation may be incorporated into existing NaI based systems such as AEM, OLEM, 
and CEMO (see Section 2.5.6 and Section 2.5.7, respectively). 
 
The detector thickness is selected based on various tradeoffs, primarily cost, resolution, 
and detection efficiency.  It is however noted that there is some debate on if bigger is 
always better, noting the tradeoff between the peak-to-Compton ratio and resolution 
which occurs with increasing detector thickness [162].  The process for evaluating the  
detector thickness is demonstrated here.  Using mass attenuation coefficients from the 
National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) website [170], the relative 
attenuation of the predominant UF6 gamma energies as a function of HPGe detector 
thickness is tabulated in Table 12.  From Table 12, the regions shaded in dark grey 
approach an attenuation factor of 100% and the regions in light grey have an attenuation 
factor between 98-100%, where the choice of the 98-100% bin is arbitrary.  It is shown 
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Table 12.  Attenuation factors and mass attenuation coefficients of the predominant UF6 gamma rays 
with respect to HPGe detector thickness.  Mass attenuation coefficients excerpted from NIST XCOM 
[170] for a Ge density of 5.323 g/cm
3
. 
Thickness Attenuation [%] 
[mm] 53.3 keV 63.4 keV 84.2 keV 92.6 keV 120.9 keV 143.8 kev 185.7 keV 
 
234
U 
234
Th 
(
238
U) 
231
Th 
(
235
U) 
234
Th 
(
238
U) 
234
U 
235
U 
235
U 
10 100 100 98 96 83 72 59 
15 100 100 100 99 93 85 73 
20 100 100 100 100 97 92 83 
25 100 100 100 100 99 96 89 
30 100 100 100 100 100 98 93 
35 100 100 100 100 100 99 95 
40 100 100 100 100 100 99 97 
45 100 100 100 100 100 100 98 
50 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 
μ/ρ [cm2/g] 2.646 1.632 0.7677 0.6059 0.3335 0.2414 0.1660 
 
 
that a HPGe detector which is 30 mm thick will attenuate almost all the gamma energies 
less than 143 keV while a 45 mm thick HPGe detector will attenuate almost all the 
gamma energies less than 186 keV.  Thus, a HPGe detector with a thickness between 30-
45 mm is optimal.  In general, the largest diameter detector is optimal.  
 
3.5 Discussion 
 
3.5.1 Passive Gamma Spectroscopy Techniques 
 
The passive gamma spectroscopy techniques developed in this chapter are for individual 
detectors or a system of three detectors located about the feed, product, and tails streams 
of a cascade or production unit. 
 
The general capabilities of the developed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques 
include (1) change detection and attribution, (2) normal, abnormal, and misuse condition 
monitoring, (3) 
235
U enrichment monitoring, (4) 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio monitoring, and (5) 
other quantitative measurements. 
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Each passive spectroscopic gamma detector can exist in three generic levels of capability 
depending on the operator permissions, absolute efficiency calibration, detector 
location(s), and detector resolution.  The three levels of capability are (1) qualitative: no 
wall deposit characterization and no absolute efficiency calibration, (2) semi-quantitative: 
no wall deposit characterization but with an absolute efficiency calibration, and (3) 
quantitative: both a wall deposit characterization and an absolute efficiency calibration.  
The wall deposit characterization more-or-less can be thought of as a 
235
U enrichment 
and 
235
U/
234
U monitor calibration.  Clearly, the inclusion of both the absolute efficiency 
and wall deposit characterization significantly increases the quantitative detail of the 
information which can be obtained from an individual or system of detectors. 
 
Of special attention is the ability to fully characterize the measurement system.  This 
requires a long gamma measurement during which the precise gas U isotopic fractions 
are known.  The gas U isotopic fractions can be determined by: (1) precisely estimating 
the gas isotopics, such is the case for the feed stream; (2) by observing a pressure and/or 
temperature change at constant atom fraction; (3) obtaining a gas sample; (4) performing 
an active gamma measurement (i.e. CHEM); (5) performing a NDA or DA measurement 
of the UF6 cylinders on the process. 
 
The pressure and/or temperature change at constant atom fractions condition, discussed in 
Section 3.4.2.4, is recognized to occur in the product and tails withdrawal stations on the 
high pressure side of the pipework, as shown in Figure 42.  While a complex Th decay 
correction is needed in order to determine the 
235
U enrichment, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio 
can be readily measured independently of the wall deposit or any constant background.  
This readily facilitates 
235
U/
234
U monitoring about a production unit.  Additionally, the 
235
U enrichment of the product and tails streams can be derived from the 
235
U/
234
U ratio 
of the feed, product, and tails streams for the common case of natural feed and ideal 
cascade configuration. 
 
Additionally, the type of detector (e.g. NaI, CdTe, CdZnTe, LaBr3, or HPGe) selected for 
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Figure 42.  Pressure and temperature change at constant atom fractions at product and tails 
withdrawal stations.  Excerpted and modified from [146]. 
 
 
particular configurations is chosen based on the specific peaks and isotopes of interest.  
For example, simple change detection can be performed by a low resolution detector 
while 
235
U enrichment monitoring would require an intermediate or high resolution 
detector.  Some of the presented analyses rely on the determination of the direct deposit 
fraction; the direct deposit fraction can only be determined through the measurement of 
the 
231
Th gamma at 84 keV, which can only be resolved by intermediate and high 
resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors.  However, other analyses rely on the 
predominant 
235
U and 
234
Th peaks that can be resolved by low resolution spectroscopy 
(i.e. NaI).  In the case that the direct deposit fraction becomes known without the use of 
the 
231
Th gamma measurement, low resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors may be 
found to yield adequate results at minimal cost.  This could be the case if the direct 
deposit fraction is found to be a simple function of pipe diameter and independent of 
flowing gas conditions, such as gas velocity, pressure, Reynolds number, temperature, 
and pipe orientation.  Lastly, some of the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio analyses are independent 
of the direct deposit fraction and may be adequately served by intermediate resolution 
spectroscopy by measurement of the 53 keV peak from 
234
U. 
 
To summarize, passive gamma spectroscopy techniques: 
 
 are universal in that they can be used at any GCEP; 
 are not limited to a specific range of pipe dimensions, pipe materials, deposit 
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amounts, or gas pressures; 
 can be used at GCEPs with stainless steel/monel pipes and recycled feed; 
 can be integrated with other measurement systems, such as CEMO, CHEM, 
AEM, or OLEM; 
 can be used with high resolution electro-mechanically cooled HPGe detectors, 
intermediate resolution room temperature detectors, such as LaBR3, CdZnTe, and 
CdTe, or low resolution detectors, such as NaI; 
 are flexible and adaptable to the constraints of specific facilities; 
 use existing IAEA equipment and techniques; 
 does not use custom equipment; 
 does not use sources or x-ray generators; 
 may require information barriers; 
 can be used with or without an absolute efficiency calibration; and 
 can be used with or with a wall deposit characterization. 
 
The analytical development presented in this chapter is different from existing 
approaches in six fundamental ways.  First, previous efforts used custom and complex 
equipment which could not be sustained by the IAEA safeguards inspectorate; the current 
research only employs existing IAEA equipment and techniques in routine use.  Second, 
previous efforts used radioactive sources and other invasive equipment and techniques; 
the current research only utilizes passive and non-invasive gamma spectroscopy.  Third, 
previous efforts relied on measurements at a single point that could be bypassed; the 
current research includes techniques to additionally monitor entire cascades and 
production units.  Fourth, previous efforts used measurements of the 186 keV gamma line 
and the UF6 gas pressure; the current study utilizes measurements of the 
231
Th, 
234
Th, 
234
U, and 
235
U gamma lines.  Fifth, no techniques currently exist for the detection of 
excess LEU production or gas flow stoppage; the current research presents techniques to 
detect and identify these scenarios.  Sixth, no previous techniques utilize the minor 
isotope safeguards techniques (MIST); the current research utilizes the 
234
U gamma lines 
and the 
235
U/
234
U ratio. 
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There are three drawbacks to the use of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques.  The 
first drawback is that passive gamma spectroscopy techniques do not accommodate 
operator concerns in that it can directly and indirectly measure the gas pressures in many 
cases.  Based on the analytical development in this chapter, an operator should expect 
that gas pressures can be backed out of high-, intermediate-, and even low-resolution 
gamma spectroscopy measurements of the pipework.  High level conversations would 
need to occur between inspectors and operators about how and if this issue can be 
overcome following the precedent of using information barriers.  The second drawback to 
passive gamma spectroscopy techniques is that there is a limit where smaller/thicker 
pipes, higher deposits, and lower gas pressures will ultimately lead to untimely results 
and limits on detectability.  While these cases are extreme, the appropriateness of the 
proposed techniques with respect to plant conditions should nevertheless be evaluated on 
a case-by-case basis.  With that being said, for the extreme cases where passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques may not be able to detect misuse, the existence of the monitoring 
equipment may force proliferators to operate the cascade in such a way that it effectively 
prevents the timely accumulation of material.  The third drawback of the passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques is the complexity.  While the gamma spectroscopy elements are 
straight forward, the cascade dynamics are not.  Inspector training on this approach and 
the monitoring equipment would be required before an inspector could respond to a 
triggered alert. 
 
The integration of passive gamma spectroscopy techniques into the GCEP safeguards 
strategy is left to the safeguards inspectorates.  However, one example of how the IAEA 
or other international safeguards organizations could use these techniques is to trigger 
unannounced inspections.  During a triggered inspection, an inspector could investigate 
the possible misuse cases identified by these techniques by collecting evidence which 
either confirms or dismisses the possible misuse cases.  Alternatively, these passive 
gamma spectroscopy techniques could be used to compliment random inspections, 
possibly reducing the number, frequency, and duration of inspections. 
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Two points of caution are made at this point.  The first point of caution is that there are 
many assertions which must be validated before much of the preceding analysis can be 
accepted.  The second point of caution is that the information available in the literature 
about IAEA inspections and GCEP operations is thin; a review of these techniques by 
IAEA inspectors, NDA experts, and GCEP operators is necessary to fully assess the 
feasibility of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques.  With that being said, 
the literature review is thorough and all available information is incorporated into the 
initial design of the passive gamma spectroscopy techniques presented in this research. 
 
3.5.2 Implications for Existing Gamma Spectroscopy Based Techniques 
 
All existing x-ray fluorescence, transmission, and pressure based gamma spectroscopy 
techniques, which include CEMO, CHEM, AEM, and OLEM, are all plagued by the 
presence of a 186 keV wall deposit background.  CHEM is limited to manual usage as a 
consequence of the wall deposit background.  CEMO is limited to pipework with very 
low wall deposits.  AEM and OLEM require wall deposit calibration.  Eqs. (64) and (66) 
remove this limitation from these systems by directly calculating the 186 keV wall 
deposit background.  This theoretically solves the problem of wall deposits. 
 
The use of the direct deposit fraction to determine the wall deposit rests on several 
assertions and can only be applied to systems using intermediate or high resolution 
spectroscopic gamma detectors.  The requirement of an intermediate or high resolution 
spectroscopic gamma detector are because the 84 keV gamma line from 
231
Th is required, 
which cannot be resolved from low resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors.  The 
accurate measurement of the 84 keV line is complicated by its relatively low intensity 
and interference peaks.  The assertions employed are the constant and known direct 
deposit fraction and a constant wall deposit.  Conveniently, the direct deposit fraction can 
be determined passively by two methods.  The first method is by observing a change in 
operation and using Eqs. (121) and (122).  The second method is by performing a wall 
deposit characterization and using Eq. (88) and (99). 
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It is mentioned in the literature that among the shortcomings of the CHEM are the long 
count times and its manual operation.  Former IAEA inspectors Curtis and Durst [6] state 
that “From the Agency’s standpoint, the greatest shortcoming of CHEM is that it is not a 
continuous, unattended system” [6].  The manual operation is necessary because the two-
geometry technique for determining the 
235
U gas signal in the presence of the wall deposit 
requires the operator to manually change the measurement geometry, typically by 
adjusting a collimator.  The long count times, on the order of hours to days, is limiting 
because inspection time and the duration of access to cascade halls is limited.  It is 
observed from the proceeding development, particularly Eqs. (64) and (66), that the 
235
U 
gas signal can be determined directly from a passive measurement without the two-
geometry technique.  In other words, the CHEM can now be theoretically used as a 
continuous, unattended system.  This possibility rests on the assertion of the known and 
constant direct deposit fraction but is independent of the wall deposit.  Further evaluation 
of active techniques is outside the scope of this dissertation. 
 
3.5.3 Implications for UF6 Cylinder Accountancy Measurements 
 
Currently, the 
235
U enrichment of UF6 in cylinders is most commonly measured using the 
enrichment meter method [33].  The mass of UF6 in cylinders can be measured using load 
cells (or accountancy scales), assuming the cylinder tare (i.e. empty) weight is known.  
However, the infinite thickness for the 186 keV gamma in solid UF6 is roughly 1.43 cm 
[33] and thus the enrichment meter method can only verify the 
235
U enrichment of UF6 on 
the inner surface of the UF6 cylinder.  Separately, load cell measurements are not nuclear 
material measurements and do not verify nuclear material, just the mass of the object on 
the scale.  Consequently, the internal volume of UF6 cylinders cannot be verified using 
the enrichment meter technique and load cells. 
 
There is a growing interest in performing online accountancy using 
235
U enrichment 
monitoring instruments, such as OLEM and AEM, and load cells (or accountancy scales) 
located about the feed stations and the product and tails withdrawal stations.  However, 
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there is no room for an inspector’s load cells at the feed and withdrawal stations.  
Discussions occur about dual use systems and authentication of data produced by the 
operator’s load cells (or accountancy scales), however, using operator load cells and/or 
operator data does not facilitate independent verification. 
 
Alternatively, the use of neutron counting techniques which utilize (1) the (α,n) signature 
from 
234
U, (2) a known 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio, (3) the induced fission from 
235
U, and (4) 
the spontaneous fission from 
238
U from UF6 cylinders has been identified as a means to 
verify the UF6 mass and 
235
U enrichment of a UF6 cylinder [135].  However, the 
drawback of this technique is that the 
235
U/
234
U ratio is typically unknown and is highly 
dependent on the cascade feed materials, tails 
235
U enrichment, and product 
235
U 
enrichment (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.4).  The measurement of the 
235
U/
234
U ratio using 
the enrichment meter method of a UF6 cylinder using the 121 keV and 53 keV gamma 
lines from 
234
U and the 143 and 186 keV lines from 
235
U is impractical due to long 
measurement times resulting from the low intensity of the 
234
U gammas and the high 
gamma attenuation of these gamma lines by the steel UF6 cylinder walls. 
 
The combination of the 
235
U/
234
U monitoring capability developed in this chapter in 
combination with neutron counting techniques and equipment, such as the passive 
neutron enrichment meter (PNEM), [135] may provide the technical means for 
independent accountancy of UF6 cylinders. 
 
Should the AEM or OLEM (1) be located on the dynamic pressure/temperature length of 
the high pipework side of the pipework, as shown in Figure 42, (2) located on the feed, 
product, and tails streams, and (3) upgraded to intermediate (e.g. LaBr3) or high 
resolution detectors, then the continuous monitoring of the 
235
U/
234
U ratios of the 
production unit become possible using the differential monitoring technique.  It is 
thought that the feed station, product withdrawal station, and tails withdrawal station are 
undergoing constant pressure and temperature transients at constant atom fractions, as 
indicated by Figure 42.  This permits the use Eqs. (154) through (163) to measure both 
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the 
235
U/
234
U and the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios independently of the wall deposit.  The 
235
U/
234
U can be readily measured without relying on any assertions and only requires an 
absolute efficiency calibration.  However, the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratio will likely present a 
challenge as the cylinder fill time is much less than the half-life of 
234
Th; the Th 
equilibrium projection, discussed in Section 3.4.2.5, would need to be further developed. 
 
Additionally, the monitoring of the cylinder feed and withdrawal cycles using passive 
gamma spectroscopy can be used to identify the cylinder fill frequency and be used to 
identify abnormally filled cylinders.  An abnormally filled cylinder could be a cylinder 
that either has an uncharacteristic fill time or uncharacteristic isotopic count rates.  While 
this does not precisely measure the absolute mass flow rate of material, it does provide a 
reasonable consistency check on the number of feed, product, and tails cylinders being 
emptied/filled per unit time.  This quickly ties back to the material throughput.  The ratio 
of the feed-to-product, feed-to-tails, and product-to-tails cylinders is directly related to 
the uranium amounts and 
235
U enrichments being produced, as was shown in Eqs. (8) 
through (24). 
 
3.6 Summary 
 
The passive gamma spectroscopy techniques proposed in this chapter are capable of 
detecting changes in GCEP operation and attributing those changes to possible normal, 
abnormal, and misuse scenarios.  The proposed techniques can be used to monitor 
235
U 
enrichment and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio.  The hardware used with passive gamma 
spectroscopy consists of existing IAEA building blocks that permit a low installation and 
maintenance footprint. 
 
In the course of the theoretical development of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy 
techniques, a long sought technique for the correction of the 186 keV wall deposit 
background is discovered.  The new wall deposit measurement technique effectively 
solves the problem of wall deposits with respect to x-ray florescence, transmission, and 
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pressure based 
235
U enrichment measurement techniques.  This removes one of the 
primary constraints which has limited the usage of past and current 
235
U enrichment 
monitoring systems, namely CEMO, CHEM, AEM, and OLEM.  The newly discovered 
wall deposit measurement technique removes the need to employ the complex two-
geometry technique, inaccurate approximations, and burdensome calibrations to remove 
the wall deposit background.  However, this technique is based on the constant direct 
deposit fraction assertion which needs experimental validation. 
 
Also in the course of the theoretical development of the proposed passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques, a pathway for the long sought application of MIST is realized.  
The current research makes the link between the ability to measure the 
235
U/
234
U ratio 
using passive gamma spectroscopy and the ability to use that data to draw conclusions 
about cascade operations. 
 
Lastly, in the course of the theoretical development, it was recognized that the 
measurement of the 
235
U/
234
U ratio at the product and tails withdrawal stations may be 
integrated into passive neutron accountancy techniques for UF6 cylinder verification. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIMULATION 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Access to GCEPs is very limited, hence, simulation is the practical first step to evaluating 
the feasibility of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques.  In this chapter, 
simulation tools are introduced and used to produce simulation models of a reference 
cascade and a reference monitoring system.  These tools will be used to evaluate the 
proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques in Chapter 5. 
 
4.2 Reference Cascade and Monitoring System Specification 
 
4.2.1 Cascade 
 
This research adopts the reference cascade defined and used by Migliorini [47, 54] so that 
the results of that research can be incorporated into the current research.  The reference 
cascade includes a specified centrifuge and cascade design.  The reference cascade uses 
the Iguaçu ‘paper’ centrifuge.  The Iguaçu centrifuge does not exist and was specified at 
the Fifth Workshop on Separation Phenomena in Liquids and Gases in Foz do Iguaçu, 
Brazil in 1996 [47] to facilitate discussions among experts since real centrifuge designs 
and data are proprietary.  Using the Iguaçu centrifuge, Migliorini designed a 10,000 kg-
SWU/yr cascade with nominal feed, product, and tails 
235
U enrichments of ~0.72, ~3.8, 
and ~0.35 at%, respectively.  This cascade is referred to as “Iguaçu2” by Migliorini [47, 
54]. The characteristics of the Iguaçu centrifuge and corresponding 10,000 kg-SWU/yr 
cascade are provided in Table 13 and in Table 14, both which are excerpted and adapted 
from Migliorini et al. [54].  To summarize, the reference cascade used in this research is a 
10,000 kg-SWU/yr cascade using the Iguaçu centrifuge. 
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Table 13.  Iguaçu centrifuge characteristics.  Excerpted and modified from [54]. 
Parameter Value Unit 
radius 6 cm 
height 48 cm 
wall speed 600 m/s 
average gas temperature 300 K 
wall pressure 60 torr 
stratification parameter 25.4 - 
maximum separative power 16.98 SWU/yr 
actual optimal separative power 4.41 SWU/yr 
efficiency 25.97 % 
optimal feed rate 28.81 mgUF6/s 
optimal overall separation factor 1.2743 - 
 
 
Table 14.  10,000 kg-SWU/yr Iguaçu cascade characteristics.  Excerpted and modified from [54]. 
Parameter Value Unit 
cascade feed rate 21005.7 kgU/yr 
feed 
235
U enrichment 0.720027 at% 
product 
235
U enrichment 3.795013 at% 
tails 
235
U enrichment 0.350704 at% 
number of enriching stages 14 - 
number of stripping stages 5 - 
total number of stages 19 - 
nominal separative power 10,000 kg-SWU/yr 
actual separative power 9939.5 kg-SWU/yr 
centrifuges (ideal) 2,265.90 - 
centrifuges (rounded) 2,268 - 
inner pipe diameter 0.1143 m 
pressure drop 16 torr 
 
 
 
Table 15.  Values for the pipes, pressures, direct deposits, and wall deposits of the reference cascade. 
 
Facility Gas 
Pressure 
[torr] 
Gas 
Temp 
[C] 
Pipe 
Material 
Pipe 
Outer 
Dia. 
[mm] 
Pipe 
Inner 
Dia. 
[mm] 
Pipe 
Thick-
ness 
[mm] 
186 keV  
Gas/ 
(Gas+Dep) 
x100 
[%] 
Wall 
Deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
Direct 
Deposit 
[%] 
10,000 
kg-
SWU/yr 
Iguaçu 
F 17 
P 1.0 
T 1.6 
26.85 Al 124.3 114.3 5.0 F 77 
P 17 
T 24 
F 200 
P 200 
T 200 
75 
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4.2.2 Pipework, Direct Deposit, and Wall Deposit 
 
The reference monitoring system (i.e. detector) model requires a complete specification 
of the pipework, direct deposit, and wall deposit.  The pipework, direct deposit, and wall 
deposit characteristics for the reference cascade are generically and arbitrarily defined to 
be those in Table 15.  These values are based on the published pipe, direct deposit, and 
wall deposit properties discussed in Section 2.4.1 and summarized in Table 8. 
 
4.2.3 Monitoring System 
 
Three high resolution spectroscopic gamma detectors are positioned in the CAMS 
configuration (i.e. about the feed, product, and tails pipework of a cascade) is selected to 
monitor the reference cascade and is illustrated in Figure 43.  These detectors are 
positioned in no specific geometry other than perpendicularly about each pipe and 
shielded from the background. 
 
For the purpose of analyzing the reference cascade, this dissertation utilizes the 
commercially available ORTEC S8530 HPGe detector with the ICS
TM
 integrated electro-
mechanical cooling system.  The detector is ϕ85x30 mm with a FWHM of 700 eV@122 
keV [167].  The ORTEC ICS
TM
 cooling system is claimed not to reduce the detector 
resolution [168].  This choice of detector, size, and material is not cost or count rate 
optimized; this detector was selected simply because it is the largest diameter and highest 
resolution spectroscopic gamma detector which is commercially available. 
 
The reason the PAMS configuration (i.e. detectors located about a production unit instead 
of a cascade) is not also included in the evaluation is because little-to-no information 
about the high pressure side of the cascade appears in the literature.  In particular, it is 
thought that large pressure and temperature transients occur in the high pressure 
pipework during product and tails cylinder filling, of which there is little basis to form an 
initial model. 
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Figure 43.  The reference monitoring system is three ORTEC S8530 electro-mechanically cooled 
HPGe detectors positioned in the CAMS configuration about the reference cascade pipework.  
ORTEC ICS
TM
 photo excerpted from [166]. 
 
 
4.3 Simulation Tools 
 
A simulation model of the reference cascade and monitoring system, corresponding to 
Figure 47, is used to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy 
techniques.  Two cascade modeling codes are used in this research; the first is TransCasc 
and the second is MSTAR.  TransCasc is the preferred cascade model, however, only a 
limited amount of TransCasc generated data is currently available.  Consequently, the 
TransCasc data is supplemented with MSTAR data to increase the available data.  The 
ORTEC S8530 detectors are modeled using MCNP5.  The change detection and 
attribution algorithms as well as linking code are scripted in MATLAB.  The code 
modules and data flows are illustrated in Figure 44.  It is key to point out that the 
simulation is 4D in that it is time dependent and captures both the instantaneous and  
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Figure 44.  Data generation and data flows. 
 
 
gradual changes in UF6 gas pressure and U isotopic fractions as well as the exponential 
decay of the Th daughters. 
 
4.3.1 TransCasc and MSTAR Cascade Models 
 
TransCasc is a cascade modeling code developed at the University of Virginia by 
Migliorini [47, 54] which has not been productized.  MSTAR is a cascade modeling code 
developed at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant by de la Garza [25, 26] and von 
Halle [27] which has since been productized into software.  Two variants of the 
productized MSTAR software exist: MSTAR’96 produced by Starr [48] at Oak Ridge 
Gaseous Diffusion Plant and MSTAR’12 produced by Weber [49, 50] at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory.  Both MSTAR’96 and MSTAR’12 have different capabilities and 
thus one does not replace the other. 
 
The major differences between TransCasc and MSTAR are (1) MSTAR models steady-
state, ideal cascades while TransCasc models dynamic, squared-off cascades (i.e. real 
cascades), and (2) MSTAR is a centrifuge-independent model while TransCasc is a 
centrifuge-dependent model.  Consequently, the dynamic effects of changing centrifuge 
properties can only be accurately modelled by TransCasc while MSTAR is limited to 
steady-state modeling with fixed centrifuge and cascade properties.  Both TransCasc and 
MSTAR output the UF6 gas isotopic fractions and mass flow rates, however, only 
TransCasc outputs the gas pressures.  It is mentioned that TransCasc and MSTAR are 
expected, and will later be demonstrated, to give approximately the same results when 
modeling a steady-state cascade since squared-off cascades closely approximate ideal 
TransCasc/ 
MSTAR 
MCNP5 Custom 
Algorithms 
      CASCADE       DETECTOR   ANALYSIS 
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cascades. 
 
4.3.2 MCNP5 Detector Model 
 
MCNP5 is a radiation transport code developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory 
[169] which has been productized and widely distributed. 
 
The TransCasc/MSTAR cascade simulator output includes the U isotopic fractions of the 
UF6 gas in the feed, product, and tails streams.  If TransCasc is used, then the output 
additionally includes the gas pressure.  The gas U isotopic fractions and pressures are 
then used as inputs to the MCNP5 detector model.  The detector model is simply the 
ORTEC S8530 electro-mechanically cooled HPGe detectors located along the feed, 
product, and tails pipework, as shown in Figure 33 and Figure 43.  Regardless of the 
cascade model used, the reference cascade characteristics of pipe diameter, pipe 
thickness, pipe material, direct deposit fraction, wall deposit U isotopic fractions, and 
wall deposit amounts are those of the reference cascade, defined in Table 15.  The output 
of the MCNP5 model is the gamma spectrum collected by each detector, examples of 
which are shown in Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36.  The count rates for the relevant 
gamma energies are extracted from the simulated gamma spectra and analyzed using the 
change detection and attribution techniques discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
4.4 Test Cases 
 
Over 100 test cases are considered that include LEU and HEU misuse scenarios as well 
as pedestrian variations of the feed material, product 
235
U enrichment, tails 
235
U 
enrichment, gas temperature, and gas pressure.  These test scenarios are listed in Table 16 
and discussed in detail in this section; the specific inputs are tabulated in Appendix A.2.  
Each simulation considers a cascade operating at steady-state in the nominal 
configuration (see Table 17 and case A0 in Table 16).  Then at t = 0 hr, the cascade 
transitions to a new configuration (i.e. cases B1 –AA6 Table 16).  The test cases are used 
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Table 16.  Test cases. 
Misuse Scenario Case Description Model 
None Normal operation, nominal U isotopic fractions A0 
nominal baseline cascade, 
steady state (see Table 17) 
MSTAR/ 
TransCasc 
H
E
U
 
Cascade reconfiguration, no masking 
B1 prod. 20 at% 235U MSTAR 
B2 prod. 90 at% 235U MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, mask by tails 235U at% decrease to match 
nominal product 235U/234U 
C1 
prod. 20 at% 235U, tails 
0.2565 at% 235U 
MSTAR 
C2 
prod. 90 at% 235U, tails 
0.2437 at% 235U 
MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, mask by feed 234U at% decrease to match 
nominal product 235U/234U 
D1 
prod. 20 at% 235U, feed 
0.005826 at% 234U 
MSTAR 
D2 
prod. 90 at% 235U, feed 
0.005752 at% 234U 
MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, mask by pressure decrease to match 
nominal feed, product, and tails 235U count rates 
E1 prod. 20 at% 235U MSTAR 
E2 prod. 90 at% 235U MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, mask by tails 235U at% decrease to match 
nominal product 235U/234U and pressure decrease to match feed, 
product, and tails 235U count rates and product 234U count rates 
F1 
prod. 20 at% 235U, tails 
0.2565 at% 235U 
MSTAR 
F2 
prod. 90 at% 235U, tails 
0.2437 at% 235U 
MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, mask by feed 234U at% decrease to match 
nominal product 235U/234U and pressure decrease to match feed, 
product, and tails 235U count rates and product 234U count rates 
G1 
prod. 20 at% 235U, feed 
0.005826 at% 234U 
MSTAR 
G2 
prod. 90 at% 235U, 
feed0.005752 at% 234U 
MSTAR 
Cascade reconfiguration, batch recycle 
H1 
feed 3.795 at% 235U, prod. 
20 at% 235U, tails 0.35% at% 
235U 
MSTAR 
H2 
feed 20 at% 235U, prod. 60 
at% 235U, tails 0.35% at% 
235U 
MSTAR 
H3 
feed 60 at% 235U, prod. 90 
at% 235U, tails 0.35% at% 
235U 
MSTAR 
L
E
U
 
undeclared feed 
I1 
+0.5% of the top stripping 
stage upflow is added 
TransCasc 
I2 
+1.0% of the top stripping 
stage upflow is added 
TransCasc 
undeclared feed and withdrawal 
J1 
+0.5% of the top stripping 
stage upflow is added, 
+0.083% of the amount 
added is withdrawn from the 
top stage, 
+0.917% of the amount 
added is withdrawn from the 
bottom stage 
TransCasc 
J2 
+1.0% of the top stripping 
stage upflow is added, 
+0.083% of the amount 
added is withdrawn from the 
top stage, 
+0.917% of the amount 
added is withdrawn from the 
bottom stage 
TransCasc 
changes stage upflow rates 
K1  stage upflow rates + 25% TransCasc 
K2   stage upflow rates +5% TransCasc 
K3  stage upflow rates -5% TransCasc 
K4  stage upflow rates -25% TransCasc 
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Table 16 (continued).  Test cases. 
Misuse Scenario Case Description Model 
N
o
n
e 
Feed pressure change 
L1  -2.0% pressure (-0.34 torr) MSTAR 
L2  -1.0% pressure (-0.17 torr) MSTAR 
L3  -0.5% pressure (-0.085 torr) MSTAR 
L4  +0.5% pressure (+0.085 torr) MSTAR 
L5  +1.0% pressure (+0.17 torr) MSTAR 
L6 +2.0% pressure (+0.34 torr) MSTAR 
Product pressure change 
M1  -2.0% pressure (-0.020 torr) MSTAR 
M2  -1.0% pressure (-0.010 torr) MSTAR 
M3  -0.5% pressure (-0.0051 torr) MSTAR 
M4  +0.5% pressure (+0.0051 torr) MSTAR 
M5  +1.0% pressure (+0.010 torr) MSTAR 
M6 +2.0% pressure (+0.020 torr) MSTAR 
Tails pressure change 
N1  -2.0% pressure (-0.032 torr) MSTAR 
N2  -1.0% pressure (-0.016 torr) MSTAR 
N3  -0.5% pressure (-0.0081 torr) MSTAR 
N4  +0.5% pressure (+0.0081 torr) MSTAR 
N5  +1.0% pressure (+0.016 torr) MSTAR 
N6 +2.0% pressure (+0.032 torr) MSTAR 
Feed 234U  atom fraction change 
(with subtle 235U enrichment change 
 for O7-O10) 
O1 -2.0% 234U (-0.000124 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O2 -1.0% 234U (-0.000062 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O3 -0.5% 234U (-0.000031 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O4 +0.5% 234U (+0.000031 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O5 +1.0% 234U (+0.000062 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O6 +2.0% 234U (+0.000124 at% 234U) MSTAR 
O7  very low 235U/234U - Kyzylkum (Uzbeckistan) MSTAR 
O8   low 235U/234U - Grenat (France) MSTAR 
O9   high 235U/234U - Emerande (France) MSTAR 
O10   very high 235U/234U - Ranstadt (Sweden) MSTAR 
Product enrichment change 
P1 -2% 235U (-0.076 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P2 -1% 235U (-0.038 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P3 -0.5% 235U (-0.019 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P4 +0.5% 235U (+0.019 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P5 +1% 235U (+0.038 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P6 +2% 235U (+0.076 at% 235U) MSTAR 
P7 1 at% 235U MSTAR 
P8 2 at% 235U MSTAR 
P9 3 at% 235U MSTAR 
P10 4 at% 235U MSTAR 
P11 5 at% 235U MSTAR 
Tails enrichment change 
Q1  -2% 235U (-0.0070 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q2  -1% 235U (-0.0035 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q3  -0.5% 235U (-0.0018 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q4  +0.5% 235U (+0.0018 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q5  +1% 235U (+0.0035 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q6  +2% 235U +-0.0070 at% 235U) MSTAR 
Q7 0.2 at% 235U MSTAR 
Q8 0.3 at% 235U MSTAR 
Q9 0.4 at% 235U MSTAR 
Q10 0.5 at% 235U MSTAR 
Q11 0.6 at% 235U MSTAR 
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Table 16 (continued).  Test cases. 
Misuse Scenario Case Description Model 
N
o
n
e 
Feed deposit change 
R1  -2% deposit (-4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
R2  -1% deposit (-2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
R3  -0.5% deposit (-1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
R4  +0.5% deposit (+1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
R5  +1% deposit (+2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
R6  +2% deposit (+4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
Product deposit change 
 
S1  -2% deposit (-4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
S2  -1% deposit (-2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
S3  -0.5% deposit (-1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
S4  +0.5% deposit (+1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
S5  +1% deposit (+2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
S6  +2% deposit (+4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
Tails deposit change 
T1  -2% deposit (-4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
T2  -1% deposit (-2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
T3  -0.5% deposit (-1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
T4  +0.5% deposit (+1 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
T5  +1% deposit (+2 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
T6  +2% deposit (+4 gU/cm2) MSTAR 
Machine failures 
U1   1% of machines in feed stage fail TransCasc 
U2   5% of machines in feed stage fail TransCasc 
U3   10% of machines in feed stage fail TransCasc 
U4   20% of machines in feed stage fail TransCasc 
Gas evacuation 
V1 0 torr – feed MSTAR 
V2 0 torr – product MSTAR 
V3 0 torr – tails MSTAR 
V4 0 torr – all streams MSTAR 
Gas stoppage 
W1 Flow stoppage at nom. pres. – feed MSTAR 
W2 Flow stoppage at nom. pres. – prod. MSTAR 
W3 Flow stoppage at nom. pres. – tails MSTAR 
W4 Flow stoppage at nom. pres. – all streams MSTAR 
Feed temperature change  
X1  -2.0% (-0.54 oC)  MSTAR 
X2  -1.0% (-0.27 oC) MSTAR 
X3  -0.5% (-0.13 oC) MSTAR 
X4  0.5% (+0.13 oC) MSTAR 
X5  1.0% (+0.27 oC) MSTAR 
X6  2.0% (+0.54 oC) MSTAR 
Product temperature change 
Y1  -2.0% (-0.54 oC)  MSTAR 
Y2  -1.0% (-0.27 oC) MSTAR 
Y3  -0.5% (-0.13 oC) MSTAR 
Y4  0.5% (+0.13 oC) MSTAR 
Y5  1.0% (+0.27 oC) MSTAR 
Y6  2.0% (+0.54 oC) MSTAR 
Tails temperature change 
Z1  -2.0% (-0.54 oC)  MSTAR 
Z2  -1.0% (-0.27 oC) MSTAR 
Z3  -0.5% (-0.13 oC) MSTAR 
Z4  0.5% (+0.13 oC) MSTAR 
Z5  1.0% (+0.27 oC) MSTAR 
Z6  2.0% (+0.54 oC) MSTAR 
Feed, product, and tails temperature change 
AA1  -2.0% (-0.54 oC)  MSTAR 
AA2  -1.0% (-0.27 oC) MSTAR 
AA3  -0.5% (-0.13 oC) MSTAR 
AA4  0.5% (+0.13 oC) MSTAR 
AA5  1.0% (+0.27 oC) MSTAR 
AA6  2.0% (+0.54 oC) MSTAR 
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Table 17.  Nominal cascade characteristics (A0 case). 
  Feed Product Tails 
234U [at%] 0.006200 0.041230 0.001993 
235U [at%] 0.720027 3.795013 0.350704 
238U [at%] 99.273773 96.163757 99.647303 
mass flow rate [kgU/yr] 21005.7116 2252.3817 18753.3299 
pressure [torr] 17.040608 1.012888 1.622949 
temperature [C] 26.85 26.85 26.85 
deposit [μgU/cm2] 200 200 200 
direct deposit [%] 75 75 75 
separative power [kg-SWU/yr] 9939.521453 
 
 
in Chapter 5 to demonstrate the techniques proposed in Chapter 3. 
 
4.4.1 Nominal Case 
 
The A series from Table 16 consists of only case A0, the nominal case, against which all 
other cases will be compared.  The characteristics of the nominal cascade are tabulated in 
Table 17.  The non-integer values are a holdover from the existing Migliorini TransCasc 
dataset; the use of these values permits the evaluation of the Migliorini TransCasc dataset 
against the MSTAR generated data. 
 
4.4.2 HEU Misuse Cases 
 
The B-H series from Table 16 are cascades which produce either 20 or 90 at% 
235
U 
product. The H series is the re-batching of ~3.8 at%, 20 at%, and 60 at% product as feed 
to finally produce 90 at% product.  The B-H series are all ~9940 kg-SWU/yr cascades, 
the same as the nominal cascade, and are designed using the MSTAR cascade model. 
 
The B series are ideal cascades producing 20 and 90 at% 
235
U product.  The C-G series 
are similar to the B series except that additional measures are taken to mask the misuse.  
In the B series, a change in the product 
235
U enrichment also results in a change in the 
product and tails 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios; the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom densities; and the 
234
U, 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th isotopic count rates.  However, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios and 
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Figure 45.  
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the product with respect to the 
235
U enrichment of the tails and the 
234
U atom fraction of the feed.  The feed appears as a discontinuity because the feed point of the ideal 
cascade model is matched for the feed 
235
U enrichment but not the feed 
234
U atom fraction. 
 
 
UF6
Gamma Detector
UF6
Gamma Detector
3.8 at% 235U
0.4 at% 234U
95.8 at% 238U
90 at% 235U
1 at% 234U
9 at% 238U
 
Figure 46.  Example of a pressure change to mask misuse.  LEU (left) and HEU (right) are shown to 
have the same 
235
U (red) atom densities but different 
234
U (blue) and 
238
U (green) atom densities.  
Both cases having the same 
235
U and 
231
Th isotopic count rates but different 
234
U and 
234
Th isotopic 
count rates. 
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the product 
235
U and 
234
U atom densities can be held constant during the switch to HEU 
to attempt to conceal the signatures by holding the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
231
Th isotopic count 
rates constant.  By manipulating the tails 
235
U enrichment or feed 
234
U atom fraction, the 
product 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio can remain consistent with the nominal case during misuse 
(i.e. cases C, D, F, G).  By manipulating the gas pressure, the 
235
U atom densities can 
remain consistent with the nominal case during misuse (i.e. cases E, F, G).  Further, by 
manipulating both the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio and the gas pressure, then the product 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio, product 
235
U isotopic count rate, and product 
234
U isotopic count 
rate can be held constant (i.e. cases F, G).  A visual illustration is presented in Figure 45 
and Figure 46.  Series B-H are all modelled with the MSTAR cascade model and assume 
a fixed number of identical centrifuges.  Thus, at the transition, a change in the number of 
stages and the number of centrifuges per stage occurs to produce the optimized ideal 
HEU cascade. 
 
The H series is one possible way that an operator could re-batch the ~3.8 at% 
235
U 
product as feed to sequentially produce 20, 60, and 90 at% 
235
U product.  This series uses 
the MSTAR model, again meaning that following each re-batch the number of stages and 
the number of centrifuges per stage are changed to produce an optimized ideal cascade.  
This is not an adequate modeling of the re-batching misuse scenario as the advantage of 
re-batching is to avoid making changes to an otherwise fixed cascade.  Hence, the H 
series should be considered to be a gross approximation of what might be observed if 
higher 
235
U enrichments were produced by re-batching. 
 
4.4.3 LEU Misuse Cases 
  
The I-K series from Table 16 are cascades producing LEU product in excess amounts or 
higher 
235
U enrichments than the nominal A1 case.  The LEU misuse scenarios do not 
require reconfiguration of the cascade (i.e. no piping changes or changes in the number of 
centrifuges per stage).  The I series cascades introduce undeclared feed at the feed stage 
where the material is introduced upstream of (i.e. before) the feed stream detector and  
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Figure 47.  Detector position relative to undeclared material feed and withdrawal points for series I 
(left) and series J (right).  Dashed lines indicate the location of the undeclared feed and withdrawal.  
Excerpted and adapted from [52]. 
 
 
removed downstream of (i.e. after) the product and tails stream detectors, as shown in 
Figure 47, such that the undeclared material and the disturbance of the U isotopic ratios 
and gas pressures are seen by the detectors.  The J series cascades introduce undeclared 
feed at the feed stage where the material is introduced downstream of (i.e. after) the feed 
stream detector and removed upstream of (i.e. before) the product and tails stream 
detectors, as shown in Figure 47, such that the undeclared material is NOT seen by the 
detectors, the gas pressure differences are NOT seen by the detectors, but only the 
disturbance of the isotopic ratios are seen by the detectors.  The O series cascades change 
the upflow and downflow rates between stages.  This effectively changes the mass flow 
rates to the centrifuges (see Figure 6).  By increasing the upflow, the amount of product 
produced increases but the 
235
U enrichment of the product decreases.  By decreasing the 
upflow, the product 
235
U enrichment increases but the amount of product produced 
decreases.  The I-K series of cascades are designed using the TransCasc cascade model 
and the dataset is adapted from the dataset produced by Migliorini [47, 54]. 
 
4.4.4 Pedestrian Cases (No Misuse) 
 
The L-AA series from Table 16 are cascades where pedestrian (i.e. normal and benign) 
changes relative to the nominal cascade have occurred.  The L-M series are cascades with 
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slight gas pressure changes of ±0.5%, ±1%, and ±2% in the feed, product, and tails pipes.  
The O series are cascades with changes in the 
234
U atom fraction of the feed and include 
the extreme natural uranium feed materials identified in Section 2.2.1.  The P series are 
cascades with changes in product 
235
U enrichment within the permissible range.  The Q 
series are cascades with changes in the tails 
235
U enrichment within a reasonable range.  
The R-T series are cascades with slight wall deposit changes of ±0.5%, ±1%, and ±2% in 
the feed, product, and tails pipework.  The U series are cascades where 1%, 5%, 10%, or 
20% percentage of centrifuges in the feed stage have simultaneously failed (i.e. valved-
off at failure).  The V series are cascades where the gas in the feed, product, and/or tails 
pipes is evacuated (i.e. pressure = 0 torr).  The W series are cascades where the gas flow 
stops (i.e. stagnates or sits idle) in the feed, product, and/or tails pipes resulting in a direct 
deposit fraction increase from 0.75 to 1.00.  The X-AA series are cascades where gas 
temperature changes of ±0.5%, ±1%, and ±2% in the feed, product, and/or tails streams 
affects the atom density without affecting the gas pressure.  These series of cascades are 
designed using MSTAR with the exception of the U series (failed centrifuges) which are 
designed using TransCasc. 
 
4.5 Assertions 
 
Many information gaps are encountered in the attempt to simulate the reference cascade 
and monitoring system.  Other issues arise in the utilization of the available data which 
includes the existing Migliorini TransCasc dataset and the currently produced MSTAR 
dataset.  Assertions are employed to fill these gaps and reconcile these issues.  These 
assertions are not justifiable but are also unavoidable.  These assertions serve as a starting 
point and are forced because of the incomplete information available in the literature and 
indirect access to cascade models.  It is felt that the data is ‘good enough’ to convince the 
reader of the validity of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques and need 
for further research.  However, the individual values reported with respect to the 
reference cascade and monitoring system are not defensible because of these assertions. 
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Assertions #21 – #29 are related to the modeling of the reference cascade and the usage 
of existing TransCasc data and currently produced MSTAR data. 
 
With respect to assertion #21, the gas pressures used to produce the Migliorini TransCasc 
data are nominally between 60-72 torr, which are too high for comparison with the GCEP 
pressure ranges reported in Table 8 which are nominally between 0.75-8.2 torr. 
 
ASSERTION 21:   Change the gas pressures in the Migliorini data from nominally 60-
76 torr by subtracting 59 torr from the reported values resulting in 
gas pressures from nominally 1-17 torr. 
 
This is a very bad assertion.  This alteration of the data preserves the pressure drop of 16 
torr and mass flow rates across the cascade.  It may be the case that as long as the feed 
rates to the centrifuges remain constant, which is the case here, that the other variables, 
such as separation factor and cut, should be unaffected.  However, it is unclear if/how 
TransCasc results may change as a result of changing the absolute pressures. 
 
With respect to assertion #22, the Migliorini TransCasc data is limited to LEU scenarios 
and does not include HEU or pedestrian scenarios. 
 
ASSERTION 22:   MSTAR generated data, to include HEU and pedestrian scenarios, 
is used to supplement the Migliorini TransCasc dataset. 
 
This is a good assertion.  The consistency of MSTAR and TransCasc results are very 
good.  Table 18 shows a comparison of the TransCasc and MSTAR results for a specified 
cascade design with the same input (i.e. the same feed material, product 
235
U enrichment, 
and tails 
235
U enrichment which are highlighted in yellow).  The relative difference in the 
output are shown to have negligible differences of less than 0.1% and bump into 
truncation errors because the MSTAR results are limited to 6 digits. 
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Table 18.  Comparison between TransCasc and MSTAR cascade designs using the same feed 
isotopics and product/tails 
235
U enrichments.  The yellow highlighted cells identify the identical 
inputs used with both models. 
    TransCasc MSTAR Difference [%] 
  Feed Prod Tail Prod Tail Prod Tail 
232U [at%] 1.00E-09 8.27E-09 1.27E-10 8.27E-09 1.27E-10 -0.0210 0.0891 
234U [at%] 0.006200 0.04124154 0.00199166 0.041231 0.001993 0.0256 -0.0673 
235U [at%] 0.720013 3.79501263 0.35070408 3.795013 0.350704 0.0000 0.0000 
236U [at%] 0.002000 0.00722216 0.00137284 0.007221 0.001373 0.0161 -0.0116 
238U [at%] 99.271787 96.15652365 99.64593142 96.156535 99.645930 0.0000 0.0000 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
21005.7116 2251.9327 18753.7789 2252.3817 18753.3299 -0.0199 0.0024 
 
 
With respect to assertion #23, MSTAR does not output gas pressures and consequently, 
the gas pressures output in the TransCasc dataset cannot be reproduced in MSTAR. 
 
ASSERTION 23: The gas pressures for the MSTAR and TransCasc models are 
nominally assumed to be those from the baseline TransCasc model.  
A constant volumetric flow rate constraint is applied such that the 
gas pressure/density changes proportionally with mass flow rate, 
i.e. / .V m const   
 
This is a bad assertion.  Significant pressure changes are expected during misuse 
scenarios and have a first order effect on count rates and must be modeled accurately. 
 
With respect to assertion #24, MSTAR only outputs the relative mass flow rates, but does 
not output the absolute mass flow rates with respect to the cascade separative power. 
 
ASSERTION 24: The mass flow rates are calculated using the isotope, mass, and 
SWU balance Eqs. (8) through (11). 
 
This is good assertion.  While these equations are for ideal cascades with no mixing, ideal 
cascades are a good approximation of well designed, real cascades [18].  The cascade 
separative work, δU = 9939.52612, is calculated for the nominal cascade and used to 
constrain Eqs. (8) through (11) and determine the feed, product, and tails mass flow rates 
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for other cascades. 
 
With respect to Assertion #25, the time dependent behavior exhibited in the TransCasc 
dataset cannot be reproduced in MSTAR. 
 
ASSERTION 25: The time dependent feature of the TransCasc data is omitted.  
Changes in cascade operation/configuration for both the TransCasc 
and MSTAR simulated data are modelled as a step change instead 
of a gradual change. 
 
This is a good assertion.  Centrifuge cascades are expected to reach equilibrium over a 
period of a few hours [55] following a change. 
 
With respect to assertion #26, the Migliorini TransCasc dataset did not use natural 
uranium feed and instead used recycled uranium feed at the natural 
235
U enrichment.  
This feed has a very high 
234
U atom fraction and includes 
232
U and 
236
U. 
 
ASSERTION 26: Neglect the presence of 
232
U and 
236
U in the feed in the Migliorini 
TransCasc dataset. 
 
This is a good assertion.  Based on MSTAR calculations, the presence/absence of the 
small 
232
U and 
236
U atom fractions negligibly affect the results of the considered cascade 
design.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 19 to be better than 0.01%.  It is 
noted that the presence of 
232
U and 
236
U (and the 
232
U daughters) would have a significant 
effect on the gamma spectra and separately on the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom fractions in 
higher than LEU enrichments. 
 
With respect to assertion #27, no model for the direct deposit fraction exists. 
 
ASSERTION 27: The direct deposit fraction is constant at 0.75. 
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Table 19.  MSTAR analysis of the effect of the presence/absence of 
232
U and 
236
U in the feed material on the 
234
U, 
235
U, and 
238
U atom fractions in 
product and tails streams.  The yellow highlighted cells are the same for both feed materials. 
  Recycled Feed (from Migliorini) Natural Feed (this research) Difference 
  
Feed Prod Tail Feed Prod Tail Feed Prod Tail 
  
    [%] [%] [%] 
232U [at%] 1.00E-09 8.27E-09 1.27E-10 0 0 0 - - - 
234U [at%] 0.006200 0.041231 0.001993 0.006200 0.041230 0.001993 0.0000 0.0024 0.0000 
235U [at%] 0.720013 3.795013 0.350704 0.720027 3.795013 0.350704 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
236U [at%] 0.002000 0.007221 0.001373 0 0 0 - - - 
238U [at%] 99.271787 96.156535 99.645930 99.273772 96.163757 99.647303 -0.0020 -0.0075 -0.0014 
mass flow rate [kgU/yr] 21005.7116 2252.3817 18753.3299 21005.7116 2252.3817 18753.3299 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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This is a fair assertion.  Values between 0.60-0.70 and 0.80-0.90 are reported for two 
plants at Capenhurst [60], hence the selected value of 0.75 is the average of these values.  
It is unknown if the direct deposit fraction varies with flow rate, velocity, pipe diameter, 
Reynolds number, temperature, pressure, pipe orientation, etc. 
 
With respect to assertion #28, no model for wall deposits exists. 
 
ASSERTION 28: The wall deposits are 200 μg U/cm2 in the feed, product, and tails 
pipework at the nominal 
235
U enrichment. 
 
This is a fair assertion.  Wall deposits at Almelo and the Oak Ridge Centrifuge Test 
Facility are reported to be less than 220 μg U/cm2 while Capenhurst reports values less 
than 700 μg U/cm2.  However, these values are dated.  It has been mentioned off-hand by 
Packer [73] with respect to one Capenhurst plant that there is "relatively little deposit on 
the header pipes in the latest design of centrifuge".  Hence, the value closer to the Almelo 
and Oak Ridge Centrifuge Test Facility values was used. 
 
With respect to assertion #29, no model for the gas temperatures in a cascade is known. 
 
ASSERTION 29: The gas temperature is constant at 26.85 
o
C (i.e. 300 K). 
 
This is a poor assertion.  This value is a holdover from Migliorini et al. [51, 47, 53, 54] 
and is consistent with the gas region of the UF6 phase change diagram [163].  While the 
Iguaçu centrifuge does not employ a thermal gradient across the individual centrifuges to 
increase the separation factor, real centrifuges do.  Since UF6 follows the ideal gas law at 
GCEP pressures and temperatures [163, 164], the gas temperature has a first order effect 
on the gas pressure and density, and therefore this assertion can lead to a first order error. 
 
In summary, the application of these assertions has two consequences.  The gas pressures 
used in the HEU and pedestrian scenarios are inaccurate and do not adequately represent 
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the reference cascade or the misuse scenarios.  Second, the time-to-detection and time-to-
attribution are also strongly biased as the count rates and counting statistics are 
proportional to the gas pressure.  The simulation results should be viewed as a 
demonstration of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques and a very rough 
approximation of the time frames for change detection and attribution. 
 
4.6 Summary 
 
A reference cascade, based on a 10,000 kg-SWU/yr cascade of Iguaçu centrifuges, is 
defined and outfitted with a reference monitoring system, based on a system of three 
ORTEC S8530 electromechanically cooled HPGe detectors in the CAMS configuration.  
This reference cascade and monitoring system is incorporated into a simulation model 
which is used to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed passive gamma spectroscopy 
techniques.  Considerable assertions are introduced to facilitate the simulation modeling 
in the absence of complete information.  Consequently, the simulation results cannot be 
assumed accurate, however, the results are expected to be sufficient to convince the 
reader of the need for and potential benefits of further research into the proposed passive 
gamma spectroscopy techniques and adequate GCEP simulation modeling for safeguards 
applications. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, the techniques developed in Chapter 3 are evaluated with respect to the 
reference cascade, reference monitoring system, and test cases developed in Chapter 4.  
Section 5.2 reports the calculated and MCNP5 simulated count rates and measurement 
uncertainties.  Section 5.3 evaluates the change detection capability and reports the time-
to-detection for the test cases.  Section 5.4 evaluates the change attribution and 
monitoring capability for the test cases.  Overall, five techniques for the attribution of 
GCEP misuse are demonstrated: 
 
 direction attribution technique; 
 magnitude attribution technique; 
 enrichment monitoring technique; 
 235U/234U monitoring technique; and  
 differential monitoring technique. 
 
The distinction between attribution and monitoring techniques is that the attribution 
techniques are qualitative and semi-quantitative while monitoring techniques are 
quantitative.  In other words, monitoring techniques have the capability to report 
measured 
235
U enrichment and 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio values while the attribution 
techniques only report general misuse types such as HEU production or undeclared feed 
and withdrawal. 
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5.2 Count Rates and Measurement Uncertainties 
 
This section describes the nominal case, referred to as case A0 in Section 4.4.1, where the 
reference cascade uses natural uranium feed with 0.0062 at% 
234
U to produce ~3.8 at% 
235
U product and 0.35 at% 
235
U tails.  The count rates from the gas, direct deposit, and 
wall deposit are reported.  Then, the counting statistics are inventoried to determine the 
count times necessary to obtain adequate uncertainties. 
 
Table 20 shows the gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, and total count rates for the nominal 
case.  From Table 20, count rates span four orders of magnitude from 0.0017 to 9.4 c/s.  
In general, the count rates are low and present a significant challenge with respect to 
counting uncertainties.  In general, the 186 keV peak from 
235
U and the 63 and 93 keV 
peaks from 
234
Th are more intense than the 53 and 121 keV peaks from 
234
U, the 143 keV 
peak from 
235
U, and the 83 keV peak from 
231
Th. 
 
The 186 keV gas-to-total ratios are 77%, 17%, and 24% for the feed, product, and tails 
streams, respectively.  This difference is because of the presence of the wall deposit and 
the differences in gas pressure and gas 
235
U enrichment for the three streams.  The wall 
deposit on all three streams is the same at 200 μgU/cm2 and the U isotopic fractions for 
the wall deposits are the same as the gas.  However, the differences in UF6 gas pressure 
and 
235
U enrichment in the feed, product, and tails streams are 17, 1.0, and 1.6 torr and 
0.72, 3.8, and 0.35 at% 
235
U, respectively. 
  
Table 21 tabulates the simulated net peak area uncertainties for the gas, direct deposit, 
wall deposit, and total source terms for 1, 7, and 14 day measurement times.  The 
uncertainties include Poisson counting statistics, Compton background subtraction, and 
interference peak subtraction, but neglect uncertainties related to the absolute efficiency 
calibration and the nuclear data.   
 
From Table 21 the 
234
U uncertainties in the tails stream are above 1% (1 sigma relative)  
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Table 20.  Calculated gas, direct deposit, wall deposit, and total count rates for the nominal case.  Units are in counts per second.  The green-to-red 
color gradient shows the highest and lowest count rates in darker green and red, respectively. 
 
Feed Product Tails 
source gas 
direct 
deposit 
wall 
deposit total gas 
direct 
deposit 
wall 
deposit total gas 
direct 
deposit 
wall 
deposit total 
E
n
er
g
y
 [
k
eV
] 
53  (234U) 0.1442 - 0.0370 0.1811 0.0570 - 0.2460 0.3030 0.0044 - 0.0119 0.0163 
63  (234Th) - 2.7203 1.1711 3.8914 - 0.1566 1.1349 1.2915 - 0.2601 1.1755 1.4355 
84  (231Th) - 0.3187 0.1372 0.4559 - 0.0998 0.7234 0.8232 - 0.0148 0.0668 0.0816 
93  (234Th) - 3.8422 1.6541 5.4964 - 0.2212 1.6030 1.8242 - 0.3673 1.6603 2.0276 
121  (234U) 0.0571 - 0.0172 0.0743 0.0226 - 0.1144 0.1370 0.0017 - 0.0055 0.0073 
143  (235U) 0.6387 - 0.1932 0.8319 0.2001 - 1.0189 1.2190 0.0296 - 0.0941 0.1237 
186  (235U) 3.1043 - 0.9237 4.0280 0.9725 - 4.8706 5.8432 0.1440 - 0.4499 0.5939 
Is
o
to
p
e 
234U 0.2012 - 0.0542 0.2554 0.0795 - 0.3604 0.4400 0.0062 - 0.0174 0.0236 
235U 3.7430 - 1.1170 4.8600 1.1726 - 5.8895 7.0622 0.1736 - 0.5440 0.7177 
231Th - 0.3187 0.1372 0.4559 - 0.0998 0.7234 0.8232 - 0.0148 0.0668 0.0816 
234Th - 6.5625 2.8253 9.3878 - 0.3779 2.7378 3.1157 - 0.6274 2.8358 3.4631 
 
 
Table 21.  MCNP5 simulated count rate uncertainties for the nominal case.  Units are in percent (1 sigma relative).  The green-to-red color 
gradient shows the lowest and highest uncertainties in darker green and red, respectively. 
  Feed Product Tails 
Count time 
[days] 1 7 14 1 7 14 1 7 14 
E
n
er
g
y
 [
k
eV
] 
53  (234U) 1.34 0.50 0.36 0.79 0.31 0.22 7.13 2.55 1.79 
63  (234Th) 0.18 0.07 0.05 0.33 0.12 0.09 0.30 0.11 0.08 
84  (231Th) 0.89 0.33 0.23 0.48 0.18 0.13 2.54 0.94 0.66 
93  (234Th) 0.15 0.06 0.04 0.27 0.10 0.07 0.25 0.09 0.07 
121  (234U) 1.78 0.67 0.47 1.35 0.51 0.36 8.71 2.89 2.02 
143  (235U) 0.39 0.15 0.11 0.33 0.12 0.09 1.04 0.39 0.28 
186  (235U) 0.17 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.05 0.04 0.45 0.17 0.12 
gross 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.05 0.03 
Is
o
to
p
e 
234U 3.13 1.16 0.83 2.15 0.81 0.58 15.84 5.44 3.82 
235U 0.56 0.21 0.15 0.47 0.18 0.13 1.49 0.56 0.40 
231Th 0.89 0.33 0.23 0.48 0.18 0.13 2.54 0.94 0.66 
234Th 0.33 0.13 0.09 0.60 0.22 0.16 0.55 0.21 0.15 
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even after a 14 day measurement.  However, <1% uncertainties for 
234
U are obtainable 
for the product and feed streams in less than 14 days.  This does not rule out 
234
U 
monitoring, but practicality dictates the use of higher efficiency detectors and/or the re-
location of 
234
U monitors to the high pressure side of the pipework (i.e. PAMS 
configuration about the feed, product, and tails streams of a production unit).  No 
limitations due to counting uncertainties are observed for the 
235
U, 
231
Th, and 
234
Th 
isotopes as they all achieve uncertainties less than 1% in less than 7 days. 
 
In general, the count times necessary to obtain better than 1% counting uncertainties at 
the 1 sigma confidence level are on the order of days.  For gas pressures around 1 torr 
with a 200 μgU/cm2 wall deposit, the 234U count rates in the tails stream have large 
counting uncertainties, however the 
234
U count rates of the feed and product streams 
achieve less than 1% counting uncertainties in about 7 days.  Advanced peak extraction, 
deconvolution, and interference peak subtraction methods are required to adequately 
measure the net peak area count rates, particularly for the 
231
Th peak at 84 keV and the 
234
Th peak at 93 keV. 
 
5.3 Change Detection 
 
5.3.1 Sequential Probability Ratio Test 
 
The purpose of the change detection algorithm is to detect a change in GCEP operations.  
The change detection algorithm employed in this research is the sequential probability 
ratio test (SPRT).  The SPRT was previously introduced in Section 3.4.3 with the 
analytical details left to Appendix A.1.  This statistical hypothesis test continuously 
checks for a mean shift in the isotopic count rates within a specified threshold and within 
a specified false-positive and false-negative tolerance.  The SPRT analysis and results for 
scenario B1, where the reference cascade product 
235
U enrichment jumps from ~3.8 to 20 
at%, are used here to demonstrate this change detection technique. 
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The SPRT algorithm parameters are specified by the user.  For the demonstration here, a 
threshold of 0.5 standard deviations, a false-positive tolerance of 0.1%, and a false-
negative tolerance of 0.1% is applied.  In other words, the SPRT will trigger an alert 
should the mean count rate shift more than 0.5 σ with a false-positive and false-negative 
probability of less than or equal to 0.1%. 
 
Shown in Figure 48 are the individual SPRT analysis results for the B1 case.  30 minute 
measurements conclude in an updated SPRT result at the completion of each 
measurement.  The SPRT results shown are 1, 0, or -1 corresponding to an increase, no 
change, or decrease in the mean of each isotopic count rate, respectively.  For the B1 
case, changes are detected in nearly all isotopic count rates on all three streams.  The 
changes in the 
234
U and 
235
U isotopic count rates are detected almost immediately while 
the changes in the 
231
Th and 
234
Th isotopic count rates are delayed.  This is to be expected 
as the 
234
U and 
235
U atom populations change instantaneously while the 
231
Th and 
234
Th 
atom populations change gradually as an exponential function of their decay rates.  It 
may have been initially expected that the 
235
UP count rate in the product stream would 
increase following the 
235
U enrichment increase from ~3.8 to 20 at% 
235
U, however, the 
cascade systematics also incur a pressure decrease from 1.0 to 0.1 torr in the product 
stream.  The overall result is a decrease in the 
235
U atom population and a decrease in the 
235
UP count rate. 
 
A closer examination of the SPRT analysis and results for the 
235
UT and 
231
ThF attributes 
is preformed next, where the subscripts T and F refer to the tails and feed streams, 
respectively.  These two attributes are arbitrarily selected for demonstration purposes. 
 
The top subplot in Figure 49 shows the 
235
UT count rate with respect to time, where t = 0 
hr corresponds to the time of the initial cascade change.  Also shown is the baseline mean 
value for the 
235
UT count rate, the 0.5 σ SPRT analysis threshold, and the 3 σ threshold 
for comparison purposes (noting that the 3 σ threshold does not play a role in the SPRT 
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Figure 48.  SPRT results for test case B1 – product 235U enrichment change from ~3.8 to 20 at% 235U at t = 0 hr.  The y-axis values 1, 0, and -1 
corresponding to an increase, no change, or decrease in the mean isotopic count rates, respectively. 
Feed 
Product 
Tails 
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Figure 49.  SPRT results for the B1 case – 235UT count rate.  At t = 0 hr the tails 
235
U enrichment 
remains constant at 0.35 at% but the pressure changes from 1.6 to 1.3 torr. 
 
 
and is only shown for general reference).  The mean 
235
UT count rate can be clearly seen 
to decrease abruptly after t = 0 hr.  The middle subplot in Figure 49 shows the calculated 
likelihood ratio with respect to time.  The likelihood ratio is the continuously updating 
probability that the mean has changed or stayed the same.  Once the likelihood ratio 
exceeds the specified false-positive and false-negative tolerances of 0.1% and 0.1%, 
respectively, a hypothesis is reported and the likelihood ratio is reset to equal chance of 
either outcome.  However, as long as the likelihood ratio does not exceed the specified 
false-positive or false-negative tolerances, the likelihood ratio is continuously updated 
with each incoming data point and the hypothesis is not updated.  In the middle plot, the 
red and blue lines correspond to the likelihood ratios of a mean count rate increase (i.e 
mean up-shift) and decrease (i.e. mean down-shift), respectively.  Prior to t = 0 hr, the red 
and blue lines can be seen to periodically surpass the ‘no change’ threshold and 
consequently the hypothesis is updated to ‘no change’.  After t = 10.0 hr, the red and blue 
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Figure 50.  SPRT results for the B1 case – 231ThF count rate.  At t = 0 hr the feed 
235
U enrichment 
remains constant at 0.72 at% but the pressure changes from 17 to 12 torr. 
 
 
lines frequently surpass the ‘no change’ and ‘change’ thresholds, respectively.  Since the 
235
UT count rate is observed to decrease and not increase, the red line (i.e. increase test) 
passes the ‘no change’ threshold while the blue line (i.e. decrease test) passes the 
‘change’ threshold.  It is observed that the frequency of the hypothesis reporting is 
relative to the magnitude of the mean shift.  The hypothesis is shown to update about 
once per day for no-change and small changes and about once every few hours for large 
changes.  The bottom subplot in Figure 49 is the reported hypothesis with respect to time.  
It shows either 1, 0, or -1 corresponding to an increase, no change, or decrease in the 
mean 
235
UT count rate.  The hypothesis is updated following each report, corresponding 
to when the false-positive and false-negative tolerances are surpassed in the middle 
subplot. 
 
Figure 50 shows the 
231
ThF SPRT analysis which detects a change in the mean 
231
ThF 
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count rate at 33.5 hr.  From the top subplot in Figure 50, the 
231
ThF count rate can be seen 
to change exponentially following the 25 hr half-life of 
231
Th, hence the delayed 
detection.  By comparing Figure 49 and Figure 50, the difference between the 
instantaneous response of the U isotopes and the delayed response of the Th isotopes is 
apparent. 
 
The SPRT false-positive and false-negative tolerances of 0.1% were selected to minimize 
false alarms.  The SPRT threshold of 0.5 σ and gamma measurement count times of 30 
minutes were selected to facilitate the SPRT algorithm making a decision about once per 
day.  In the rare event of a false-positive, the hypothesis will be updated within ~1 day to 
‘no change’ and it should be apparent to the analyst that no response is needed.  The 7 
day monitoring period following a change detection, used here, was arbitrarily selected 
based on timeframes suggested by Bush et al. 2006 [3] (see Section 3.2).  However, it is 
desired that misuse scenarios be detected as early as possible and ideally within the 
breakout time of the facility. 
 
The time-to-detection for the test cases discussed in Section 4.4 are reported in Table 22.  
From Table 22, it continues to be observed that the detection of U isotope changes are, in 
general, more quickly detected, while the detection of Th isotope changes are delayed. 
 
While some cases are detected within hours, the more difficult cases are detected after 
several days.  These more difficult cases are, in general, those which rely on the detection 
of the change in the 
234
Th attribute with its relatively long 24 day half-life. 
 
The HEU cases (B1-H3) were all able to be detected while only some of the LEU cases 
(I1-K4) were able to be detected.  The HEU cases B1-D2 were all detected within 1 hr.  
The HEU cases E1-G2, which include all conceivable attempts to mask the diversion, 
were detected within 3 days.  The LEU cases I1-I2, where both the excess material (i.e. 
increased gas pressure) and the isotopic fraction changes were visible to the detectors, 
were able to be detected in less than 10.5 hr.  However, the LEU cases J1-J2, where only 
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Table 22.  Time-to-detection for considered test cases.  All units are in hours.  Green and yellow indicate a count rate decrease and increase, 
respectively.  Not detected (ND) refers to the time frame of 7 days following the change. 
Misuse Scenario Descr. Case 
Init. 
Detec.  
Feed Product Tails 
234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 
none 
normal operation, nominal 
isotopic fractions 
nominal  A0 ND                               
H
E
U
 
cascade reconfiguration, no 
masking 
20 at% B1 1 3 1 20.5 29.5 1 9 1.5 33.5 74 1.5   10   149 12.5 
90 at% B2 0.5 1.5 0.5 18.5 29.5 0.5 7.5 1.5 29.5 63.5 1.5   7   111 9.5 
cascade reconfiguration, mask 
by tails 235U at% decrease to 
match nominal 235U/234U 
20 at% C1 0.5 1.5 0.5 12.5 24.5 0.5 7 1.5 29.5 68.5 1.5 38.5 1.5 63 85 3.5 
90 at% C2 0.5 1.5 1.5 11 23.5 0.5 6 1.5 29.5 63.5 1.5 37 1.5 57.5 71 3 
cascade reconfiguration, mask 
by feed 234U at% decrease to 
match nominal 235U/234U 
20 at% D1 1 2.5 1 20.5 29.5 1 8 1.5 33.5 74 1.5   10   149 12.5 
90 at% D2 0.5 1.5 0.5 18.5 29.5 0.5 7 1.5 29.5 63.5 1.5 40.5 7   117 9.5 
cascade reconfiguration, mask 
by pressure decrease to match 
nominal 235U count rate 
20 at% E1 64.5                 82 64.5           
90 at% E2 57.5                 67.5 57.5           
cascade reconfiguration, mask 
by tails 235U at% decrease to 
match nominal 235U/234U and 
pressure decrease to match 
235U and 234U count rates 
20 at% F1 64.5                 82 89       65 64.5 
90 at% F2 59                 65.5 84       59 63 
cascade reconfiguration, mask 
by feed 234U at% decrease to 
match nominal 235U/234U and 
pressure decrease to match 
235U and 234U count rates 
20 at% G1 17.5 17.5               82 89           
90 at% G2 11.5 11.5               65.5 84           
cascade reconfiguration, batch 
recycle 
20 at% H1 0.5 1.5 0.5 13.5 18 0.5 1.5 0.5 14.5 88.5 0.5 33 1.5 55.5 49.5 2.5 
60 at% H2 0.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 18.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 5.5 73.5 1.5 32 1.5 42.5 40.5 1.5 
90 at% H3 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 16.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3 76.5 1.5 32.5 1.5 41 38.5 1.5 
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Table 22 (continued).  Time-to-detection for considered test cases.  All units are in hours.  Green and yellow indicate a count rate decrease and 
increase, respectively.  Not detected (ND) refers to the time frame of 7 days following the change. 
Misuse Scenario Descr. Case 
Init. 
Detec.  
Feed Product Tails 
234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 
L
E
U
 
undeclared feed 
+0.5% I1 10.5   10.5   153.5 15                     
+1.0% I2 4 51 4 144 128 7   86.5     40.5   19     107.5 
undeclared feed and 
withdrawal 
+0.5% J1 ND                               
+1.0% J2 ND                               
changes stage upflow 
rates 
+25% K1 12             24   140 12   28.5     131 
+5% K2  ND                               
-5% K3 65             121.5     65           
-25% K4 4           126.5 4 48.5   7.5   9     42.5 
n
o
n
e 
feed pressure change 
-2.0% L1  8   8     8                     
-1.0% L2  20   20     29.5                     
-0.5% L3  95.5   158.5     95.5                     
+0.5% L4  53   53     140.5                     
+1.0% L5  20.5   20.5     23.5                     
+2.0% L6 6   6   154.5 12.5                     
product pressure change 
-2.0% M1  18             18     60           
-1.0% M2  ND                               
-0.5% M3  ND                               
+0.5% M4  ND                               
+1.0% M5  ND                               
+2.0% M6 33.5                   33.5           
tails pressure change 
-2.0% N1  ND                               
-1.0% N2  ND                               
-0.5% N3  ND                               
+0.5% N4  ND                               
+1.0% N5  ND                               
+2.0% N6 ND                               
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Table 22 (continued).  Time-to-detection for considered test cases.  All units are in hours.  Green and yellow indicate a count rate decrease and 
increase, respectively.  Not detected refers to the time frame of 7 days following the change. 
Misuse Scenario Descr. Case 
Init. 
Detec.  
Feed Product Tails 
234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 
n
o
n
e 
feed 234U  atom 
fraction change 
(with subtle 235U 
change for O7-
O10)  
-2.0% O1 ND                               
-1.0% O2 ND                               
-0.5% O3 ND                               
+0.5% O4 ND                               
+1.0% O5 ND                               
+2.0% O6 ND                               
 very low 
235U/234U 
O7 ND                               
 low 235U/234U O8  ND                               
 high 235U/234U O9  13.5           13.5                   
 very high 
235U/234U 
O10  9.5           9.5       60           
product 235U 
enrichment 
change 
-2% P1 23.5   23.5     63.5                     
-1% P2 132   140.5     132                     
-0.5% P3 ND                               
+0.5% P4 ND                               
+1% P5 ND                               
+2% P6 35   35     35         156           
1 at% P7 0.5 0.5 1.5 4.5 11 1.5 1 1.5 7.5 10.5 1.5 16 1.5 45.5 42.5 3 
2 at% P8 1 1.5 1 12 29 1 4.5 1 28.5 35 0.5   3.5 162 97 9.5 
3 at% P9 1.5 15 1.5 30 59 1.5 42.5 5 62 107.5 2.5   15.5     61 
4 at% P10 8.5   8.5     8   17.5     52           
5 at% P11 1.5 10 1.5 47.5 65 1.5 116 3.5 47 146 6   28.5     111.5 
tails 235U 
enrichment 
change 
-2% Q1  6.5 61.5 6.5 87 103 6.5   122     90   30.5     166 
-1% Q2  12   13.5     12             93       
-0.5% Q3  35   35     35                     
+0.5% Q4  27   27     69                     
+1% Q5  11   11   154.5 16                     
+2% Q6  4 95 4 153.5 75.5 8.5             19     106 
0.2 at% Q7 0.5 1.5 0.5 14 24.5 0.5 9 2 40 98.5 2 34 1.5 56 81.5 3 
0.3 at% Q8 1 4 1 25.5 37 1 98.5 4 50.5   7 44 6 90   9 
0.4 at% Q9 0.5 6.5 0.5 16 44 1 44.5 8.5 83.5   5 79.5 2 101.5 94 5 
0.5 at% Q10 0.5 1.5 1.5 9 17 1.5 10.5 1.5 59 40.5 1.5 6.5 0.5 15.5 35.5 1.5 
0.6 at% Q11 0.5 0.5 1.5 5 10.5 1.5 4 1 38.5 40.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 14 24 0.5 
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Table 22 (continued).  Time-to-detection for considered test cases.  All units are in hours.  Green and yellow indicate a count rate decrease and 
increase, respectively.  Not detected refers to the time frame of 7 days following the change. 
Misuse Scenario Descr. Case 
Init. 
Detec.  
Feed Product Tails 
234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 
n
o
n
e 
feed deposit change 
-2% R1  35   71.5     35                     
-1% R2  ND                               
-0.5% R3  ND                               
+0.5% R4  ND                               
+1% R5  101   101     139.5                     
+2% R6  46   46     69.5                     
product deposit 
change 
-2% S1  3.5           113.5 3.5 46.5   6           
-1% S2  7.5             7.5 122   12.5           
-0.5% S3  16             16     45.5           
+0.5% S4  21.5             71     21.5           
+1% S5  8             19.5 129.5   8           
+2% S6  2.5           73 7 62 166.5 2.5           
tails deposit change 
-2% T1  27.5                       27.5     41 
-1% T2  80.5                       80.5       
-0.5% T3  ND                               
+0.5% T4  ND                               
+1% T5  ND                               
+2% T6  15.5                       15.5     59 
feed stage machine 
failures 
 1% U1  ND                                
 5% U2  ND                               
 10% U3  3.5           28 3.5 46.5   5.5 79.5 3.5 117.5   8 
 20% U4  3.5           27.5 3.5 46   5.5 79.5 3.5 112.5   8 
feed gas evacuation 0 torr V1 1 1 1.5 8.5 16.5 1.5                     
product gas 
evacuation 
0 torr V2 1           1.5 1 20 62.5 1           
tails gas evacuation 0 torr V3 1.5                     32.5 1.5 40 37 1.5 
feed, product, and 
tails gas evacuation 
0 torr V4 1 1 1.5 8.5 16.5 1.5 1.5 1 20 62.5 1 32.5 1.5 40 37 1.5 
feed flow stoppage 
nom. 
pres. 
W1 15     15 24.5 19                     
product flow stoppage 
nom. 
pres. 
W2 39.5               43 39.5 69.5           
tails flow stoppage 
nom. 
pres. 
W3 63.5                         129.5 79 63.5 
feed, product, and tails 
flow stoppage 
nom. 
pres. 
W4 15     15 24.5 19     43 39.5 69.5     129.5 79 63.5 
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Table 22 (continued).  Time-to-detection for considered test cases.  All units are in hours.  Green and yellow indicate a count rate decrease and 
increase, respectively.  Not detected refers to the time frame of 7 days following the change.  Chart intentionally blank, none of these events were 
detected. 
Misuse Scenario Descr. Case Init. Det.  
Feed Product Tails 
234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 234U 235U 231Th 234Th gross 
n
o
n
e 
feed temperature 
change  
-2.0% X1  ND                               
-1.0% X2  ND                               
-0.5% X3  ND                               
0.5% X4  ND                               
1.0% X5  ND                               
2.0% X6  ND                               
product temperature 
change 
-2.0% Y1  ND                               
-1.0% Y2  ND                               
-0.5% Y3  ND                               
0.5% Y4  ND                               
1.0% Y5  ND                               
2.0% Y6  ND                               
tails temperature  
change 
-2.0% Z1  ND                               
-1.0% Z2  ND                               
-0.5% Z3  ND                               
0.5% Z4  ND                               
1.0% Z5  ND                               
2.0% Z6  ND                               
all temperature 
change 
-2.0% AA1  ND                               
-1.0% AA2  ND                               
-0.5% AA3  ND                               
0.5% AA4  ND                               
1.0% AA5  ND                               
2.0% AA6  ND                               
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the isotopic fraction changes were visible to the detectors, were unable to be detected 
within 7 days.  The LEU cases K1-K4, where the product 
235
U enrichment and amount 
produced is increased or decreased through changes in the internal cascade flow rates, 
were detected in some cases indicating a detection threshold between the small (5%) and 
large (25%) internal flow rate changes.  The pedestrian cases, where small pressure 
changes occur (±0.5, ±1, and ±2%) in the feed (L1-L6 cases), product (M1-M6 cases), 
and tails (N1-N6 cases), are shown to be readily detectable in the feed stream but not so 
readily detectable in the product and tails streams.  This is due to the difference in the 
activity, gas pressure, and gas-to-deposit ratios of the streams.  The feed stream being the 
most favorable and the tails stream being the least favorable.  The O1-O10 cases 
correspond to changes in the 
234
U atom fraction of the feed, which show that small 
changes less than 2% are not detected while large changes upward of 25% are detected.  
Since the feed used in the nominal case had a very high 
234
U atom fraction, the switch to 
feeds with a lower 
234
U atom fraction were detected while the switch to feeds with a 
similarly high 
234
U atom fraction were not.  The P1-P11 cases correspond to changes in 
the product 
235
U enrichment, which are shown to be detectable above 1% relative.  The 
Q1-Q11 cases correspond to changes in the tails 
235
U enrichment, which are shown to be 
detectable below 0.5% relative.  It is observed that the 
235
U enrichment changes in the 
product and tails streams are most readily detected by the detector on the feed stream.  
Thus, the pressure change corresponding to the feed rate changes is the most sensitive 
indicator of these changes.  Wall deposit changes in the feed (R1-R6), product (S1-S6), 
and tails (T1-T6) cases are observed to be detectable at better than 2% or 20 μgU/cm2.  
This is important because many of the attribution and monitoring techniques presented in 
this dissertation rest on the assertion of a constant wall deposit amount.  Thus, it is 
important that small changes in the wall deposit amount are readily detectable and 
attributable, which is the result demonstrated here.  The U1-U4 cases show that the 
failure of between 5-10% of the centrifuges in the feed stage is detected.  The V1-V4 and 
W1-W4 cases show that the gas evacuation and gas flow stoppage cases are readily 
detected.  The X, Y, Z, and AA series show that small temperature changes less than 2% 
(i.e. less than 1 
o
C) are not detected.  These temperature changes only effect the gas 
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densities, however, the gas pressures remain at their nominal values. 
 
5.4 Attribution and Monitoring 
 
Once one or more isotopic count rate changes are detected, the changes may then be 
attributed to a changes in operation.  Five such attribution techniques are presented in this 
section and are referred to as the: 
 
 direction attribution technique; 
 magnitude attribution technique; 
 enrichment monitoring technique; 
 235U/234U monitoring technique; and  
 differential monitoring technique. 
 
Attribution techniques are distinguished from monitoring techniques such that attribution 
techniques are qualitative and semi-quantitative, e.g. reporting potential HEU misuse, 
while monitoring techniques are quantitative, e.g. reporting 25 at% 
235
U. 
 
Some of the techniques draw upon one or two calibrations: 
 
 absolute efficiency calibration; and 
 wall deposit characterization.  
 
The absolute efficiency calibration can be performed either computationally, using 
MCNP or the Canberra ISOCS
TM
 software, or experimentally, using a calibration 
standard (not necessarily UF6).  Wall deposit characterization, discussed in Section 
3.4.1.2, only requires that the gas U isotopics be known during a long measurement. 
 
The different techniques also utilize different assertions outlined in Section 3.3.  While, 
in theory, all the assertions are required, in practice, the key assertions are primarily: 
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 constant direct deposit fraction (assertion #11); and 
 constant wall deposit (assertion #16) 
 
In the case that future research determines these two key assertions to be unsubstantiated, 
the techniques would need to be adapted and their feasibility re-evaluated. 
 
5.4.1 Direction Attribution Technique 
 
The direction attribution technique is the simplest but the least conclusive of the five 
presented attribution and monitoring techniques.  This technique simply uses the 
direction of the isotopic count rate changes (i.e. does the isotopic count rate increase, 
decrease, or stay the same) to recognize the possible cascade condition.  This technique 
does not require a wall deposit characterization or absolute efficiency calibration and 
requires nothing more than three detectors placed in the CAMS configuration. 
 
Table 23 shows the isotopic count rate change directions for the aforementioned example 
case of a product 
235
U enrichment jump from 3.8 to 20 at% 
235
U (case B1) and 
corresponds to the change directions reported by the SPRT in Figure 48.  Table 24 shows 
the ‘key’ derived from calculated data and shows the isotopic count rate change 
directions corresponding to various cascade operating conditions.  By comparing Table 
23 to Table 24, the change profile is seen to be consistent with several possible cascade 
conditions, some pedestrian and some illicit.  Obviously, there is a big difference in the 
response to the detection of HEU production and pedestrian changes consistent with 
normal operation.  Clearly, more information is desirable when determining a follow up 
course of action. 
 
Some useful generalizations can be made from an inspection of Table 24 (and Table 22).  
The majority of relevant changes can be grouped into four general categories: (1) cascade 
changes that affect the feed, product, and tails streams, (2) centrifuge changes that affect 
just the product and tails streams, (3) single stream changes that affect only the individual   
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Table 23.  Detected isotopic count rate change directions for test case B1 – 235U enrichment jump from ~3.8 to 20 at% 235U. 
  
  
Feed Product Tails 
234
U 
235
U 
231
Th 
234
Th 
234
U 
235
U 
231
Th 
234
Th 
234
U 
235
U 
231
Th 
234
Th 
case B1 - 
235
UP enr. from 3.8 to 20 at% ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 
 
↓ 
 
↓ 
 
 
Table 24.  Key of isotopic count rate change directions corresponding to various scenarios.  The green, orange, and red text corresponds to normal, 
abnormal, and misuse conditions, respectively.  Green and yellow shaded cells correspond to a change decrease and increase, respectively. 
Change 
Type 
Scenario 
Feed Product Tails 
234
U 
235
U 
231
Th 
234
Th 
234
U 
235
U 
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Th 
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Th 
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U 
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U 
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Th 
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a
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↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 
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HEU production 
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flow stoppage 
  
↑ ↑ 
  
↑ ↑ 
  
↑ ↑ 
HEU rebatch ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 
C
e
n
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r
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u
g
e 
undeclared feed & withdrawal 
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stage upflow rate decrease  
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F
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e
d
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n
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↓ ↓  ↓  ↓  
pres./temp. decrease 
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↑  ↑  ↑  ↑  
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Feed 
Material 
feed 
234
U decrease ↓    ↓    ↓    
feed 
234
U increase ↑    ↑    ↑    
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feed, product, or tails streams, and (4) a feed material change that only affect the 
234
U 
count rates. 
 
While there are normal conditions associated with cascade type changes, there are no 
normal conditions associated with centrifuge and single stream type changes.  Cascade 
type changes include normal product and/or tails 
235
U enrichment changes and are readily 
detectable and identifiable by universal increases or decreases in all isotopic count rates 
on all three streams.  All centrifuge changes are shown to be abnormal and are 
recognizable in that changes are only observed in the product and tails streams and not in 
the feed stream.  All single stream changes are shown to be abnormal and are 
recognizable in that changes are only observed in a single stream.  Unfortunately every 
normal change falls in a category with an illicit change so this attribution technique does 
not provide a comprehensive solution to the attribution problem, however, the ability to 
easily and confidently detect changes and recognize abnormal and potentially illicit 
activity has obvious value. 
 
The key can be produced by simulation, calculation, empirical data, or a combination of 
the three.  The key used here, Table 24, was produced from calculated data and is simply 
the result of: 
 
 
   
   
   
, ,
, ,
, ,
i
Bi i
s tot s tot
Bi i
s tot s tot
Bi
s tot s tot
if C t C then
if C t C then
if C t C then
 
 
 
  (170) 
 
where 
i
Cs,tot(t) is the total isotopic count rate for isotope i in stream s at time t and 
i
Cs,tot
(B)
 
is the total baseline count rate for isotope i and stream s. 
 
The strengths of the direction attribution technique are that it is a very straight forward 
analysis and quickly narrows down the possible cascade operating conditions.  Further, it 
is wall deposit independent and does not require a wall deposit characterization or an 
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absolute efficiency calibration.  Because the trinary results (e.g. increase, decrease, no 
change) do not include quantitative values, there is no sensitive information that could 
not be transmitted remotely to an inspectorate.  The drawbacks of the direction attribution 
technique is that even with a comprehensive listing, Table 24 should always be assumed 
to be incomplete as there will always be scenarios not listed.  Also, some of the HEU and 
LEU misuse cases have the same patterns as normal cases, thus, only the possibility of 
HEU or LEU misuse can be detected but never concluded from this technique. 
 
Special attention is placed in the direction attribution technique as it is the only one of the 
five techniques which can readily detect the subtle LEU misuse cases.  It is also pointed 
out in passing that a change in the wall deposit amount was shown to be readily 
detectable.  This is significant as the remaining four techniques require a constant wall 
deposit; this technique can be used to detect a violation of this underlying assertion. 
 
5.4.2 Magnitude Attribution Technique 
 
The second attribution technique is the magnitude attribution technique.  This technique 
performs a semi-quantitative comparison of the magnitudes of the detected isotopic count 
rates against historical data.  The region enclose by the historical data is considered 
normal and any region outside the historical data is considered abnormal.  The magnitude 
attribution technique can be performed without a wall deposit characterization, however, 
it requires an absolute efficiency calibration and historical data. 
 
For the purposes of demonstration, let it be assumed that the reference cascade has 
historically used feed between 0.004386 and 0.00621 at% 
234
U atom fractions to produce 
product between 0.9 and 5 at% 
235
U and tails between 0.1 and 0.6 at%.  This covers the 
full range of possible legitimate cascade conditions for the reference cascade.  
 
The magnitude attribution technique uses a 3D plot of the 
235
U vs. 
231
Th vs. 
234
Th isotopic 
count rates in its analysis.  To more clearly explain the plot, the 3D plot is presented as  
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Figure 51.  
235
U vs. 
231
Th and 
235
U vs. 
234
Th isotopic count rates from the product stream.  Markers 
correspond to the series listed in Table 16.  The red, blue, green, and cyan shaded ellipsoids are the 3 
sigma counting uncertainty of the B1,  I2, V4, and W4 cases 7 days following the change, respectively. 
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two 2D plots, shown in Figure 51.  First, the 
231
Th vs. 
235
U count rate plot is discussed 
and then the 
234
Th vs. 
235
U count rate plot.  With respect to Figure 51, the black markers 
represent historical data, blue markers are LEU misuse cases, red markers are HEU 
misuse cases, the green marker is the gas evacuation case, and the cyan marker is the 
flow stoppage case.  The grey shaded region is the historically normal operating region 
which envelopes the historical data.  Outside the grey region is the white region which is 
the historically abnormal region.  Also shown are the green lines indicating the wall 
deposit only count rates, which are known values which can be calculated from Eqs. (66) 
and (67) given that the direct deposit fraction, kP, is constant and known.  The direct 
deposit fraction can be determined by observing a transient and applying Eq. (122).  The 
cyan line is the kP = 1 line corresponding to flow stoppage.  The black line is the kP = 
0.75 line.  There is a knee in the kP = 1 line at the gas evacuation point because the 
isotopic absolute efficiency of the gas is slightly different than the isotopic absolute 
efficiency of the direct deposit and the wall deposit.  In the 
231
Th vs. 
235
U plot, the point 
corresponding to the gas evacuation case is the intersection of the two green lines, which 
is consistent with the analytically determined wall deposit only isotopic count rates.  
Small red, blue, green, and cyan shaded areas can be found about the B1-HEU 20 at% 
235
U (red), I2-LEU 1% undeclared feed (blue), V4-gas evacuation (green), and W4-flow 
stoppage (cyan) data points.  These shaded regions correspond to the 3 sigma uncertainty 
following a ~7 day counting period, where the actual count times were 7 days minus the 
time-to-detection.  These uncertainties include propagated counting statistical 
uncertainties while neglecting uncertainties from the nuclear data and the isotopic 
absolute efficiencies.  The purpose of showing the 3 sigma uncertainties for these cases is 
to demonstrate that reasonable counting statistics can be achieved within a detection 
window of 7 days.  The time-to-detection for these four cases is shown in Table 22 to be 
1, 4, 1, and 15 hrs for the B1, I2, V4, and W4 cases, respectively. 
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5.4.2.1 231Th vs. 235U 
 
While the 
231
Th vs. 
235
U plot in Figure 51 provides no separation of the HEU and LEU 
misuse scenarios from the historically normal data, it provides excellent separation of the 
pipe evacuation and flow stoppage cases from the historically normal data.  The projected 
231
Th equilibrium value is determined using the Th decay correction shown in Eq. (169). 
 
The gas evacuation point, which corresponds to the wall deposit only count rates, can be 
calculated if the direct deposit fraction is constant and known.  However, if the direct 
deposit fraction is unknown, then the direct deposit fraction can be determined 
graphically.  The gas evacuation point is the intersection of the kP = 1 lines and a line 
connecting any two of the historical data points.  The equation for the kP = 0.75 black line 
is then be determined from two historical data points by:  
 
    231 235, 1 , 1
Th U
P tot P totC t m C t b    (171) 
 
   
   
231 231
, 1 , 2
1 235 235
, 1 , 2
Th Th
P tot P tot
U U
P tot P tot
C t C t
m
C t C t



  (172) 
    231 2351 , 1 1 , 1
Th U
P tot P totb C t m C t    (173) 
 
where m1
 
and b1 is the slope and y-intercept of the kP = 0.75 black line, and t1 and t2 are 
the parametric measurement times corresponding to two data points.  Since the direct 
deposit fraction is constant, all the data points appears in a straight line corresponding to 
kP = 0.75.  Since the 
231
Th and 
235
U in the wall deposit are asserted to be in secular 
equilibrium, the equation for the kP = 1 cyan line below the knee between the origin and 
the gas evacuation point is:  
 
 231 235, 2 ,
Th U
P tot P totC m C   (174) 
 
231
,
2 235
,
Th
P wd
U
P wd
m


   (175) 
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2 0b   (176) 
 
where m2 and b2 is the slope and y-intercept of the kP = 1 cyan line below the knee.  The 
intersection of the cyan and black lines coincides with the gas evacuation point.  In other 
words, the 
231Th
CP,wd and 
235U
CP,wd are determined by simultaneously solving Eqs. (171) 
and (174) resulting in Eqs. (177) and (178). 
 
 235 1
,
2 1
U
P wd
b
C
m m


  (177) 
 231 2 1
,
2 1
Th
P wd
m b
C
m m


 (178) 
 
The green wall deposit only lines are the horizontal and vertical lines extending from the 
gas evacuation point, [
235U
CP,wd, 
 231Th
CP,wd]. 
 
During flow stoppage, kP increases from 0.75 to 1.00, and the 
231
Th isotopic count rates 
will approach the secular equilibrium value.  The equation for the kP = 1.00 cyan line 
above the knee beginning at the gas evacuation point is: 
 
 231 235, 3 , 3
Th U
P tot P totC m C b    (179) 
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Th U
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where m3 and b3 are the slope and y-intercept of the kP = 1.00 cyan line above the knee. 
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5.4.2.2 234Th vs. 235U Plot 
 
While the 
234
Th vs. 
235
U plot in Figure 51 provides no separation of the flow stoppage 
and excess LEU misuse scenarios from the historically normal data, it provides excellent 
separation of the HEU and pipe evacuation scenarios from the historically normal data. 
 
The red line corresponding to 
235
U enrichment above historical levels is expressed by 
Eqs. (182), (183), and (184). 
 
    234 235, 4 , 4
Th U
P tot P totC t m C t b    (182) 
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Th U
P tot P totb C t m C t   . (184) 
 
In Eq. (183), the maximum permitted 
235
U enrichment is used to determine the slope of 
the red line.  For the case of the reference cascade, 5 at% 
235
U was previously stated to be 
the declared maximum 
235
U enrichment.  In Eq. (184), m4 and b4 are the slope and y-
intercept of the red line.  The bottom-right most historical data point, where t3 is the 
parametric measurement time of the data point, is used to determine the y-intercept. 
 
The red line threshold only indicates that the historical maximum 
235
U enrichment has 
been exceeded; it is not a definitive HEU detection threshold.   
 
It is not a coincidence that the gas evacuation point lies on the red line.  This occurred 
because the 
235
U enrichment of the data point [
235U
CP,tot(t3), 
235U
CP,tot(t3)] used to calibrate 
the red line in Eqs. (182), (183) and (184) happened to be equal to 5 at% 
235
U, the 
declared maximum 
235
U enrichment for the reference cascade used to define the red line.  
Had the maximum 
235
U enrichment not been equal to that of the bottom-right most data 
point, the gas evacuation point would not lie on the red line.  This graphically illustrates 
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that should the 
235
U enrichment of any data point be known, the 
234
Th wall deposit count 
rate and consequently the wall deposit amount, direct deposit fraction, and the gas 
pressure also become known.  Again, for the feed stream, natural feed is always 0.72 at% 
235
U and consequently these values are always known. 
 
Because the 
231
Th and 
234
Th take ~7 and ~168 days to come to equilibrium, respectively, 
the equilibrium values for 
231
Th and 
234
Th are projected based on measured values using 
Eq. (169).  This projection is based on the assumption of a step change. 
 
The strengths of the magnitude attribution technique include wall deposit independence 
and attribution of the gas evacuation and flow stoppage cases.  The ability to identify 
abnormal operating regions is straightforward and easy to use.  The HEU misuse region 
lies within the 
235
U enrichment above declared levels region and provides a clear decision 
threshold.  The weaknesses of the technique are that it requires historic data to define the 
thresholds, a constant wall deposit, a constant direct deposit fraction, and Th equilibrium 
projection.  Lastly, the detection of 
235
U enrichment above declared levels is not the same 
as the detection of HEU and consequently, the distinction between LEU > 5 at% and 
HEU cannot be made using this technique. 
 
5.4.3 Enrichment Monitoring Technique 
 
The third attribution technique is the enrichment monitoring technique.  The enrichment 
monitoring technique measures the 
235
U enrichment of the gas.  This technique is similar 
to the magnitude attribution technique presented in the last section but includes a wall 
deposit characterization in addition to an absolute efficiency calibration. 
 
With respect to the discussion in Section 3.4.1, a measurement system is fully 
characterized if the absolute detection efficiency calibration is performed and the wall 
deposit is constant and known.  To characterize the wall deposit, one simply needs to 
know the U isotopic fractions of the gas during a long passive gamma measurement.  
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Figure 52.  
235
U vs. 
234
Th isotopic count rates from the product stream.    Markers correspond to the 
series listed in Table 16.  The red, blue, green, and cyan shaded ellipsoids are the 3 sigma counting 
uncertainty of the B1,  I2, V4, and W4 cases 7 days following the change, respectively. 
 
 
Several methods of determining the gas isotopic fraction include: gas sampling from 
process pipework; active NDA measurements of the process pipework (e.g. CHEM); 
passive measurements of process pipework during a transient (discussed in Section 
3.4.2.4); or NDA/DA measurements of UF6 cylinders on the process.  Wall deposit 
characterization method was introduced in Section 3.4.1.2 and graphically introduced in 
Section 5.4.2.  To summarize, if the gas isotopics of any historical data point or previous 
measurement are known, all the characteristics of the system becomes known, including 
the wall deposit isotopic count rates, wall deposit amounts, direct deposit fraction, and 
gas pressure.  For the magnitude attribution technique discussed in Section 5.4.2, the wall 
deposit was not characterized and only conservative estimations could be made regarding 
the gas isotopics of the historical data points.  For this technique, a historical data point 
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with a known 
235
U enrichment is used to determine the wall deposit isotopic count rates 
and subsequently produce Figure 52, which is the ‘calibrated’ version of the 235U vs. 
234
Th plot in Figure 51. 
 
With respect to Figure 52, the intersection of the line between the 5 at% 
235
U calibration 
data point, from Eqs. (182) through (184), and the 
235
U wall deposit threshold, from Eq. 
(66), graphically identifies the gas evacuation point and the 
234
Th wall deposit isotopic 
count rate, and thus, graphically solves the system.  In Figure 52, the 3 sigma 
uncertainties identified by the red, blue, green, and cyan shaded regions correspond to a 
~7 day long count and are shown to adequately distinguish the 5 at% 
235
U from 20 and 90 
at% 
235
U. 
 
The strengths of the enrichment monitoring technique are that it decisively attributes 
HEU misuse and quantitatively monitors 
235
U enrichment.  The weaknesses are that it 
requires both an absolute efficiency calibration and wall deposit characterization.  It also 
requires a Th equilibrium projection for the timely quantification of the 
235
U enrichment 
(see Section 3.4.2.5). 
 
5.4.4 235U/234U Monitoring Technique 
 
The fourth attribution technique is the 
235
U/
234
U monitoring technique.  The 
235
U/
234
U 
monitoring technique uses the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the feed, product, and tails to 
determine the product and tails 
235
U enrichments and detect if a cascade is arranged in an 
ideal configuration; operation of a cascade in a non-ideal configuration is an indicator of 
misuse.  Similar to the enrichment monitoring technique, discussed in the previous 
section, the 
235
U/
234
U monitoring technique requires an absolute efficiency calibration 
and wall deposit characterization. 
 
With the wall deposit characterized, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the gas becomes known 
and can be monitored.  Because both 
234
U and 
235
U are parent nuclei present in the gas, 
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thus, there are no signal delays related to the Th daughters.  However, the relatively low 
234
U isotopic count rates and corresponding counting statistics were shown in Section 5.2 
to be a limiting factor for the reference cascade, especially for the feed and tails streams. 
 
Just monitoring the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio of the feed, product, or tails is useful but with 
limitations.  The product 
235
U/
234
U variation between LEU and HEU is indistinguishable 
from changes in the natural uranium feed 
235
U/
234
U or the tails 
235
U enrichment (see 
Section 4.4.2, Figure 49, and Section 2.3.4).  Consequently, the product and tails 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio is not a stand-alone indicator of LEU or HEU misuse.  However, by 
normalizing the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios in the product and tails stream to that of the feed 
stream using Eqs. (100) through (102), this can be overcome.  By using the ratios of 
(
235
UP/
234
UP)/(
235
UF/
234
UF), (
235
UF/
234
UF)/(
235
UT/
234
UT), and (
235
UP/
234
UP)/(
235
UT/
234
UT), 
both the product and tails 
235
U enrichment can be monitored and HEU can be readily 
distinguished from LEU.  However this technique assumes that the cascade is ideal and 
uses natural feed, which is a good assumption for commercial cascades [16], and that 
there are no side feed and withdrawal streams, which may or may not be the case.  
Further research into this technique is required to determine its robustness with respect to 
side feed and withdrawal, non-ideal cascades, and non-natural feed. 
 
Figure 53 is a plot of the various test cases with respect to the aforementioned ratios, 
specifically (
235
UP/
234
UP)/(
235
UF/
234
UF), (
235
UF/
234
UF)/(
235
UT/
234
UT), and 
(
235
UP/
234
UP)/(
235
UT/
234
UT).  The HEU misuse, LEU misuse, gas evacuation, flow 
stoppage, feed/product/tails change cases are shown as red, blue, green, cyan, and black 
markers, respectively.  The black and red lines indicate the allowable operating regions 
and HEU misuse regions, respectively, and are demarcated with the corresponding 
product and tails 
235
U enrichments.  The shaded red region is the 3 sigma counting 
uncertainty of the B1 case (i.e. 3.8 to 20 at% 
235
U) after 7 days. 
 
Figure 53 shows a surface which maps all possible operating conditions for an ideal 
cascade using natural uranium feed.  This surface is universal and is the same for all ideal  
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Figure 53.  
235
U/
234
U operating surface for an ideal cascade using natural uranium feed.  
Demarcations are 
235
U enrichment in at%.  Markers correspond to the series listed in Table 16.  The 
shaded red ellipsoid is the 3 sigma counting uncertainty of the B1 case 7 days following the  product 
enrichment increase from ~3.8 to 20 at% 
235
U. 
 
 
cascades at all facilities.  Should a data point not fall on this surface, it would indicate 
that the cascade is not ideal.  Should unnatural uranium feed be used, the surface would 
be the same but the 
235
U enrichment gradations of the product and tails would shift.  As 
all commercial cascades are approximately ideal [16], the detection of operations off this 
surface would provide a strong indication of abnormal operating conditions and potential 
misuse. 
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sigma uncertainty for the B1 case, does not provide sufficient sensitivity for this 
technique when used to monitor the low pressure side of the pipework of the reference 
cascade (i.e. CAMS configuration).  However, this technique is expected to be applicable 
when the monitoring system is installed on the high pressure side of the pipework about a 
production unit (i.e. PAMS configuration). 
 
The considered LEU misuse cases result in the reference cascade deviating from the ideal 
configuration.  As a result, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios are disturbed and therefore would 
deviate from the ideal operating surface shown in Figure 53.  With reference to Figure 
53, the deviation of the LEU misuse data points, shown in blue, from the surface are very 
subtle and are not likely to be meaningfully detectable or attributable from this technique, 
regardless of the counting uncertainties.  This is not to say that gross LEU misuse could 
not be detected. 
 
A point of operator concern regarding the use of this technique is raised as Eqs. (13) 
through (23) and (100) through (102), could be used to determine, or at least estimate, the 
overall separation factor of the centrifuges, which is presumed to be a sensitive 
parameter.  It is assumed that the additional data necessary to determine the overall 
separation factor of the centrifuges, such as the product and tails 
235
U enrichments or the 
number of stripping and enriching stages, would be observable or could at least be 
meaningfully estimated by inspectors. 
 
5.4.5 Differential Monitoring Technique 
 
The differential monitoring technique uses operational transients to monitor the 
235
U 
enrichment and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios.  This section follows the analytical 
development in Section 3.4.2. 
 
It was shown in Section 3.4.2 that the differential atom ratios contained useful 
relationships:  they are independent of the wall deposit and in some cases can be used to 
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determine the 
235
U/
238
U and 
235
U/
234
U atom ratios.  These are examined for the 
considered reference cascade.  This technique does not require a wall deposit 
characterization but does require an absolute efficiency calibration. 
 
Figure 54 presents plots of Δ235NP/Δ
238
NP vs. Δ
235
NT/Δ
238
NT and Δ
235
NP/Δ
234
NP vs. 
Δ235NT/Δ
234
NT.  The up-facing black markers are changes in the product 
235
U enrichment, 
235U
fP, down-facing black markers are changes in the tails 
235
U enrichment, 
235U
fT, and 
right-facing black markers are changes in the feed sources which significantly vary the 
feed 
234
U atom fraction and subtly vary the 
235
U enrichment (by less than 0.1%).  The 
blue, red, and green lines are the 
235
U/
234
U and 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios corresponding the 
nominal feed, product, and tails, respectively.   
 
As previously mentioned, a change anywhere in a cascade is a change everywhere in a 
cascade.  If the product 
235
U enrichment changes, then the pressures and isotopic 
fractions in the feed, product, and tails streams also change with the exception of the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratio in the tails stream which remains constant.  If the tails 
235
U 
enrichment changes, then the pressures and isotopic fractions in the feed, product, and 
tails streams also change with the exception of the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratio in the product 
stream which remains constant. 
 
Eqs. (144), (158), and (163) predict that following a pressure and/or temperature change 
at constant atom fractions that: 
 
 
235 235
235 235 235
238 238
0.0035 . . 0.35 %
U U
UT T
TU U
T T
N N
f at frac U at U
N N

   

  (185) 
 
235 235
235 235 235
238 238
0.038 . . 3.8 %
U U
UP P
PU U
P P
N N
f at frac U at U
N N

   

  (186) 
 
where 
iU
Ns is the atom amount in the viewing window of the detector, Δ
iU
Ns is the 
differential atom amount, 
iU
fs is the atom fraction, iU is the uranium isotope, and s is the 
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Figure 54.  Differential 
235
U/
238
U (TOP) and 
235
U/
234
U (BOTTOM) atom ratios for the product and 
tails streams.  Markers correspond to the series listed in Table 16.  The black and green markers 
correspond to feed/product/tails changes and gas evacuation, respectively. 
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cascade stream with F, P, and T corresponding to the feed, product, and tails streams. 
 
In the top subplot of Figure 54, the up-facing black triangles are found along a red line 
corresponding to Δ235NT/Δ
238
NT = 0.0035, and down-facing black triangles are found 
along a green line corresponding to Δ235NP/Δ
238
NP = 0.038, thus confirming the 
prediction. 
 
In the bottom subplot of Figure 54, the Δ235NT/Δ
234
NT and Δ
235
NP/Δ
234
NP atom ratios are 
shown not to have any immediate predictive value.  This is because the 
235
U/
234
U atom 
ratios in the product and tails streams are not constant during a pressure and/or 
temperature change in a cascade and do not meet the criteria for the technique.  However, 
these criteria are met by the feed stream.  Thus, the 
235U
Ns/
234U
Ns value is not revealed, 
except for the feed stream, during a product or tails 
235
U enrichment change.  
 
In both plots of Figure 54, changes in feed have varied effects due to the changes in the 
234U
fF, on the order of 10%, and the small changes in the 
235U
fF, on the order of 0.1%.  
Thus changes in feed affect the 
235
U/
234
U and 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios, hence why the right-
facing triangles, corresponding to a change in feed material, do not precisely follow 
straight lines.  The gas evacuation point, shown as a green marker, always appears at the 
intersection of the nominal values (i.e. red and green lines). 
 
It is recognized that the changing pressure/temperature at constant isotopic fractions 
condition exists along the pipework in the high pressure side of the pipework at the feed 
and withdrawal stations.  The potential for using the differential monitoring technique in 
the PAMS configuration was introduced in Section 3.5.3 and is discussed further in the 
next section. 
 
In summary, when a pressure and/or temperature change occurs while the U atom 
fractions are constant, the U atom fractions and their ratios are revealed.  In particular, 
these pressure and/or temperature changes are shown to reveal the 
235
U/
238
U atom ratios.  
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However, the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio in the product and tails streams of a cascade always 
change during pressure and/or temperature changes and do not reveal the 
235
U/
234
U atom 
ratios in the product and tails streams under normal circumstances. 
 
5.5 Discussion 
 
This chapter demonstrated the detection and attribution of normal, abnormal, HEU 
misuse, and LEU misuse cases.  The SPRT change detection algorithm was demonstrated 
to be able to detect all the test cases in less than 7 days with the exception of 0.5 to 1% 
undeclared feed and withdrawal test case (i.e. J series) where the undeclared material 
bypasses the detectors.  Five different attribution and monitoring techniques were 
presented which include a range of capabilities that are flexible to the available 
information, equipment, permissions, and funding.  The various attribution techniques 
can be used either individually or collectively.  For example, it is possible to use the 
direction attribution technique to rule out the LEU misuse cases and then use the 
magnitude attribution technique to rule out HEU, gas evacuation, and flow stoppages 
cases. 
 
The direction attribution technique can quickly, confidently, and easily detect changes in 
the cascade and immediately narrow down the possible cascade operating conditions, 
however, it stops short of being able to make a positive identification of specific misuse 
scenarios.  In other words, the direction attribution technique can alert an inspectorate of 
possible misuse.  One especially useful quality of this technique is the ability to 
differentiate cascade changes from centrifuge changes and other anomalous changes, 
such as wall deposit growth and feed material changes.  This attribution technique makes 
no assumptions or assertions and is as simple as positioning three detectors about the 
feed, product, and tails pipes.  The combination of this technique with other techniques is 
especially powerful in that it can rule out many misuse cases.  It is also special in that it is 
the only unattended monitoring technique which can detect the LEU misuse scenarios. 
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The magnitude attribution technique can be used to further refine a possible HEU misuse 
detection by referencing historical data to recognize 
235
U enrichment above the historical 
maximum (i.e. a rough ‘potential’ HEU misuse threshold).  This attribution technique 
rests on the constant wall deposit and constant direct deposit fraction assertions.  This 
technique requires an absolute efficiency calibration but does not require a wall deposit 
characterization. 
 
The 
235
U enrichment monitoring technique is more complex to implement than the 
previously mentioned techniques but provides a complete picture with a 
235
U enrichment 
measurement capability.  This attribution technique rests on the constant wall deposit and 
constant direct deposit fraction assertions.  This technique requires an absolute efficiency 
calibration and a wall deposit characterization. 
 
The 
235
U/
234
U monitoring technique is similar to the enrichment monitoring technique, 
however, it can be used to exploit additional cascade properties to both monitor the 
235
U 
enrichment of the product and tails as well as monitor the ideal configuration of the 
cascade.  This technique rests on the constant wall deposit and constant direct deposit 
fraction assertions.  This technique requires an absolute efficiency calibration and wall 
deposit characterization.  The 
234
U isotopic count rates for tails pipework nearing 1 torr 
leads to high counting uncertainties and thus this technique is expected to only be 
applicable to production unit monitoring (i.e. PAMS configuration). 
 
The differential monitoring technique demonstrates a way to measure the 
235
U/
234
U and 
235
U/
238
U ratios in variable pressure and/or temperature pipework when the U isotopic 
fractions are constant.  While such conditions can occur on the low pressure piping about 
a cascade, the conditions are continuously occurring near the feed and withdrawal 
stations on the high pressure piping about a production unit.  This was previously 
discussed in Section 3.5.3.  This technique has the advantage of not requiring the constant 
wall deposit assertion.  The 
235
U/
234
U monitoring does not require the constant direct 
deposit assertion, however, the 
235
U/
238
U monitoring does.  This technique requires an 
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Table 25.  Detector placement, capabilities, assertions, calibrations, and measurable parameters for 
each technique. 
  Direction 
Attribution 
Technique 
Magnitude 
Attribution 
Technique 
Enrichment 
Monitoring 
Technique 
235U/234U 
Monitoring 
Technique 
Differential 
Monitoring 
Technique 
P
la
ce
m
en
t 
GAMS 
(standalone detector) 
X X X  X 
CAMS 
(cascade F, P, T) 
X X X  X 
PAMS 
(production unit F, P, T) 
X X X X X 
C
a
p
a
b
il
it
ie
s 
LEU misuse detection X     
LEU misuse attribution      
HEU misuse detection X X X X X 
HEU misuse attribution   X X X 
abnormal use detection X X X X  
abnormal use attribution X X X X  
A
ss
er
ti
o
n
s 
constant direct deposit 
fraction, ks 
 X X  for 235U/238U 
only 
constant wall deposit, s  
 X X X  
C
a
li
b
-
ra
ti
o
n
s absolute full energy peak 
efficiency calibration, iεs,k 
 X X X X 
wall deposit 
characterization 
  X X  
M
ea
su
re
d
 P
a
ra
m
et
er
s 
234Ufs,gas   X X X 
235Ufs,gas   X X X 
238Ufs,gas   X X X 
235Ufs,gas/
238Ufs,gas   X X X 
235Ufs,gas/
234Ufs,gas   X X X 
gas pressure, UF6Ps  feed stream 
only 
X X X 
differential gas pressure, 
ΔUF6Ps 
 X X X X 
wall deposit amount, s  
 235U and 
231Th only 
X X X 
direct deposit fraction, ks  X X  X 
overall separation factor, 
α 
   X X 
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absolute efficiency calibration but does not require the wall deposit characterization. 
 
For each attribution technique, Table 25 summarizes the capabilities (e.g. LEU, HEU, 
and abnormal operation detection and attribution), the assertions utilized (e.g. constant 
direct deposit fraction and constant wall deposit), the required calibrations, (e.g. absolute 
efficiency, and wall deposit characterization), and measurable parameters (e.g. atom 
fractions, atom ratios, absolute gas pressure, differential gas pressure, wall deposit, direct 
deposit fraction, and the overall separation factor). 
 
It is reiterated that the foremost benefit is the ability to use multiple techniques with a 
single hardware platform.  It is also reiterated that the proposed passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques can be integrated with existing concepts, such as CEMO, 
CHEM, AEM, OLEM, and PNEM, as previously discussed in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3  
 
5.6 Summary 
 
The feasibility and capability of the SPRT change detection algorithm and the five 
attribution techniques are demonstrated using simulated data from the 10,000 kg-SWU/yr 
Iguaçu reference cascade and reference monitoring system.  While the reference cascade 
used in this research cannot be assumed accurate enough to draw absolute conclusions, 
the results of this first iteration warrants further investigation by experts in the respective 
areas.  Some of the techniques rest on key assertions including the existence of a constant 
direct deposit fraction and constant wall deposit.  These assertions must be verified prior 
to further consideration of the attribution techniques that rely on them.  Separately, an 
appropriate model of the wall deposit and the constant direct deposit fraction could 
replace the constant wall deposit and constant direct deposit fraction assertions. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
 
A process monitoring approach utilizing passive gamma spectroscopy techniques is 
presented which may provide the IAEA and international safeguards community with the 
technical means for the timely detection of GCEP misuse. 
 
There are six key differences between this research and all past efforts.  First, previous 
efforts used custom and complex equipment which could not be sustained by the IAEA 
safeguards inspectorate; the current research only employs existing IAEA equipment and 
techniques in routine use.  Second, previous efforts used radioactive sources and other 
invasive equipment and techniques; the current research only utilizes passive and non-
invasive gamma spectroscopy.  Third, previous efforts relied on measurements at a single 
point that could be bypassed; the current research includes techniques to additionally 
monitor entire cascades and production units.  Fourth, previous efforts used 
measurements of the 186 keV gamma line and the UF6 gas pressure; the current study 
utilizes measurements of the 
231
Th, 
234
Th, 
234
U, and 
235
U gamma lines.  Fifth, no 
techniques currently exist for the detection of excess LEU production and gas flow 
stoppage; the current research presents techniques to detect and identify these scenarios.  
Sixth, no previous techniques utilize the minor isotope safeguards techniques (MIST); the 
current research utilizes the 
234
U gamma lines and the 
235
U/
234
U ratio. 
 
It was demonstrated that high resolution gamma spectrometry can be easily used to detect 
changes in cascade operation with high sensitivity.  It is expected that intermediate and 
low resolution detectors may also be viable for some of the techniques presented. 
 
The SPRT is a very sensitive algorithm for detecting changes in cascade operation.  The 
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algorithm was shown to be able to detect all the tested cases except for one scenario.  The 
LEU misuse cases where the undeclared material is seen by the detectors were all able to 
be detected.  However, the LEU misuse cases of undeclared feed and withdrawal where 
the undeclared material bypasses the detectors was not detectable. 
 
Five attribution techniques are presented to identify if a detected change is normal, 
abnormal, or characteristic of specific HEU or LEU misuse scenarios.  The five 
techniques vary in degrees of complexity.  In general, a tradeoff exists between the detail 
of the information obtained and the complexity of the technique used.   The simplest 
technique, namely the direction attribution technique, has next-to-no complexity but is 
limited in capability in that it can only detect potential misuse.  The most complex 
techniques, namely the 
235
U enrichment monitoring technique and the 
235
U/
234
U 
monitoring technique require several assertions and calibrations, but can quantitatively 
monitor 
235
U enrichment and the 
235
U/
234
U atom ratio. 
 
The proposed passive gamma spectroscopy techniques can be integrated with existing 
235
U enrichment measurement techniques, such as the x-ray florescence, transmission, 
and pressure based techniques, and existing systems, such as CEMO, CHEM, AEM, and 
OLEM.  The proposed techniques provide a 
235
U wall deposit measurement technique 
which solves one of the fundamental problems of 186 keV wall deposit background 
subtraction encountered by all existing systems.  The proposed techniques also provide 
an alternative means to calibrate existing systems.  Lastly, the proposed techniques can 
extend the capability of existing systems.  The integration of the proposed passive gamma 
spectroscopy techniques with the PNEM neutron based UF6 measurements at the product 
and tails stations provides a potential avenue for improved accountancy. 
 
6.2 Recommendations 
 
(1) Experimental validation/iteration of the assertions, particularly the constant direct 
deposit fraction and constant wall deposit assertions. 
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(2) Modeling of the direct deposit fraction and wall deposit. 
(3) Re-evaluation using a higher fidelity, benchmarked cascade simulator. 
(4) An evaluation by IAEA inspectors, GCEP operators, and instrumentation and 
GCEP engineers. 
(5) An evaluation of the use of intermediate and low resolution gamma detectors. 
(6) Research into the appropriate model for the minor isotope separation factor (von 
Halle vs. Wood, see Section 2.3.1). 
(7) Benchmarking of the MSTAR algorithm against GCEP data. 
(8) An evaluation of the use of non-natural feed and non-ideal cascades with side 
feed and withdrawals. 
(9) Proof-of-principal testing. 
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A.1 Sequential Probability Ratio Test 
 
This section presents a derivation of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) 
algorithm used in the current research.  The derivation provided here is aggregated from 
Wald 1947 [113], Picard 1985 [111], Pratt and Close 1987 [112], and Ebeling 2010 
[170]. 
 
The SPRT is employed to detect a mean shift in the measured count rate: 
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where µ is the measured mean count rate, µ0 is the mean count rate (perhaps from 
baseline data) and µ1 and µ2 are the upper and lower mean count rate threshold. 
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For a normal distribution: 
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the likelihood ratio is: 
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where yn is the likelihood ratio at observation n assuming a constant variance.  From 
(190), the likelihood ratio will be, on average: 
 
 yn > 1 when the measured value is probabilistically closer to the alternative mean 
than the null mean; 
 yn < 1 when the measured value is probabilistically closer to the null mean than 
the alternative mean; or 
 yn = 1 when the null and alternative mean are equality probable 
 
The hypothesis test checks if the measured mean is probabilistically closer to an 
alternative value than to the null value.  However, the null value is only accepted or 
rejected once the likelihood ratio exceeds a predefined false positive or false negative 
threshold, respectively.  The decision thresholds are: 
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where 
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The test is then evaluated with three possible outcomes: 
 
 B > yn, then accept H0, stop sequential testing; 
 A < yn, then reject H0 for Ha, stop sequential testing; or 
 B < yn < A, then indeterminate, continue sequential testing. 
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A.2 Test Case Parameters 
 
Table 26.  Test case parameters – feed stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
A0 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
B1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 14951.34 12.12908 26.85 200 75 
B2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 13455.62 10.91570 26.85 200 75 
C1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 10379.02 8.419841 26.85 200 75 
C2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 8973.560 7.279683 26.85 200 75 
D1 0.005826 0.720027 99.27415 14951.35 12.12908 26.85 200 75 
D2 0.005752 0.720027 99.27422 13455.63 10.91570 26.85 200 75 
E1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 14951.34 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
E2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 13455.62 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
F1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 10379.02 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
F2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 8973.560 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
G1 0.005826 0.720027 99.27415 14951.35 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
G2 0.005752 0.720027 99.27422 13455.63 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
H1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 5563.314 4.513165 26.85 200 75 
H2 0.231213 20.000000 79.76879 3350.938 2.718404 26.85 200 75 
H3 0.701347 60.000000 39.29865 3340.261 2.709743 26.85 200 75 
I1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21337.78 17.30999 26.85 200 75 
I2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21669.75 17.57930 26.85 200 75 
J1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
J2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
K1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
K2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
K3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
K4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
L1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 16.69980 26.85 200 75 
L2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 16.87020 26.85 200 75 
L3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 16.95540 26.85 200 75 
L4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.12581 26.85 200 75 
L5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.21101 26.85 200 75 
L6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.38142 26.85 200 75 
M1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
M2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
M3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
M4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
M5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
M6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
N6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
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Table 26 (continued).  Test case parameters – feed stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
O1 0.006076 0.720027 99.27390 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O2 0.006138 0.720027 99.27384 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O3 0.006169 0.720027 99.27380 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O4 0.006231 0.720027 99.27374 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O5 0.006262 0.720027 99.27371 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O6 0.006324 0.720027 99.27365 21000.78 17.03661 26.85 200 75 
O7 0.006210 0.720400 99.27339 20988.94 17.02700 26.85 200 75 
O8 0.005849 0.720300 99.27385 20992.12 17.02958 26.85 200 75 
O9 0.005043 0.720390 99.27457 20989.27 17.02727 26.85 200 75 
O10 0.004386 0.720092 99.27552 20998.74 17.03495 26.85 200 75 
P1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21164.85 17.16971 26.85 200 75 
P2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21081.85 17.10238 26.85 200 75 
P3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21041.08 17.06930 26.85 200 75 
P4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20960.95 17.00429 26.85 200 75 
P5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20921.57 16.97235 26.85 200 75 
P6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20844.16 16.90955 26.85 200 75 
P7 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 79551.80 64.53535 26.85 200 75 
P8 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 29681.48 24.07871 26.85 200 75 
P9 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 23226.23 18.84197 26.85 200 75 
P10 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20593.49 16.70620 26.85 200 75 
P11 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 19137.06 15.52469 26.85 200 75 
Q1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20402.07 16.55091 26.85 200 75 
Q2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20698.76 16.79160 26.85 200 75 
Q3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 20849.10 16.91356 26.85 200 75 
Q4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21153.83 17.16077 26.85 200 75 
Q5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21308.27 17.28605 26.85 200 75 
Q6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21621.40 17.54008 26.85 200 75 
Q7 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 11430.85 9.273124 26.85 200 75 
Q8 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 17095.77 13.86872 26.85 200 75 
Q9 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 25910.57 21.01961 26.85 200 75 
Q10 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 42382.16 34.38197 26.85 200 75 
Q11 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 85843.33 69.63927 26.85 200 75 
R1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 196 75 
R2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 198 75 
R3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 199 75 
R4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 201 75 
R5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 202 75 
R6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 204 75 
S1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
S2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
S3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
S4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
S5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
S6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
T6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
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Table 26 (continued).  Test case parameters – feed stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
U1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
U2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
U3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
U4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.81 17.04069 26.85 200 75 
V1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
V2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
V3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
V4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
W1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 100 
W2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
W3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
W4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 100 
X1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.313 200 75 
X2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.5815 200 75 
X3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.71575 200 75 
X4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.98425 200 75 
X5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 27.1185 200 75 
X6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 27.387 200 75 
Y1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Y2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Y3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Y4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Y5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Y6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
Z6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.85 200 75 
AA1 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.313 200 75 
AA2 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.5815 200 75 
AA3 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.71575 200 75 
AA4 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 26.98425 200 75 
AA5 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 27.1185 200 75 
AA6 0.006200 0.720027 99.27377 21005.71 17.04061 27.387 200 75 
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Table 27.  Test case parameters – product stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
A0 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
B1 0.231211 20.000000 79.76879 280.3264 0.126062 26.85 200 75 
B2 1.054032 90.000000 8.945968 54.79739 0.024642 26.85 200 75 
C1 0.217285 20.000000 79.78271 243.0630 0.109305 26.85 200 75 
C2 0.977783 90.000000 9.022217 47.07821 0.021171 26.85 200 75 
D1 0.217263 20.000000 79.78274 280.3271 0.126062 26.85 200 75 
D2 0.977868 90.000000 9.022132 54.79811 0.024643 26.85 200 75 
E1 0.231211 20.000000 79.76879 280.3264 0.192196 26.85 200 75 
E2 1.054032 90.000000 8.945968 54.79739 0.042710 26.85 200 75 
F1 0.217285 20.000000 79.78271 243.0630 0.192196 26.85 200 75 
F2 0.977783 90.000000 9.022217 47.07821 0.042710 26.85 200 75 
G1 0.217263 20.000000 79.78274 280.3271 0.192196 26.85 200 75 
G2 0.977868 90.000000 9.022132 54.79811 0.042710 26.85 200 75 
H1 0.231213 20.000000 79.76879 973.1604 0.437627 26.85 200 75 
H2 0.701347 60.000000 39.29865 1098.166 0.493841 26.85 200 75 
H3 1.054042 90.000000 8.945958 2213.865 0.995567 26.85 200 75 
I1 0.040917 3.767796 96.19129 2287.537 1.028697 26.85 200 75 
I2 0.040607 3.742032 96.21736 2323.129 1.044703 26.85 200 75 
J1 0.041030 3.776861 96.18211 2251.623 1.012547 26.85 200 75 
J2 0.040829 3.759904 96.19927 2251.301 1.012402 26.85 200 75 
K1 0.033830 3.176718 96.78945 2814.994 1.265893 26.85 200 75 
K2 0.039548 3.656174 96.30428 2364.548 1.063329 26.85 200 75 
K3 0.043083 3.944881 96.01204 2139.327 0.962048 26.85 200 75 
K4 0.052069 4.651641 95.29629 1688.893 0.759489 26.85 200 75 
L1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
L2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
L3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
L4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
L5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
L6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
M1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 0.992630 26.85 200 75 
M2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.002759 26.85 200 75 
M3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.007824 26.85 200 75 
M4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.017952 26.85 200 75 
M5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.023017 26.85 200 75 
M6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.033146 26.85 200 75 
N1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
N2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
N3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
N4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
N5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
N6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
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Table 27 (continued).  Test case parameters – product stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
O1 0.040405 3.795013 96.16458 2250.964 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O2 0.040817 3.795013 96.16417 2250.963 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O3 0.041023 3.795013 96.16396 2250.963 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O4 0.041436 3.795013 96.16355 2250.963 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O5 0.041642 3.795013 96.16335 2250.963 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O6 0.042054 3.795013 96.16293 2250.963 1.012250 26.85 200 75 
O7 0.041270 3.795013 96.16372 2251.966 1.012701 26.85 200 75 
O8 0.038877 3.795013 96.16611 2251.699 1.012581 26.85 200 75 
O9 0.033515 3.795013 96.17147 2251.943 1.012691 26.85 200 75 
O10 0.029163 3.795013 96.17582 2251.144 1.012331 26.85 200 75 
P1 0.040347 3.719113 96.24054 2319.689 1.043156 26.85 200 75 
P2 0.040788 3.757063 96.20215 2284.839 1.027484 26.85 200 75 
P3 0.041009 3.776038 96.18295 2267.781 1.019813 26.85 200 75 
P4 0.041450 3.813988 96.14456 2234.379 1.004792 26.85 200 75 
P5 0.041671 3.832963 96.12537 2218.024 0.997437 26.85 200 75 
P6 0.042112 3.870913 96.08697 2185.983 0.983029 26.85 200 75 
P7 0.009225 1.000000 98.99078 45247.86 20.347800 26.85 200 75 
P8 0.020485 2.000000 97.97952 6645.415 2.988419 26.85 200 75 
P9 0.032003 3.000000 96.96800 3236.887 1.455617 26.85 200 75 
P10 0.043614 4.000000 95.95639 2083.265 0.936837 26.85 200 75 
P11 0.055271 5.000000 94.94473 1519.344 0.683243 26.85 200 75 
Q1 0.041095 3.795013 96.16389 2223.792 1.000032 26.85 200 75 
Q2 0.041162 3.795013 96.16383 2237.381 1.006142 26.85 200 75 
Q3 0.041196 3.795013 96.16379 2244.173 1.009197 26.85 200 75 
Q4 0.041263 3.795013 96.16372 2257.752 1.015303 26.85 200 75 
Q5 0.041296 3.795013 96.16369 2264.539 1.018355 26.85 200 75 
Q6 0.041363 3.795013 96.16362 2278.110 1.024458 26.85 200 75 
Q7 0.038103 3.795013 96.16688 1652.847 0.743280 26.85 200 75 
Q8 0.040236 3.795013 96.16475 2053.741 0.923560 26.85 200 75 
Q9 0.042149 3.795013 96.16284 2441.467 1.097919 26.85 200 75 
Q10 0.043891 3.795013 96.16110 2828.983 1.272184 26.85 200 75 
Q11 0.045493 3.795013 96.15949 3223.601 1.449642 26.85 200 75 
R1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
R2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
R3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
R4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
R5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
R6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
S1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 196 75 
S2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 198 75 
S3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 199 75 
S4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 201 75 
S5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 202 75 
S6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 204 75 
T1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
T2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
T3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
T4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
T5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
T6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
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Table 27 (continued).  Test case parameters – product stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
U1 0.041219 3.792646 96.16614 2251.946 1.012692 26.85 200 75 
U2 0.041136 3.784073 96.17479 2251.946 1.012692 26.85 200 75 
U3 0.035167 3.356500 96.60833 2251.987 1.012710 26.85 200 75 
U4 0.034954 3.333643 96.63140 2251.989 1.012711 26.85 200 75 
V1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
V2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
V3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
V4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
W1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
W2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 100 
W3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
W4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 100 
X1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
X2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
X3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
X4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
X5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
X6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Y1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.313 200 75 
Y2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.5815 200 75 
Y3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.71575 200 75 
Y4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.98425 200 75 
Y5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 27.1185 200 75 
Y6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 27.387 200 75 
Z1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Z2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Z3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Z4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Z5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
Z6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.85 200 75 
AA1 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.313 200 75 
AA2 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.5815 200 75 
AA3 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.71575 200 75 
AA4 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 26.98425 200 75 
AA5 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 27.1185 200 75 
AA6 0.041230 3.795013 96.16376 2252.382 1.012888 27.387 200 75 
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Table 28.  Test case parameters – tails stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
A0 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
B1 0.001890 0.350704 99.64741 14671.02 1.269658 26.85 200 75 
B2 0.001865 0.350704 99.64743 13400.83 1.159733 26.85 200 75 
C1 0.001125 0.256515 99.74236 10135.95 0.877185 26.85 200 75 
C2 0.001016 0.243686 99.75530 8926.482 0.772515 26.85 200 75 
D1 0.001776 0.350704 99.64752 14671.02 1.269658 26.85 200 75 
D2 0.001731 0.350704 99.64757 13400.83 1.159733 26.85 200 75 
E1 0.001890 0.350704 99.64741 14671.02 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
E2 0.001865 0.350704 99.64743 13400.83 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
F1 0.001125 0.256515 99.74236 10135.95 2.218875 26.85 200 75 
F2 0.001016 0.243686 99.75530 8926.482 2.335689 26.85 200 75 
G1 0.001776 0.350704 99.64752 14671.02 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
G2 0.001731 0.350704 99.64757 13400.83 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
H1 0.000850 0.350704 99.64845 4590.153 0.397241 26.85 200 75 
H2 0.000268 0.350704 99.64903 2252.772 0.194959 26.85 200 75 
H3 0.000081 0.350704 99.64922 1126.396 0.097480 26.85 200 75 
I1 0.002016 0.354021 99.64396 19050.24 1.648644 26.85 200 75 
I2 0.002040 0.357236 99.64072 19346.62 1.674293 26.85 200 75 
J1 0.002008 0.352909 99.64508 18754.19 1.623023 26.85 200 75 
J2 0.002023 0.355016 99.64296 18754.51 1.623051 26.85 200 75 
K1 0.001924 0.339785 99.65829 18190.82 1.574268 26.85 200 75 
K2 0.001969 0.347511 99.65052 18641.26 1.613250 26.85 200 75 
K3 0.002017 0.354266 99.64372 18866.48 1.632741 26.85 200 75 
K4 0.002189 0.376187 99.62162 19316.92 1.671723 26.85 200 75 
L1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
L2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
L3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
L4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
L5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
L6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
M6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
N1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.590490 26.85 200 75 
N2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.606720 26.85 200 75 
N3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.614834 26.85 200 75 
N4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.631064 26.85 200 75 
N5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.639178 26.85 200 75 
N6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.655408 26.85 200 75 
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Table 28 (continued).  Test case parameters – tails stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
O1 0.001953 0.350704 99.64734 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O2 0.001973 0.350704 99.64732 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O3 0.001983 0.350704 99.64731 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O4 0.002003 0.350704 99.64729 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O5 0.002013 0.350704 99.64728 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O6 0.002033 0.350704 99.64726 18749.82 1.622645 26.85 200 75 
O7 0.001994 0.350704 99.64730 18736.97 1.621533 26.85 200 75 
O8 0.001879 0.350704 99.64742 18740.42 1.621832 26.85 200 75 
O9 0.001620 0.350704 99.64768 18737.33 1.621564 26.85 200 75 
O10 0.001410 0.350704 99.64789 18747.59 1.622452 26.85 200 75 
P1 0.001995 0.350704 99.64730 18845.16 1.630897 26.85 200 75 
P2 0.001994 0.350704 99.64730 18797.01 1.626729 26.85 200 75 
P3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18773.30 1.624677 26.85 200 75 
P4 0.001992 0.350704 99.64730 18726.57 1.620633 26.85 200 75 
P5 0.001992 0.350704 99.64730 18703.55 1.618641 26.85 200 75 
P6 0.001991 0.350704 99.64731 18658.18 1.614714 26.85 200 75 
P7 0.002209 0.350704 99.64709 34303.94 2.968728 26.85 200 75 
P8 0.002078 0.350704 99.64722 23036.07 1.993585 26.85 200 75 
P9 0.002020 0.350704 99.64728 19989.34 1.729916 26.85 200 75 
P10 0.001987 0.350704 99.64731 18510.22 1.601910 26.85 200 75 
P11 0.001966 0.350704 99.64733 17617.72 1.524671 26.85 200 75 
Q1 0.001929 0.343690 99.65438 18178.27 1.573182 26.85 200 75 
Q2 0.001961 0.347197 99.65084 18461.38 1.597683 26.85 200 75 
Q3 0.001977 0.348950 99.64907 18604.93 1.610106 26.85 200 75 
Q4 0.002009 0.352458 99.64553 18896.08 1.635303 26.85 200 75 
Q5 0.002025 0.354211 99.64376 19043.73 1.648081 26.85 200 75 
Q6 0.002057 0.357718 99.64022 19343.29 1.674005 26.85 200 75 
Q7 0.000805 0.200000 99.79920 9777.999 0.846207 26.85 200 75 
Q8 0.001551 0.300000 99.69845 15042.03 1.301766 26.85 200 75 
Q9 0.002459 0.400000 99.59754 23469.11 2.031061 26.85 200 75 
Q10 0.003503 0.500000 99.49650 39553.17 3.423007 26.85 200 75 
Q11 0.004666 0.600000 99.39533 82619.73 7.150069 26.85 200 75 
R1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
R2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
R3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
R4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
R5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
R6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
S6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
T1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 196 75 
T2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 198 75 
T3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 199 75 
T4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 201 75 
T5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 202 75 
T6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 204 75 
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Table 28 (continued).  Test case parameters – tails stream. 
Case 
234U 
[at%] 
235U 
[at%] 
238U 
[at%] 
mass flow rate 
[kgU/yr] 
pressure 
[torr] 
temperature 
[C] 
wall deposit 
[μgU/cm2] 
direct deposit 
[%] 
U1 0.001994 0.350987 99.64702 18753.86 1.622995 26.85 200 75 
U2 0.002004 0.352016 99.64598 18753.86 1.622995 26.85 200 75 
U3 0.002783 0.449656 99.54756 18753.79 1.622989 26.85 200 75 
U4 0.002824 0.453564 99.54361 18753.78 1.622988 26.85 200 75 
V1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
V2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
V3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
V4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 0.000001 26.85 200 75 
W1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
W2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
W3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 100 
W4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 100 
X1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
X2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
X3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
X4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
X5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
X6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Y6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.85 200 75 
Z1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.313 200 75 
Z2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.5815 200 75 
Z3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.71575 200 75 
Z4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.98425 200 75 
Z5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 27.1185 200 75 
Z6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 27.387 200 75 
AA1 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.313 200 75 
AA2 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.5815 200 75 
AA3 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.71575 200 75 
AA4 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 26.98425 200 75 
AA5 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 27.1185 200 75 
AA6 0.001993 0.350704 99.64730 18753.33 1.622949 27.387 200 75 
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